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The third letter of the alphabet : called :G and 5

[respecting which latter see the letter ~); the

pl. [of the former is &lá; and of the latter,

ăși. (TA in a.º. --> -º) It is one of the

letters termed *::.. [or non-vocal, i. e. pro

nounced with the breath only, without the voice],

and of those termed a slº [and a.k. and alsº

and sºlº pronounced by pressing the tip of the

tongue against the upper gums and suddenly with

drawing it with an emission of the breath]: these

latter are p and 3 and <>, three letters that are

among those which are changed into other letters.

(TA at the commencement of * -º)= It is

one of the augmentative letters: (S:) and is

movent when added at the beginning of a noun,

and at the end of a noun, [and at the beginning

of a verb, and at the end of a verb, and is also

quiescent at the end of a verb. (Mughnee, K.)

=Added at the beginning of a noun, it is a pre

position, or particle governing the gen, case, sig

nificant of swearing, (S," Mughnee, K,) and

denoting wonder; (Mughnee, K;) and [accord.

to general usage] it is peculiarly prefixed to the

name aſl; (S, Mughnee, K;) as in Jºë Jā āū

13é [By God, verily it was thus, or verily such

a thing nas]; (S;) and 134- 34-35 aft [By

God, I will assuredly do such a thingſ: (TA:)

but sometimes they said, Jº [By my Lord],

and 3.3, j [By the Lord of the Kaabell,

and cºſt; [By the Compassionate], (Mugh

nee, K) as is related on the authority of Akh;

deviating from common usage. (TA.) Thus used,

it is a substitute for 3, (S, Mughnee,) as it is also

in es: and $5; and *; and i.e.: [&c.];

(S;) and the 3 is a substitute for ºr ; ($, Mugh

nee;) but the cº has the additional meaning of

denoting wonder: so says Z. (Mughnee.)=

Added at the end of a noun, it is a particle of

allocution: (Mughnee, K.) it is thus added in

<3 [Thou], (S, Mughnee, K,) addressed to a

male, (TA) and cºi [Thou], (Mughnee, K.)

addressed to a female; (TA;) uniting with the

noun, as though the two became one; not being

an affixed noun governed in the gen, case. (S.

(see & D- It is added in [the beginning

of] the second person of the future, (S,) [i. e.,]

in the beginning of the aor., (TA,) [as a particle

of allocution,] as in Jºã <ji [Thou dost, or nilt

do]. (S, TA.)– It is also added, as a sign of

the fem. gender, in the beginning of the future,

[or aor.,] as in Jºë (e [She does, or nill do]. (S,

TA.)- It is also added in the beginning of the

third person [fem.] of the [aor, used as an impera

tive, [as a sign of the fem. gender, as in* 2:-

[Let Hind stand]. (TA.)— And sometimes it

is added in the beginning of the second person

@@
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of the ſaor, used as an imperative, [as a particle

of allocution,] as in the phrase in the Kur [x. 59,

accord, to one reading], lsº wij [There

fore therein rejoice ye]; and in the saying of

the rājiz,

tºº-Jºãº º ºs ºjºſs'

[explained in art. J31]: and [thus] it is added in

the beginning of [the second person of] the [aor.

used as an imperative of a verb of which the

agent is not named, as in Jº ū% [Be thou

proud, vain, boastful, or self-conceited, O man],

from (ejº but Akh says that the adding of the

U in the beginning of the second person of the

ſaor, used as an imperative [except in the case

of a pass. verb or a verb of which the agent is

not named] is a bad idiom, because the U is not

needed. (S, T.A.)= The movent tº added at

the end of a verb is a pronoun, as in <3 [I

stood], (Mughnee, K,) and <; [Thou stoodest,

addressed to a male], and <3 [Thou stoodest,

addressed to a female]: (Mughnee :) thus added

in the first and second persons of the pret., it is a

pronoun denoting the agent. ($.)–The quies

cent Jº added at the end of a verb is a sign of the

fem. gender, (Mughnee,K,) i.e., a particle applied

to denote the fem. gender, (Mughnee,) as in <<3

[She stood]. (Mughnee, K.) J says [in the S]

that, when thus added at the end of the pret., it

is a pronoun: but IB says [correctly) that it is

a particle. (TA.)= It is also, sometimes, affixed

to 3 and +5; and in these cases it is most

commonly movent with fet-h, (Mughnee, K,) so

that one says <; and <º. (TA.) [See arts.

_j and -j-.]= < is an imperative of Ji. (M

in art. Usºſ.)=[As a numeral, ~ denotes Four

hundred.]

U

ū fem, of $5 (M3) i. 4. ‘s [This and that];

(T;) a noun of indication, denoting that which is

female or feminine; like 3 ($, K) applied to that

which is male or masculine; ($;) and you say

also 23, like is: (S, K.) the dual is Jú: and

- * , 2 - -

the pl., 2^3). (S, K.) En-Nábighah [Edh-Dhub

yánee] says, (T, S,) excusing himself to En

Noamán [Aboo-Káboos], whom he had satirized,

(TA,)

+ * * • Š3. &

º 24 J & 33 (~12 & *

[Non verily this is an excuse : if it profit not,

then verily its author has lost his nay in the

desert, or in the materless desert]: (T, S: but in

the latter, S is put in the place of J :) J here

points to the 53-3 [or ode]; and 393e is a subst.

6, o . . . .

from jº and otj means 2-5; and JJ.)

means jūJ. (TA) The dim. of G is 3, (T,

$, M, K.) which is anomalous, like Üs the dim.

of 5, &c. (I’Ak p. 343. [Much has been written

respecting the formation of this dim. to reduce

it to something like rule, but I pass it over as,

in my opinion, unprofitable and unsatisfactory;

and only refer to what is said respecting the

duals ji and ji in art. J. See an ex, voce

5...] —ts is prefixed to it (T, S, K) [as an in

ceptive particle] to give notice of what is about to

be said, (S,) so that one says Úts ſmeaning This],

(T, S,K,) as in āşşūts [This is such a noman];

(T;) and [in the dual] Jús; and [in the pl.]

§: and the dim. is ūs. (S.)–When you

use it in addressing another person, you add to

it 3) [as a particle of allocution], and say Jú (S,

K) and 4.5 and 45 (T, S, K) and Jä, which

is a bad dial. var., (S.K.) and Jú, (T,S,) which

is the worst of these: (T:) [all meaning That :]

the dual is ºut; and Jü, the latter with tesh

deed, (S, K, [but in some copies of the $, only

the latter is mentioned, and Jú [which, like

Jú, is dual of 45 or 45, which are contrac

tions of Jú; these two duals being for Jú,

the original, but unused, form]: (K:) the pi. is

4, [orº and Jº, and ºf [respect

ing all of which see Ji in art. J. G. K.)

and the dim. is 93 and Jú: (K: [in the TA,

the latter is erroneously written Jú:]) the J

relates to the person or persons whom you address,

masc. and fem. and dual and pl.: [but in address

ing a female, you may say Jú &c.; in addressing

two persons, U.ét; &c.; in addressing more than

two males,A-ū &c.; and in addressing more

than two females, &éü &c.:] what precedes the

3) relates to the person [or thing] indicated, masc.

and fem. and dual and pl. (S)-us is also

prefixed to 4. and Jú, so that one says, 4.5%

3's and &s Jús [This, or that, is Hind). (S,

K.') Abu-n-Nejm says,

+ tº *** *- ** - *

+ &\, : 964 tº Jºt; *

meaning [We have come saluting thee and seeking

of thee a gift : then do thou to us] this or that :

[give us] a salutation or a gift. (S.) The tº that

is used to give notice of what is about to be said

is not prefixed to 305 because the J is made a

substitute for that UA : (S, TA:) or, as IB says,

they do not prefix that U* to 4; and JG because

the U denotes the remoteness of that which is

indicated and the UA denotes its nearness, so that

37 *
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the two are incompatible. (TA)=\; and :Ú

Names of the letter º : see, that letter, and See

arts. 123 and U.S.=U and IU or 5 for Lºs : see

(near its end) art. 1.

º

U

R. Q. 1. Gü, inf. n. #, IIe reiterated the

letter c in speaking. ($, K.)—-º tú, (T,

M.) inf. m. as above (T, M, K) and £5, (M)

or füü, (K,) He called the he-goat to copulate,

(T, M, K,) or to approach, (M,) saying wt (i.

(M.)

8. §.

U U : see what next precedes.

of...?.

3UU An onomatopoeia [imitative of the sound

made in reiterating the letter tº in speaking : or,

in calling a he-goat to copulate, or to approach :

see the verb, above]. (T, K.)

2.8.

ZUU A man n-ho reiterates the letter º in

speaking. (S, K.")

- 29

* * 'w

4. Pla." <! 3.jū I continued to look at him

time after time (jū & âû): (T, TA:) or I

looked at him sharply, or intently. (Fr, T, M.,

K.) AndJ& #5, (T, S, M.K.) and sº ºff

*9), (K,) I followed him with my eye; made

my eye to follon him. ($, M, K.) [See also

art. 359.]

$5, without 2 on account of frequent usage,

(IAar, T, M.sb in art. 335, and K,) A time; one

time; [in the sense of the French fois;] syn.

3. (Msb, K.) or a time, whether long or short;

syn. &- (IAar:) sometimes, however, it is

pronounced $3: (Msb :) pl. Jº (T, Msb, K.)

- * 9. 2.

and jë. (Msb:) these are pls. of 3,5; but the

pl. of 35 without . is $55 (Mºb) and 3 ($ in
43 - -

art. 23, and K in art. 235,) and 3.5. ($ in art.

2:5.) [See also art. 235.]

º, .
-

3& in the saying

g -

-> * > *, * ºf ~ …)

+ 3& 53 Jºe &es +

is ſaid by Isa to be for tº ſpass part. n. of

jëi, so that the meaning is, And I became as

though I were a mild ass looked at sharply or

intently, or followed by the eye, in order to be

captured or shot]. (M., T.A.. [But see art. 235.])

-

ſº

AU

3. * 23, (K, TA, ſin the TT, as from the

M, written 25, and so by Golius,) inf. n. i.e.,

(TA) He was twinborn with his brother. (M,

K, TA)—2.9, (S) or ºf 2.9, (M,K, TA,

[in the TT, again, written2ül) inf. n. as above,

(S, TA,) t He wove a piece of cloth of threads

two and two together ($, M, K) in its narp and

its moof. (K.) [See Jºe, and see also 23. -

Jº 2*, (K, [written by Golius26) inf n.

as above, (TA) + The horse fetched run after

run. (K.)

4. 3.5 She (a mother, K, or a woman, S,

M, Msb, and any pregnant animal, M) tryinned,

or brought forth, t?vo at on: birth. (T, S, M,

Mşb, K.)= \,-20) i. q. Usuaš" [like \rºji, q.v.

in art. sºl]. (S, K.) [Golius and Freytag have

rendered it as though it meant º, Jail -

25, whence &#5*:
º, o,

see A*23.• * >6 - … .º

Logº, whence alº 3s :

#2; A pearl; (M,K;) so called in relation

toX; (TA,) which is a town twenty leagues

from the metropolis of 'Omán, (K, TA,) in the

tract next the sea, (TA,) a city of 'Omán whence

pearls are purchased, (M,) erroneously called by

J25, [but in one copy of the S I find it written

2,3] and said by him to be the metropolis of

'Omán; (K5) as also "izij, (TA, [and thus

it is written in copies of the S, but in one copy I

find it written à-l;,]) thought by En-Nejeeremee

to be thus called in relation to the oyster-shell,

because this is always what is termed2% Q. V.

(TA.)

2: A trºin ; one of trºo young, (S, M, Mgh,

Msb, K,) and of more, (M, K,) brought forth at

one birth, (S, M, Mgh, Msb, K,) of any animals;

nºhether a male or a female, or a male [brought

forth] nºith a female; (M, K;) and i.; is

[also] applied to a female : (S, M, Mgh, Msb,

K:) it occurs in poetry contracted into 2.5:

(M:) the pl. is25 and 2.É. (S, M, Msb, K,)

the latter of which is of a rare form, not without

parallels, (M,) said by some to be a quasi-pl. n.,

and by some to be originally [2ū, with kesr,

but the assertion of these last is condemned by

AHei; (MF) and @...; is allowable as applied

to human beings: ($, TA:) you say, &; * †

[in the TA, erroneously, &#, with damm, and

"4:3 and "4:3 (in the CK &#1 (AZ, M,

K) (meaning IIe is his tnin-brother]: and tº

Juº (S, M, Mgh, Mºb, K) and 2.3 (M, K)

[They two are twin-brothers]: or2: applies

only to one of the two; (Msb;) it is a mistake

to say2: tº and § tº : (Mgh :) [but see

§ :] Lth says that2: applies to two sons, or

young ones, [born] together; and that one should

not say cº; tºº, but2: tº: this, however,

is a mistake: correctly, as ISk and Fr say,23;

applies to one, and cº to two. (T, T.A.) It

is of the measure Ješ, (Kh, ś, IB, Mºb) in the

opinion of some, (IB)and originally239, (Kh,

T, S, IB,) like as alsº is originally *323 (Kh,

T, S.;) fromA®, (T, IB,) “the being mutually

near,” (T,) “mutually agreeing,” (T, IB,) “being

mutually conformable;” (IB ;) so that it means

one that agrees mith, or matches, another, (IB.)

– It is metaphorically used in relation to all

things resembling one another [so that it means

1 One of a pair]. (M.) A poet says,

* 253 uº Lºſ 4-5 *

* Zuºſi tº # 33tº +

# Jºſ", 5 & 7Jé º

+[She said to us, nihile her tears fell in pairs,

or in close succession, like large pearls when the

string lets them drop off, Upon those who have

departed be peace]. (S.) [This citation, and what

immediately follows it in the S, mentioning the

pl. &zº, not&#, have been misunderstood

by Golius; and Freytag has followed him in this

case.]—2::1 is also [a name of] + A certain

Mansion [of the Moon; namely, the Sixth; more

commonly called ãº ;] pertaining to J;3

[here meaning Gemini]; (M, K;) one of two

[asterisms] called Jºãº (M:) cººlis +The

Sign of Gemini. (Kzw.)– [The pl.]2; also

signifies + Clusters, or n:hat are clustered together,

(ºtij (,,) of stars, and of pearls. (M, K.)—

And cº, + A pair of pearls, or large pearls,

for the ear; each of them is termed a is: to

the other. (TA)—And cººl, [in the CK

&ººl, # A certain small herb, (AHn, M, K,)

having a fruit like cumin-seed, (AHn, M, and K

in art. Als) and many leaves, groning in the

plains, spreading long and wide, and having a

Ayellon flower. (AHn, T.A.)-2: also signi

fies t1'he arron of the kind used in the game

called 2–9 (M:) or a certain arron of those

used in that game : (K:) or the second of those

arron's ; ($, M, K;) said by Lh to have trºo

notches, and to entitle to two portions [of the

slaughtered camel] if successful, and to subject

to the payment for tryo portions if unsuccessful.

(M.)–And<º, +A kind of nomen's vehicles

[borne by camels], (T, K,) like the 2-tº-3, (T,TA,)

erroneously said in the copies of the K to be like

the -**, (TA) having no coverings, or cano

pies: the sing, is io95. (T, K.)

ãº: : See £2.É.

*:: Twinning, or bringing forth two at one

birth; ($, M, Msb, K;) applied to a mother,

(K,) or a woman, ($, M, Msb,) and to any preg

nant animal; (M;) without 3. (Msb.)

2. Accustomed to twin, or bring forth two at

one birth; ($, M, K;) applied to a mother, (K,)

or a woman, ($, M,) and to any pregnant animal:

(M.) pl. ...º. (Harp. 613.)— Hence, (Har

ubi supra) tº Jºj, (§, Har) or "...tº, (TA,

PS,) [both app. correct, t.A. piece of cloth noven

of threads two and two together in its narp and
• 6 -o:

its roof. (S.Har,TA)—Hence, also, jū, ºft

f Verses consisting of words in pairs whereofeach

member resembles the other in writing. (Har ubi

supra.) [See also2:…]

º “... … 5*o

Leºo : see Levo.

6 ... p 6 ...

*Jºs t A horse fetching, or that fetches,

run after run. (S, M.)

5 e > x 6 © .

Aºske J->5 t The using two nords resembling

each other in writing but not in eapression; as
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in the saying, Jºt; j; 43 juaš jua Je J.

3& 33 gº 44, Ji-ui (Thy might, or

elevated rank, hath deceived thee, and the end of

that has become thine ignominy : fear then thine

eacorbitant deed, and may-be thou nilt be made to

jollow a right course by this]. (Harp. 269.)

~3

1. [+º, aor. 2, inf. n. 3. and perhaps "…;

and "...[3 and "…i. He, or it, suffered loss, or

diminution; or became lost; and perished, or

died: as also '-º', inf. n. -ºš : and app. sº

also. 3 (M.A.K) and "…# (M,K) [a.

inf ns.] signify The suffering loss, or diminution ;

or being lost; and perishing, or dying: or [used

as substs.] loss, or diminution; or the state of

being lost; and perdition, or death: (M,” A,

K*) and so "...tº, (T, S, A, Mºb, K.) [said to

be a subst: from 43, with teshdeed, (Mºb) and

* 3 and "…is (K:) or the last three signify

[simply] perdition, or death : (M:) and "…:

is explained as signifying loss, or diminution, that

brings, or leads, to perdition or death; (IAth,

TA;) and so *-ū; (Bd in exi. 1;) and the

causing to perish. (T, TA.) Hence you say,

WºJ. [meaning, in an emphatic manner, May

he suffer loss, or be lost, or perish]. (S.) And

3. ū May God decree to him loss, or perdition ;

or cause loss, or perdition, to cleave to him : (S,

M,” Mºb,” K.”) ū being in the accus. case as

an inf. n. governed by a verb understood. (S.)

And ' tº 3, [in the CK tº, meaning the
same in an intensive, or emphatic, manner: (M,

K.) and "Gº ºff. (TA) And sº ej, (T, S,

M,K) and 3: …, aor. -, (Mºb) inf n. 3

and "...[3, but IDrd says that the former of these

seems to be the inf. n., and the latter the simple

subst., (M,) May his arms, or hands, and his

arm, or hand, suffer loss, or be lost, or perish :

(T, M, Msb, K, and Bd in cxi. 1:) or tºmay he him

self suffer loss, &c., (Msb,” and Bd ubi supra,)

i.e., this nhole person : (Jel in cxi. 1 :) or this

good in the present life and that in the life to

come. (Bd ubi supra.)—[Hence, 3 (A, TA)

and "-3 (T, K) t He became an old man : (T,

A, K.) the loss of youth being likened to ~3.

(TA)=-3, [aor, accord. to rule, ,) He cut,

or cut off, a thing. (K.) And J. It was cut,

or cut off. (TA.)

2. -3, inf. n. -ºš. see 1, in three places.

=43, (inf. n. as above, S,) [He caused him to

suffer loss, or to become lost ; or] he destroyed

him, or killed him. (S, K.)— He said to him

tj: (M, K:*) [i. e.] he imprecated loss, or per

dition, or death, upon him. (A.)

4. &; 4ſ. 5. f God neakened, or impaired,

or may God weaken, or impair, his strength. (K,

TA.)

10. J.-- f It (a road) became beaten, or

trodden, and rendered even, or easy to walk or

ride upon, or easy and direct. (A.)- t It (an

affair) was, or became, rightly disposed or arranged;

in a right state : ($, M, A, Msb:) or it followed

a regular, or right, course; mas in a right state ;

and clear, or plain: from J.º. applied to a

road, explained below: (T, TA :) or it became

complete, and in a right state : lit. it demanded

loss, or diminution, or destruction ; because these

sometimes follow completeness: (Harp. 35:) or

the ºr may be a substitute for A ; the meaning

being -l. (TA)

R. Q. 1. *: see 1.

ãº A difficult, or distressing, state or condi

tion. (K.)

9 *.*

-

-

-

6 * > o.

*:

i. q. ašºvo [A place of perdition, or

destruction; or a desert; or a desert such as is

termed jus]. (K.) =[It is also said in the K

to signify What the ribs infold: but I think it

probable that this meaning has been assigned to

it from its having been found erroneously written

.

6

* see 1, in several places.

s

2.

~~~~

s 3.

~5-9

for *:::, a dial. var. of<ººl

$º f An old man; (AZ, T, M, A, K,) fem.

with 3: (AZ, T, M.A.) and treak; pl. ºf:

of the dial. of Hudheyl; and extr. [with respect

to analogy]. (M.) You say, ū <5 as §§ < *

[I neas a young man, and I have vecome an old

man]. . (A.) And ââ 2. ~5 ătă [Art thou a

Ayoung woman or an old woman ?] (A.)— Also,

(T, K,) or 2.É. tº, (T,) tAn ass, and a camel,

having galls, or sores, on his back : (T, Ki:) pl.

as above. (K.)– [See also 34.)

J-4, applied to a road, ; Furroned by pas

sengers, so that it is manifest to him niho travels

along it: and to this is likened an affair that is

clear, or plain, and in a right state. (T.) [See

the verb, 10.]

~3

*::: i. q. *:::: (K;) a dial. var. of the latter.

(TA.) See both in art. •P55.

Jº

1. 3, aor. , (Lth, T, M, Mºb, K.) inf n. Sº,

(Lth, T, M5) and 33, aor. *; (Msb;) He, or it,

(a thing, Lth, T, M,) perished. (Lth, T, M, Mºb,

K.)= See also 2.

2. 93, inf n. 2:35 (Zi, T, S, M, Mºb, K.)

and '93, aor. 2, inf. n. j; (K;) He broke it:

(K:) or he broke it in pieces; ($, M ;) and did

anay nith it : (M :) or he crumbled it, or broke

it into small pieces, nith his fingers: (Zj, T:) and

he destroyed it: (Zj, T, S, Msb, K:) He (God)

destroyed him. (A.)

}: [a coll. gen, n., of which the n. un, is with

3 : Native gold, in the form of dust or of nug

gets: this is the sense in which the word is gene

rally used in the present day:] broken gold: (M:)

it is not so called unless in the dust of its mine,

or broken : (IJ, M :) or gold, and silver, before

it is nºrought : (Lth, T, IF, Msb :) or broken, or

crumbled, particles of gold, and of silver, before

they are nºrought: when they are wrought, they

are called J-ºš and is: (IAar, T, K:) or un

coined gold (S, Mgh, Mºb) and silver: (Mgh:)

when coined, it is called & (S, Msbº) (pro

perly, the term 2-5 should not be employed save

as applied to gold; but some apply it to silver

also: ($ :) the 2-5 of silver, as well as of gold, is

mentioned in a trad.: (TA:) or gold (M, K)

universally: (M:) and silver: (K:) or n:hat is

ertracted from the mine, (M, K,) of gold and

silver and all Jels- [here meaning native ores] of

the earth, (M,) before it is nºrought (M, K) and

used: (M:) or any Jº- [or native ore] before

it is used, of copper (Zj, T, Mgh, Msb) and brass

(Zj, T, Mgh) or iron (Msb) &c. : (Zj, Mgh,

Mşb:) and any Jºº- [or native ore] that is used,

of copper and brass: (K:) the word is sometimes

applied to other minerals than gold and silver, as

copper and iron and lead, but generally to gold;

and some say that its primary application is to

gold, and that the other applications are later, or

tropical: (TA :) also broken pieces of glass. (Zj,

T, M., K.)

#2; a dial var. of iºs, (AO, S) i.e. [Scurf

on the head;] nhat is formed at the roots of the

hair, like bran. (AO, S, K.)

jū Destruction, or perdition : (Zj, T, S, M,

&c. :) inf. n. of 2-5. (Lth, T, M.)

}: Broken up [and] destroyed: so in [the

saying in the Kur vii. 135,) * * L. }: §§

[As to these people, that wherein they are shall
a 2-2 a 3.

be broken up and destroyed]. (S.)–º Us!,

Counsel destroyed, or brought to nought. (TA,

from a trad.)

6 vo •

Jºe [Destroyed;] in a state of destruc

tion: (IAqr, T, K:) and defective, or deficient.

(IAar, T.)

&

1. 4-5, (S, Mgh, Mºb, K, &c.,) aor. , inf. n.

33 (S, Msb, K) and ié, (S, K,) He followed;

or ment, or walked, behind, or after ; (S, Mgh,

Msb, K;) him, (Mgh, Msb, K,) or it : namely,

a people, or company of men: (S:) or [in the

CK “and”] he ment nºith him, or it, when the

latter had passed by him : (S, Mgh, Msb, K:) and

*4.3 signifies the same; (Lth, S, K;") and so

does "…ii. (Lih, Mgh, K) or "…isignifies

I overtook them, they having gone before me;

(Fr.” A obeyd, S, Msb, K.) as also ºji (Fr,

K.) Akh says that &# and *&ji signify the

same: and hence the saying in the Kurſkxxvii. 10],

Jºsé* *4.jū [and a shooting star piercing

the darkness by its light overtaketh him]: (S:)

and the saying in the same (vii. 174], "4.3's

Öuº and the devil overtook him : (TA:) and
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… e. ... O
-

the saying in the same [xx. 81], Jºe's "...#

º, and Pharaoh overtook them with his

troops: or almost did so : (Ibn-'Arafeh, K:) or

this signifies made his troops to follow them;

(TA;) the Jº, accord. to some, being redundant:

(Bd:) or *4.3i signifies he followed his footsteps;

and sought him, folloning him: (TA:) but ‘.…;

signifies he went [after them, or followed them.j

when they had passed by him; as also …,

inf. n. 33. you say, *::::::: Jº- "…# sº º,

i. e. [I ceased not to follon, them] until I overtook

them : (A’Obeyd.) Fr says that "33i is better

than W&#; for the latter signifies he went behind,

or after, him, when the latter person was going

along; but when you say, W 4:31, it is as though

[you meant that] you followed his footsteps:

(TA:) and Yūji & '83. [as in the L and

TA, but perhaps a mistake for "33i) signifies

also he folloned him, desiring to do evil to him;

like as Pharaoh followed Moses: (L, TA:) some

say, Jº <º, inf. n. 2,3, meaning I nent

after the thing : and «º &#, inf. n. 33 and

£9, +[he followed the thing] in respect of actions:

(L, TA:) you say, Alsº, & the folloned the

Imām [by doing as he did]: (Msb:) [but in this

last sense, more commonly, one says, * 4.5,

meaning the did like as he [another] did: (TA :)

and &#1 "33, the followed the Kurán as his

guide ; did according, to what is in it: (TA:)

and you say also, 3-9. Je Waºti; (M3b;) or

34 Je, inf n. ** and £3; (S;) f [he

folloned him, or imitated him, in the affair;]

(Msb;) he folloned him, or imitated him, in

doing such a thing : (PS:) [but this last phrase

has another meaning: see 3..] In the saying,

Ail J. j%& $, [in which the verb may be

pass. of& or of "&#, or, accord. to one rela

tion, W& ^), each in the pass. form, [Fire shall

not be made to follon, to the grave, though it may

be rendered one shall not follow with fire to the

grave, it is said that] the ºr is to render the verb

transitive. (Mgh.)— Ji- Jº < *; and

a. * &ü, inf. n. ãº. [and probably £º also];

and 4. Yºji; I prosecuted, or sued, the 77tazz

for my right, or due. (TA.) The saying in the

Kur (ii. 173), Jºjº', 'ºù means [Then]

prosecution for the bloodwit [shall be made noith

lenity]. (TA)—35, of which the aor., &

occurs in a trad., [see 4,] (Mgh, TA,) pronounced

by the relaters of trads, with teshdeed, ['es,

(TA,) also signifies the accepted a reference

from his debtor to another for the payment of

what n'as onced to him. (Mgh, T.A.")

2 * pi * ~ *

2. ºº & 83, inf. n. &#, May God make
-

a thing to be followed by another thing to such a

one, is said in relation to good and to evil; like
3. * * *

a) &-. (TA in art. &-)=See also 5.

3. £º [and isº, the inf ns of&%) i.a.

§, [The making a consecution, or succession, of

one to the other, Jºel Jew between two things,

or affairs; and the making consecutive, successive,

or uninterrupted, in its progressions, or grada

tions, or the like : see 6]. ($, K.) It is said
• o - - - • 6. … •

in a trad., sº e- Jº 15-9 [Make ye a

consecution between the : and the 5-ce; mean

and that

of the 3-sc to be consecutive]; (TA;) i. e. nihen

ing make ye the performance of the :

Aye perform the &- then perform ye the 3rºe;

and when ye perform the 5-se, then perform ye

the z-a-; or nhen ye perform either of these, then

perform ye after it the other, without any length

of time [intervening]: but the former [meaning]

is the more obvious. (Marginal note in a copy of

the Jámi’-es-Sagheer of Es-Suyootee.) And you

Say,sº- Jºss tº &: +Make thou us

to be followers, or imitators, of them in excellencies.

(TA.) And Jºël &G [He sang songs consecu

tively, successively, or uninterruptedly]. ($ and

K in art. Jº-.) And abliº, &G [He made it to

fall, fall don'n, drop, drop don'n, or tumble don'n,

in consecutive portions or quantities]. (M and K

in art bi- in the CKabuli.) And Jºël &G

& + [The horse prosecuted, or continued, the

course, or running, uninterruptedly]. (K voce

*: &c.) And <-e-& 3. f He carries

on the narrative, or discourse, by consecutive pro

gressions, or uninterruptedly : or, as Z says, pur

sues it, or carries it on, well. (TA.) [See also a

similar phrase in what here follows.]—J-ji,&G

He pared, or trimmed, the bony well, giving to

each part thereof what was its due. (K, TA.)

Skr says that the phraseº &xi; used by Aboo

Kebeer El-Hudhalee in describing a bow, means

The paring, or trimming, of nihich has been eace

cuted with uniformity, part after part. (TA.)

— Hence, (TA,) the saying of Abu-l-Wākid El

Leythee, (§, TA) in a trad, (5) Jº tº

Jºº & 5-3-1. J. & & 3-2.

33. (S, TA) + We have practised works with

diligence, and acquired a sound knowledge of

them, [and we have not found anything more

efficacious in the pursuit of the blessings of the

world to come than abstinence in respect of the

enjoyments of the present world.] (S,”TA.) You

say also, 4. &9, meaning + He made his work

sound, or free from defect: (Kr, S:) and in like

manner, & his language, or speech. (Kr.)

– [Hence also, Jº Jº& t The pasture

fattened the camels well and thoroughly. (K,

TA)—29 Jé ºut He aided, assisted, or

helped, him to do the thing, or affair. (TA)—

See also 1, where another meaning of the same

phrase is mentioned, in the latter half of the para
wº

graph.—Jº

paragraph.

&ū : see 1, near the end of the

4. 4-31; see 1, from the beginning nearly to

the end.= Also He made him to follon ; or to

overtake : (S, K:) he made him to be a folloner:

(Mgh, Mgb:) or he urged him, or induced him,

to be a folloner. (Mgh.) You say, [making the
6 - 6 p.m. e. e.

verb doubly trans.,] Lººk2: [I made them to

fºllow, proceſſalº another, not myself]. (K.) And

axºsº *: [I made him to follow, or over

take, the thing, and he folloned it, or overtook

it]. (S.) And ºº <<3 I made Zeyd to

be a folloner of 'Amr : (Mgh, Msb:) or I urged,

or induced, Zeyd to be a folloner of 'Amr.

(Mgh.) And tº Je ſº-, 4-4-iſſ He

made his mind, or desire, to follow after it, re

gretting what had passed anay]. (TA in art.

ja-e.) [See also 10.] It is said in a prov., (TA,)

* Jill ei [Make thou it. bit and bridle

to follow the horse]: or*j asu [her nose-rein,

the she-camel]: or sitº, 33, [its rope, the

bucket]: used in bidding to complete a favour, or

benefaction: (K, TA:) A’Obeyd says, I think the

meaning of the first prov. to be, Thou hast libe

rally given the horse, and the bit and bridle are a

smaller matter; therefore satisfy thou completely

the want, seeing that the horse is not without

need of the bit and bridle. (TA.)- Hence the

trad., &#13 * Jº &# &: ! Whoso is

referred, for the payment of n-hat is owed to him,

to a solvent man, let him accept the reference:

(Mgh, TA:*) [see also 1, last meaning:] the verb

being made trans. by means of Je because it

conveys the meaning of à-l. (Mgh.) You say

[also],º&& ! Such a one nas referred,

for the payment of n-hat was onved to him, to

such a one. (S, TA.) And <ſe 4.3i ! He re

ferred him, for the payment of what nas onced

to him, to him. (TA.)- [See also £º, below.]

5, 4-3, inf n. &i, (Lth, S, Msb,” K,) for

which "ºil is used by El-Kutamee, tropically,

(S,) or, accord. to Sb, because the same in mean

ing; (TA;) and "4x5, inf. n. &#: (S, K;*)

He pursued it; investigated it; examined it;

hunted after it; prosecuted a search after it;

made successive, or repeated, endeavours to attain

it, to reach it, or to obtain it; or sought it, sought

for it, or sought after it, successively, time after

time, or repeatedly, or in a leisurely manner, by

degrees, gradually, step by step, bit by bit, or one

thing after another, (Lth, S,” Mºb, K,” TA,)

following after it. (S.) Hence the saying of

Zeyd Ibn-Thábit, respecting the collecting of the

Kurán, --, -ī-, 3-, *ā-iº [And

I set myself to seeking to collect it successively,

&c., from the thin nhite stones and the leafless

palm-branches upon which it was written]. (TA.)
of . of e ... p 6 - - - -

And -*, ºl cº' cº tº- sº &º [He

investigated the countries, going forth from land
* 3-2, 6 - 2

to land. ($ and K in art. U.S.,5.) And& cy)3

Jºš jji [Such a one pursues, &c., the track of

such a one]. (TA.) And cº; G3.& [He

seeks successively, &c., to discover the vices, faults,

or evil qualities or actions, of such a one]. (TA.)

And J} sº 2.3% 3. - - &: [He pursues

small, or little, affairs; and the like thereof; or

he seeks successively, &c., to obtain a knowledge

of the subtilties, niceties, abstrusities, or obscuri
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ties, of things, or affairs ; and the like thereof).

(TA.) And Jº-Jº&º [He took successive holds

of the rope]: said of a man descending from a

part of a mountain such as is termed Jº, by

means of a rope tied to that part, to a place in

which honey was deposited. (TA in art. Jº.)

6. &tº It was, or became, consecutive, suc

cessive, or uninterrupted, in its progressions, or

gradations, or the like; syn. Jºi. (K.) You

say, &;i. &tº [Its falling, falling don'n, drop

ping, dropping don'n, or tumbling don'n, was, or

became, consecutive, &c.; i.e. it fell, fell don'n, &c.,

in consecutive portions or quantities]. (M and Kin

art. Jai-) And Jill &tº The people, or com

pany of men, folloned one another. (Msb.) And

ãº <tº, and ju.S., and 3.4% The things,

and the rains, and the events, came one after

another, each folloning near upon another. (Lth.)
• * 6 * ~ * *

And it is said in a trad, * JºJº ºf

--Me- [Years of dearth, drought, or sterility,

came consecutively upon Kureysh]. (TA.)–

Jºl &tº f The horse ran evenly, not raising

one of his limbs [above its fellon). (TA.)—

Jº cºur; t The camels became fat and goodly.

(T.A.)"

8: see 1, throughout: and see also 5.

19. *- He desired, or demanded, of him

that he should follon him : (TA:) or he made

him to follow him. (L.) [See also 4.]

&: A follower of women: (Lh,” Az:) or a

passionate lover, and follower, of a woman, (K,)

whithersoever she goes: (TA:) and with 5, of a

man: (Lh:) and W33 a sedulous seeker ofwomen.

(K.) [See &9.] You say also, * & 3*,

meaning He is a folloner of nomen ; and iſ.”&

one in nhom is no good, and nith nºbom is no

good : or, accord. to Th, you only say iſ: &

(TA.)—"...is& |J.A. This is what ..follon's this.

(M in art. 3/5.)—See also &º, in two places.

6 *.

": .

&

~ o 6 --> 3 > *

Ağ& J-2 A man n-ho makes his speech

consecutive, one part to another. (Yoo, K.”)

g - - -

See &9, in six places.

... o. 4, , ,

Jºj č,i. A con desiring [and therefore fol.

loning] the bull. (Ibn-'Abbād, K.)

4.5 and "āzū signify the same; (T, S, O, L,

K;) TThe consequence of an action: and] a claim

which one seeks to obtain for an injury, or inju

rious treatment, and the like : (T, O, L., K; and

so the Msb in explanation of the former word :)

the former is also explained as signifying a right,

or due, anneaced to property, claimed from the

possessor of the property: (L:) pl. [of the former]

<< and [of the latter] <eº. (TA.) A poet

says,

o ~ * ~ * & 24 - - - • a 2 . • 6 • , 8.

* ecle-J's sº-àº) cºj “ --, 3-º-º-le) "

- *** * • * 0.3 6 vs.” … • - -

• ‘aeº's sº sº. " …,& biº

[Haneefeh ate their lord, in the time of expe

riencing dearth, or drought, or sterility, and

hunger : they did not fear, from their lord, the

evil of the results, and the consequence of their

action]: for they had taken to themselves a god

consisting of.--, [i.e. dates mixed with clarified

butter and the preparation of milk called asi,

kneaded together,) and worshipped it for some

time; then famine befell them, and they ate it.

(S.) And one says, is: 3. es? Aft &:* º,

and Vietº, There is not, against him, on the

part of God, in this, any claim on account of

nºrong-doing. (TA.)

º “

2:3 [One who is prosecuted, or sued, for a&: p »

º -

right, or due ; of the measure Jºsé in the sense

… o –

of the measure Jº, fromJ

nºho, ones property to another, ($, K, TA,) and

whom the latter prosecutes, or sues, for it. (TA.)

=The young one of a con in the first year;

(S, Msb, K;) so says Aboo-Fak'as El-Asadee :

(TA:) or that is a year old; (Az, Mgh, TA;) not

so called until he has completed the year; erro

neously said by Lth to signify a calf ripening to

his perfect state : (Az, TA:) thus called because

he yet follows his mother; (Mgh, Msb;) the word

in this sense being of the measure J.” in the

sense of the measure Jelš: (Msbº) and '3.

signifies the same: (TA:) fem, of the former

with 3: (S, Msb, K:) pl. gº and &: (AA,

$, O, K3) both ple, of 3.5 (AA, 5,05) or the
former is Pl, of i.j; (Msb;) and the pl. of

&: is ãºji [a pl. of pauc.]; (L, Msb;) and
-

-> x > *

axa:3;] one

&# and &ºi, the latter of which is extr., are

pl. of i-ji. (L.) the pl. of ' 33 in the above

*3i. (TA.) Accord. to Esh

Shaabee, (IF,) One nihose horns and ears are

equal [in length]: (IF, K :) but this is a judicial

explanation; not deduced from the rules of lexi

cology. (IF.)—I. q. "& [as signifying One

mentioned sense is

n:ho prosecutes, or sues, for a right, or due ; and

particularly for blood-revenge]. (S, K.) Hence

the saying in the Kur [xvii. 71], K. bé- 53

tº a tºe Then Sye shall not find for you any

fo prosecute for blood-revenge, nor any to sue,

against us therein: (Fr. S, K:) or ye shall not

jind for you any to sue us for the disalloning of

nhat hath befallen you, nor for our averting it

from you : (Zj:) [or any aider against us; for]

&: also signifies an aider; and especially against

an enemy. (Lth, K.)- See also &% latter half.

iég: See i.j, in three places.

3: An appellation of each of the Kings of

El-Yemen ($, K) who possessed Himyer and

IIadramont, (K, TA,) and, as some add, Sebó ;

(TA;) but not otherwise; (K, TA;) and the like

of this is said in the 'Eyn : (TA:) so called

because they followed one another; whenever one

died, another took his place, following him in his

course of acting: (TA) pl. ix.43, (§, K) with

3 added as having the meaning of a rel. n. ; [as

though it were pl. of Jº, like as iº- is pl.

3 - 2 - - - - -

of Jº-;] erroneously written in some of the

copies of the K azºº; : (TA:) the issuj of

Himyer were like the à-lèſ of the Persians and

the 5.2% of the Romans. (Lth.) In the Kur

xliv. 36, it is said in a trad. to mean a particular

king, who was a believer, and whose people were

unbelievers. (Zj.)—And hence, (TA,) A species

of the -º-º: ſor kings of the bees], (K,) the

greatest and most beautiful thereof, whom the

other bees follon . (TA:) pl. &% (K;) in

the L,&ć [which is probably a mistranscription

for &&. (TA)— A species of 2:... [which

means any flying things, as well as birds; and

may therefore, perhaps, be meant to indicate what

next precedes]. (S.) –The shade, or shadon: ;

($, K;) because it follows the sun; as also W&

(K.) A poet says, (S,) namely, Sogda El-Juha

neeyeh, (TA,) or Selma El-Juhaneeyeh, (mar

ginal note in a copy of the S,) bewailing her

brother, As'ad,

: . ... • 2. - - * … •

+ ***3 35-a- oºl sy: +

• 23 a £2 22 2 ſ 2, , ~ *

# sº Jº-l's] 5uai, 2,3 *

($) [He comes to the maters when people are

dwelling, or staying, there, (but see à-a-) and

nºhen no one is there, as the bird called katáh

comes to rvater] mºhen the shade has become con

tracted at mid-day: or, accord. to Aboo-Leylä,

the meaning is, the shade of night; i.e., this man

comes to the waters in the last part of the night,

before any one: though it means also the shade of

day-time: (TA:) or, accord. to Aboo-Sa’eed Ed

Dareer, the meaning here is [the star, or asterism,

called] cººl, and this is very probably correct;

for the bird above mentioned comes to the waters by

night, and seldom by day; and hence the saying,

suº &. Jºi. (Az, TA) see &%–See also
a o • * * * * of ~ -

&–sº & us! Lº! tº I know not n-ho of

men he is. (Ibn-'Abbād, K.)– &: is also a pl.

of&: [q. v.]. (T.A.)

§ : See #.

J-º & A certain wind, (K, TA,) also

called ſºil, (TA) which blows (K,TA) in the

early morning, (TA,) nith the rising of the sun,

(K, TA,) from the direction of the nind called

º, unaccompanied by rising clouds, (TA,) and

veers round through the various places whence

minds blon, until it returns to the place from

n!hich blon's the nind called U-all, (K,TA,) nience

it commenced in the early morning : (TA :) the

Arabs dislike it. (Z, T.A.)

&º Following; a folloner: (TA:) and W&

also signifies the same as 6. j; (K3) a thing

that follows in the track of a thing; (Lth, Az;)

or that is at the hinder, or latter, part of any

thing; (TA;) but is used alike as sing, and pl.:

(S, Mºb, K.) the pl. of &G is§ºgº (TA)

[and, applied to rational beings, J5x49]: and the

pl. of Y& is &#; (S, K;) or this may be used

as a pl. of& ; (Msb;) or it is pl. of &9, like
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as 24- is pl. of sº, (Kr, Mgh) and J.1% of

Jau, &c.; (K;) or, correctly speaking, it is a

quasi-pl. n. (Sb, TA) You say, "& J-9

*tº [The person praying is a follower of his

Imán]: and 4 &: Jº [The people are followers

of him]. (Msb.) And it is said in the Kur

[xiv. 24, and xl. 50], w tº 3 tº § IVerily
we n'ere followers of you]: (S, TA:) ..in which

the last word may be a quasi-pl. n. of &ū; or it

may be an inf. n., meaning gº es:3. (TA.)

"33 is applied as an epithet to the legs of a

beast: (Lth, T:) and is also used as [an epithet

in which the quality of a subst. is predominant,

signifying The legs of a beast. (K.) –A jinnee,

or genie, that accompanies a noman and follon's

her whithersoever she goes, (K, TA,) loving her:
6 * >

(TA:) and āzū a jinneeyeh, or female genie,

that does the same to a man : (S,” K, TA:) or

the 3 is added in the latter to give intensiveness

to the signification, or to denote evilness of nature,
5. -

or to convey the meaning of azals, q.v.: the pl.

is &lsº : and this means female associates. (TA.)

–A servant; as also "&#. (TA) &ºtiſ si
•6 # e. - • * *

ãº J3' jº, in the Kur [xxiv. 31], accord. to

Th, means Or the servants of the husband, such

as the old man n-ho is perishing by reason of age,
5 *

and the aged noman. (TA.)— See also &º.

—[Also One neart in the order of time after the
* - - 3 - -

à-2 ; like "Jºº.–And in grammar, An

appositive.]—~5 &º [The folloner of the

asterism; i. e., of the Pleiades;] a name of

cººl [the Hyades; or the five chief stars

thereof; or the brightest star among them, a of

Taurus]: this name being given to it as ominous

of good; (K;) or as ominous of evil: (O:) or

so called because it follows the Pleiades: (T:)

also called &ºl, (T in art. Jºx, Sh, IB, and

others) and "343, (K) which is the dim, (TA)
or&l, (T in art. Jºx,) and "33, (K,) or

& ſq. v.), (Aboo-Sa’eed Ed-Dareer, T) and

W& GB, Z) and Jū, and salº, (IB)

Or 22--" U33'-, ($ in art. tº-) or Lºxle

© ºw

J)._s-e-J). (Kzw and others.) [See also {<!!..]

Jº : See &j.

&:23 : See

£º in language is when one says the like

of 3-, 3-($,K) and º &#: (S:) The

putting, after a word, an imitative sequent, i. e.

another nord similar to the former in measure or

in its &s, by may of pleonasm, or for fulness of

expression, and for corroboration; (Mz 28th

82, and Kull p. 11;) the latter n'ord being one

not used alone, and having no meaning by itself,
6 * . * ~ *

as in J- J-- ; or being one which has a

g -

&9, last sentence.

meaning of its on n, as in t;2. &s. (Kull ubi

supra.)— [Also The latter of such trºo words;

i. e. an imitative sequent.— And used in the

former sense, as an inf. n., it denotes various other

kinds of assimilation, i. e., of one word to another

preceding or following it, and of one vowel to

another preceding or following it in the same

word.]

º 3. She niho has nith her children, or young

ones: (Lh:) or a ewe, or she-goat, and a cow,

and a girl, having her offspring following her:

(K:) or a cow having a cº, q.v.: and IB men

tions also is: as signifying the same : and a

female servant folloned by her offspring nhither

she comes and goes. (TA.)

6 ye.

exº- [pass. part. n. of 1. – In grammar, The

antecedent of a &é, i.e., of an appositive.]

*:: tAnything made, or eacecuted, soundly,

thoroughly, nell, or so as to be free from defect.

(K,” TA.) -

•,• J.

Uºo Consecutive, successive, or uninterrupted,

in its progressions, or gradations, or the like.

(TA.) You say& 35; Pearls folloning one

another, or doing so in uninterrupted order. (TA.)

AndcººJºe The fasting of two

consecutive months. (TA.)—& & 4 f An

even, or a uniform, branch, in myhich are no

knots. (K, TA) And Giº & Jº 14

horse symmetrical in make, (A, K,) justly pro

portioned in his limbs or parts. (A, TA.) And

* & Jº f A man whose knowledge is

uniform, consistent, without incongruity. (K,"

TA.)

Jº

1. 43, (Lth, T, M) aor. , (M.) infin. Já,

(Lth, T, M,) He pursued him nith enmity, or

hostility: (Lth, T:) or he bore enmity, or was

hostile, to him. (M)—jº ſº, (S, M.K.)

inf. n. Jº, (M,) t?"ime, or fortune, smote them

nith its vicissitudes, (M, K,) and (K) destroyed

them; (S. K.) as also "...iii. (S.T.A.)–43

J.-J., (S, M) or Jºg, (T,) aor. -, (M) inf. n.

Jā; (T. K.) and "45, (§, M) inf n. Jú:

(K, TA;) Love made him sick, or ill; (T, S, M,

K; [in the CK, Juše Autºl, is erroneously

put forJºeAiºl, ;]) and caused him to

be in a bad, or unsound, state : (S:) or, as some

Say, 43 signifies, (M,) or signifies also, (K,) it

took anay his reason, (M, K,) and bencildered

him. (TA.)–You say also, of a woman, <-13

Jº 353, (M, K,) inf. n. as above, as though

meaning, (M,) She smote the man's heart with

"Jä [app. meaning love-sickness]. (M, K.)=

See also Q. Q. 1.

2 and 3: see Q. Q. 1.

4. 4.3), inf. n. Jº, He made him a victim

of blood-revenge, or retaliation of murder or

homicide. (S: the meaning is indicated there,

but not expressed.). See also 1, in two places.

Q. Q. 1.33: Jºã, (A’obeyd, T, S, M, Mºb,

K.) and ºt, with hemz, (IJ, M) or *@,

[without e, ] (K,) mentioned by Ibn-Abbád in the

Moheet, (TA,) and W \,\ }, (T, M, K,) said by

Lth to be allowable, (T,) and * (13, (K,) He

seasoned [the contents of] the cooking-pot nºith

Jºã; (Mºb ;) he put Jºë into the cooking-pot;

(Ki) i. 4. (ºft and slº (A'Obeyd, T.) from

Jä. (S, M.”)-[Hence,) 4.54- Jºi f He

seasoned [meaning he embellished] his speech, or

language; syn. 4-5 (TA) and 95. (A in

art. jº.)

J; [originally inf. n. of 1, q.v.–] Enmity,

or hostility, (Lth, T, M, K, TA,) in the heart,

(TA,) nith mhich one is pursued : (Lth, T:) pl.

J.3 (Lih, T, M, K) and "J.3, which later is

extr. (K.) You say,Jºe& [He has enmity,

or hostility, towards me, nith nihich he pursues

me]. (T,)—I. 4. & (S) and J-5 (S.M. K.)

[by the former of which may be intended the

meaning explained above, or, as appears to be

meant by the latter, blood-revenge; or retaliation

of murder or homicide; or prosecution for blood;

or a desire of, or seeking for, retaliation of a

crime or of enmity]; pl. Jºã. (S.) Jill aS

meaning J-3, is likened by Yezeed Ibn-El

Hakam Eth-Thakafee to a debt which one should

be paid. (Hamp. 530.) And one says,Jº--

[He was made a victim of blood-revenge, or re.

taliation of murder or homicide: or, perhaps, of

enmity, or hostility]. ($) And J, #2:... [Be

treen them are blood-revenges, &c.]. (TA.)-
3 *

Love-sickness. (Kull p. 167. [See J.-.]) See 1.

Já 3-3, (M,) or "Jºj, (TA,) t?"ime, or for

tune, that smites people with its vicissitudes, (M,

TA,) and destroys them. (TA.) And "J: Jss

J.-, occurring in a poem of El-Aasha, +Time,

or fortune, that destroys, or carries off, family

and children. (S.)

5 - 5 so *

Jº : see Jºe.

Jºãº See Jä.

Jú A possessor [or seller] of Jºl; pl. of

Jºb. (K.)

Jä, (Apleya, T, S, M, Mºh, K) also pro

nounced Jä, with 2, (IJ, M,) and "Jºj, (S,

Mºb, K.) and "Jºš, (IAar, T.K.) Seeds (ji

Mşb and K) that are used in cooking, for season

ing food; (T, S, M, Mºb, K.) i.g. tº 35 (T, M.)

such as cumin-seeds and coriander-seeds: (TA

VOCe§ :) said to be arabicized: Ibn-El-Jawā

leekee says that the vulgar distinguish between

U.G and 35ºl, [in the manner explained voce

jº) but the [classical] Arabs do not: (Msb:)

pl. Jºi. (T, S, Mºb, K.)

Jºë. See Já:=and see Jº.

6.- .

Jºi: See Jºu.

Jº [from the Persian Jús; Or Jºs: ?] What

falls in consecutive portions, or particles, on the

occasion of the hammering of copper and of iron :

0. Ji- thereof, nºith hydromel, drunk, poncerfully

alleviates the [ejection of] phlegm. (K.)
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Jé: See Já.

Jº. A man rendered love-sick; (T;) as also

"J-3: (M3) and the former, a lover who is not

granted that which he wants. (TA.)

J-5

1. 33, aor. -, (§, M.K.) inf n &; (3) He

fed a beast with cº ſq.v.). (S, M. K.)—Also

JHe sold ſcº, i. e.] stran. (KL)=&#, (T,

$, M, K) aor. , (§, K) inf n, & 3, (T.S.) or

&3, (M.K.) and āū (T, S, M, K) and igº,

(M,) He was, or became, intelligent, sagacious,

skilful, or knowing; syn. &las, (K,) or tº 32;

(S;) and nice, or minute, in inspection (S, K)

into affairs : (S:) or āsūj signifies the being very

intelligent or sagacious or skilful or knowing, and

nice, or minute, in inspection; as also ãº

accord. to AO and AA : (T:) these two words

signify the same (T, S, M*) accord. to [most of]

the leading authorities: (T:) and Yaakoob asserts

that the J is a substitute for le: (M:) [or the

reverse seems to be the case in the opinion of Az,

who here remarks that there are many instances

of the change of tº into le:] or the former is in

evil; and the latter, in good: (M:) or, accord. to

Lth, &-k means in evil; and &3, in good; so

that he makes aşūle to be in deceiving, or be

guiling, and suddenly, or unexpectedly, attacking

or destroying: but En-Nadr says the contr.; and

accord. to him, &º signifies the having know

ledge of affairs, and intelligence, or sagacity, and

science: (T:) and "cº, inf. m. cº signifies

the same as &#: (K:) or he inspected nicely, or

minutely: as in a trad. in which it is said, respect

ing a woman whose husband has died leaving her
Joº- a • • • o 2 * 0.7

Pºgnant ºf Jº-Jº gº &. dº

_ºj Lo, meaning [She shall be eacpended upon

from the nihole of the property] until ye make a

nice, or minute, inspection [into the circumstances

of the case], and say otherwise, (T, S,) i.e., that

she shall be expended upon from her own share:

(T:) and so in another trad., in which it is said,

3& J tº es: º& #28, 2&Jºſé,

(A’Obeyd, T, M.,) i. e. [Verily a man will say a

saying] in which he will be nice, or minute [in

expression, whereby he will fall into the fire of

Hell]: (TA:) here A’Obeyd thinks the meaning

to be the making language obscure, or abstruse,

and disputing in a matter of religion. (T.) You

say also, 4. &: (T, M., TA) He understood it;

or knen, it; or had knowledge, or reas cognizant,

of it; (TA;) i. 4. & P. (M.)

2. cº, inf. n. &#: see 1.=43, inf. n. as

before, He clad him nith a Jú. (TA.)

•o , ,”

8. &# He clad himself with a cº. (K.)

6 o'.

U-> *

3.3($, M, Mºb,K, &c.)and "3.3(M,K)Straw;

i.e. the stalls, or stems, (-à-ae, M, K,) or the

stalk, or stem, (3°, Msb,) ofseed-produce, (M,

Mşb, K,) such as wheat and the like, (M, K,)

Bk. I.

see what next follows.

[generally] after it has been trodden or thrashed

[and cut]; (Msb;) nheat nihen it has been trodden

or thrashed [and cut] by the feet of beasts or by re

peatedly drancing over it the[machine called]J-34

ſq. v.]: (Mgh in art. v.32 :) [a coll. gen. n. j

n. un, with 3 [signifying a stranſ, or, piece of

stran]. (S, M.) You say a: &- Jāī [Less

than a stran, or piece ofstran]. (TA)=Also,

the former, A great bonyl: (S:) or a bonyl that

satisfies the thirst of twenty; (K:) or the greatest

of bonyls, that almost satisfies the thirst of twenty:

(Ks,S,M:) next is the cº-3, which is nearly equal

thereto: then,the.…,that satisfies the thirstof three

and of four: then, the 2–33, that satisfies the thirst

of two men: then, the Jºã, that satisfies the thirst

of one man: then, the*: (Ks, S:) or a bonyl

of rude, or rough, make : not made neatly, or

skilfully. (M.)- [Hence, probably, ŁA liberal,

or bountiful, and noble, chief. (K.)- And A

nvolf. (K.)

&: Intelligent, sagacious, skilful, or knowing;

and nice, or minute, in inspection (S, M, K) into

affairs; ($;) as also & (M. :) [or very in

telligent, &c.; and accord. to some, in evil; or

in good; see & 5.]—And One who plays nith

his hand nith everything. (K.)

&: A seller of cº: (S.M.K.) thus, perfectly

decl., if of the measure Jº, from& : but if

of the measure cº, from Jiul [the act of

cutting (for J-5 is generally cut by the thrashing

machine)], it is ſéj,] imperfectly decl (S.)

Öğ SmallJº- [or breeches], (S, Mgh, K,)

without legs, [i. e. having only two holes through

which to put the legs,) (TA in art. 2 #5,) [made of

linen, and of leather,) of the measure of a span,

(S, Mgh,) such as to conceal the anterior and

posterior pudenda ($, Mgh, K, TA) only; (TA;)

worn by sailors (S, Mgh) [and by nºrestlers]: or

a thing like J259- : (M, Msb:) or a thing like

small U239. : (T:) [it is an arabicized word,

from the Persian & :] the Arabs make it

masc. (T, M, Mºb) and fem.: (Mºb.) pl. & 3.(T, Msb.) •

âû (TA) and viº. (Mgh, Mºb, TA) and

"&#. (Mgh, Mºb) The place, (TA) or house,

or the like, (Mgh, Mºb) of ſor for cº. (Mgh,

Mşb, T.A.) -

5 -0.

&sº, applied to

cº, Of the colour of cº [or stran]. (TA.)

a horse such as is termed

dº

sº a dial. var. of sº, of the dial. of the

Anşār. ($ and K in art. -35, q.v.)

3:5

sº See art. -95. Accord. to some, it belongs

to the present art., and was originally is 6.

jº

3:) [andjºin and 36&I) A certain people, or

nation, (K,) [called by us the Tartars, in the

furthest countries of the East, in the mountains

of&lº, on the confines of China, (TA,) border

ing upon the Turks, (K,) more than six months'

journey from Má-naráà-n-nahr : so in the

Murooj edh-Dhahab. (TA.)

&

... o. : o .

- -

Jºº and Jºr-3 : See art. 253.

jº-3

. .3-3, (S.A.Mºb, K.) aor.”, (§, Mºb) inf n.
jº- (S, Msb, K) and 3,\s-5, (S, A, K,) or the

latter is a simple subst., (Msb) or quasi-inf. n.,

(Mgh) and Jºi.; (A) and "2+3", (S, A, Mºb,

K,) of the measure J-31; (S;) IIe practised

traffic, merchandise, or commerce; trafficked;

traded; dealt; sold and bought; (K;) employed

property for the purpose of gain. (A.) You

say, ā-5 ãº 3- [He practised a profitable,

or lucrative, traffic]. (A) And J ºs-i:&

3--J13 × 1 [Such a one traffics on land and sea].

(A.) There can hardly, if at all, be found any

other instance of J immediately followed by &

except ** and & the - in sºi is originally

3. (Mºb.) *

3. 9-0, (A) inf n. *-ū, (A, K.L.) He

practised with him [and (as is implied in the A)

he vied with him in practising] traffic, or selling

and buying. (K.L.)

8. 2-5 : see 1, in two places.= See also 8 in

art. Jº-9.

º o :

}*- : 6 .

2 J see je-G.

jº-J) : -

ā- a subst. from 1; (Msb;) or quasi-inf. n.;

(Mgh ;) [The practice of traffic, merchandise, or

commerce; traffic; trade; selling and buying ;]

the trade of the A-ū, i.e., of him who sells and

buys for gain; (Ksh in ii. 15;) the seeking of

gain by selling and buying. (Bd ibid.) [See also

1.]– Also Merchandise, meaning nhat is sold

and bought, of goods, or commodities, or household

furniture, and the like; a quasi-inf. n. used in

the sense of a pass. part. n. (Mgh.) [Hence the

saying, 5-S ãº 28.1% ! [Keep ye to the

merchandise of the life to come]. (A.)

3-6 A merchant; one who practises traffic,

merchandise, or commerce; a trafficker; a trader,

or tradesman; a dealer; one who sells and buys;

(K;) one who sells and buys for gain : (Ksh in

ii. 15:) and a vintner, or seller of nine, (S, K,)

was also called thus by the Arabs: ($:) accord.

to IAth, this latter is said to be the primary sig

nification: and hence the saying in a trad., &

2-9 3-tº- pººrly th. vintner 2s a transgressor].

(TA:) pl. Jºi and jº-j and "3-5, (S, Msb,

K.) [or rather this last is a quasi-pl. n.,.] like as
s o . - * > 2

--~ is of-U2, (S, Msb,) and Jº-", (K,) or
~ 9 . * *

this may be a pl. of jº-5. (ISd, T.A.) "3-in,

38
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occurring in a verse of El-Akhtal, [for jetil, is

thought by Isa to be like 3. [for] subj (TA)

– [Hence,) ( A man shift in an affair. (K,

TA.) The Arabs say, >S) J33 je-Lºu a

: Verily he is skilful in that affair. (IAºr, TA)

–And f A she-camel that is saleable, or easy of

sale, or in much demand, in traffic, and in the

market; (A’Obeyd, S, K;) as also à-5 : (K:)

or the latter, a she-camel that is goodly, and sale

able, or in much demand: (A:) or that is easy

of sale when offered, by reason of her excellence:

(T:) or simply, that is easy of sale, or in much

demand: (S:) as though, by reason of her beauty,

or goodliness, and fatness, she sold herself: (Ksh

in ii. 15:) contr. of 33-3-4 (S, TA:) the pl.

of 3,4-tj is J-si. (T, A.) You say also, Jºſé

2-3- gº f [Keep thou to the commodities]

that are saleable, or in much demand. (A.) And

5-62,éſ Jé 34 t He is upon a most noble

horse. (K.)

º, * 0. 3 of . 5. e. - -

3,--> Jºji [in the TA, 3,<e, but this is

wrong,) A land in which traffic, merchandise,

or commerce, is practised; ($, L, K;) and to

n:hich people go for the purpose of practising the

same : (K:) Pljetº. (TA.)

Quasi aa-3

1. “3, aor. , (AZ, K, art. •es) inf n. *f;

(AZ, TA, in that art.;) or, as Aş says, “, with

damm; (TA in that art.) i. 4. … and º (K

in that art) and <5. (K in art, as 3.) See

art. 4-5. -

<5 ($, Mºb, K, in art as-2) and tº 5 ($, K,

in that art.) and *3 (K in that art.) i. q. *ś,

(S, Msb, K, in that art.,) which is seldom used;

the 5 being generally changed into t. (MSb,

ibid.)

st-a-

~3 is the contr. of 3; - (Msb, K :) and

<--- [signifying The location that is beneath,

belon, or under, is opposed to J3A), and is used

in relation to that which is separate from another

thing; Jº being used in relation to that which

is united with [or a part of] another thing. (Kull.)

Sometimes, (K,) <-- is an adv. n., (Msb, K,)

having a vague signification, its meaning not

being clear unless it is prefixed to another word,

as in the phrase IJA --5 (JA [This is beneath,

belon, or under, this]. (Msb.) And sometimes,

it is a simple noun; (K;) in which case, [not

having the article J, it is indecl., with dammeh

for its termination, (K, and I’Ak p. 204,) pro

vided that the noun to which it should be pre

fixed is suppressed, and the meaning of this is

intended to be understood, but not the word itself;

(I’Akubi supra;) as in <-- &- [Beneath,

belon, or under]; (K;) and in the saying,

J. & Jºº-- & 3

[Lean beneath; broad above]: otherwise, it is

deals (PAkibid.) as injº tº dº sº;

[Rivers running beneath them]; (Kurii. 23, &c.;)

i. e., beneath their trees, (Bd, Jel,) and their
• 6 - 6 - 2

-

pavilions. (Jel.) [You say also, 2. ~~5 cy)3

cºst Such a one is under the command, rule, or
• , p → • b > 0 , ,

-

.x.

--

authority, of such a one. And #83 4-3 &

t Such a one has as his wife such a noman : see

an ex. in a verse cited voce (51. The dim. is

"--5. you say, lik <- º, and s:-- &-

lis, This is a little beneath, belon, or under,

this.] — <--iſ is also the sing. of ***",

(IAth, TA) which latter [in the CK erroneously

written <<I) signifies The lon, base, vile, or

ignoble, persons. (A, IAth, K.) It is said in a

trad, 4% ºs-à ºf J.- ieu ºf S

Jºey!, i. e. [The hour of resurrection mill not

come until] the lon, or ignoble, persons [shall

prevail], and the noble persons [shall perish] :

(A, IAth, TA:) or, as some say, until the trea

sures that are beneath the earth appear. (TA.)

And in another trad. it is said that among the
• , o, o &

signs of the resurrection shall be this: 31sº cyl

J,é, ºil That the weak of mankind shall

have ascendency over the strong. (TA.)

3 - 2 -

Ju-j [Of, or relating to, the location that

is beneath, belon, or under; inferior; loner;]

rel. n. of ~3, like as Jºãº is of35. 1 and cy

being very often added in the rel. n. (TA.)

[-,- dim. of---, q. V.]

- -

4. as *~3. [He presented him with it; or

gave it to him as a ai-3, q. v.]: (S, Msb:) and
2 - O -º

à-5 44-3 [He made a present to him ; or gave

him a aśā; and so 44-51 alone, as in an ex.

tºil: (K, TA) i. º. i*i; &ki

[which properly means He presented him with a

novel, or rare, and pleasing present; or a gift

not given to any one before; or a gift of which

he (the recipient) did not possess the like, and

cited voce

n:hich pleased him]: and * …; signifies the
3 - 2 of •

same as ańe-jl. (TA.)

8. *-i-º-º: see above. [Perhaps originally
2 * *

*-ī; : see what follows.]

à-3 and ii- (S, Msb, K, &c.) i. q. 3. [as

meaning A gratuitous gift, or favour; or a bounty,

or benefit]; and -il. [meaning a present; i. e.

a thing sent to another in token of courtesy or

honour]; (K;) in some copies of the K, -ākī;

(TA3) [i. e. a-aī signifies Jºlº, i-jū.

—alsº 3. &: ; ($ ;) or [simply] * <i-fi tº

9: . (Msb :) and a aść [which properly sig

nifies a gift not given to any one before; or of

n:hich the recipient did not possess the like, and

n:hich pleases him;] (K, TA;) of fruit, and of

sneet-smelling flowers: (TA:) [it generally means

simply a present; or a rare, or pleasing, or rare

and pleasing, present :) pl. -i-j. (S,K.) Accord.

to some, it is originally ii. 3. (K, TA:) Az says

that its sº is originally 3: (Msb:) and -ā-si is

quasi-pass. of*-ji: (Lth, TA:) so that it should

be mentioned in art. Căa-5: (K, TA:) being

like i3 and iº &c. (TA) It is said in a

trad, 3–6& 22) is [The pleasing

present for the faster is oil, and aloes-nood or

the like]; i.e., these dispel from him the grievous

ness and distress occasioned by the fasting.
… • O 2.

(TA.) And in another, respecting dates, āāaj

**)ãº 2:31 [i. e. The date is the pleasing

gift for the big, or full-gronn, or old, and the

quieter of the little one, or child]. (TA.) And in

another, sº cººl āśi (The boon for the

believer is death]. (TA)

cº-3

•

See arts. Jee- and tº.

-

&-

1. ã, (JK, S, L, K,) aor. -, (JK, L,) inf. n.

**, (JK, L, and so in a copy of the S,) or

i-,-i, (K, and so in a copy of the S,) or both,

(TA,) It (dough) became sour: (JK, S, L, K:)

it became soft by reason of too much water: and

in like manner, clay, or mud, so that one could

not plaster with it. (L.) Also, said of dough, It

became leavened; or mature. (JK.)

4. 4-5. He made it sour; namely, dough:

(JK, S, L, K:) he made it soft by putting into it

too much mater; namely, dough: and in like

manner, clay, or mud, so that he could not plaster

with it. (L.)

3 .

& Sour dough: (JK, S, A, L, K:) such as is

soft by reason of too much mater. (L.)- Also

Dregs of sesame-grain from which the oil has

been expressed; (JK, L, K;) also called J.-è.

(TA.)

£6 Iſaving no desire for food [app. by reason

of acidity in the stomach]. (JK, K.)

- - -

<-- A repository in nihich clothes are kept;

(K;) [a chest for clothes; a nardrobe : pl.

**: :] a Persian word sometimes used by the

Arabs. (IDrd.)- [The following significations

of the word seem to be post-classical.-A throne:

a seat ; a seat of government: a moveable nooden

bench, or sofa : all which are Persian. Hence,

&@* 3, from the Persian, A kind of covered

litter, like a palanquin, borne by two camels or

horses, one before and the other behind, or by two

or four mules.–So too ãº.3 A board, or plank:

likewise of Persian origin. Hence the verb <3

He boarded, or planked.]

j -

* - 2 • * * ~ * * * * -

1. J&sj, aor. *, inf. n. 3s.5 and Jºsj: see 8 in

art. Jé-l.

8. Jºsil: see 8 in art. Jé-l.

• , , 6. -

Js…}, an irregularly formed verb: see 8 in

art. Jé-l.
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Jers

Jº- and i.e.,- (Lth, K) dial. vars. of

Jº-> and i.e., ±3, (Lth,). A ań. [or gore] of

a garment: arabicized words, from 3.yº, (Lth,

K, which is Persian. (Lth.)

Los 3 and quasi-ºs

1.2-3, [originally 2-3.) aor. *, (Msb, and

K in art. -->) inf n. *i; (Mºbi) and <3,

aor. 2; (Kubi supra;) and "...sil; (Mºb, and S

and K &c. in art. Lois ;) He suffered from indi

gestion, or heaviness of the stomach arising from

food nihich it was too weak to digest; (Mºb in

art. ,<5 ;) he suffered from a disease produced

by unsuitable [or unnholesome] food, (K and TA

in art. L,~5,) or by fulness of the stomach. (TA

in that art. :) followed by Alsº &: and º

Alai.I. ($ and TA in that art.)
6 - ~ *

3. 84-5, [inf. n. i.<!,] It (a land or country)

bordered upon, or was conterminous with or to,

another land or country. (AHeyth, Mgh, K.)

4. 4.-J., ($ and K in art. 23-5.) originally
* , , of - 3 * ~ : .

a 3-5); ($ in that art.,) or formed from ass-5, in

consequence of imagining the st in this word to

be radical; (MF;) said of food, It caused him to

suffer from assi [or indigestion]. ($ and K in

art. 2-5.)

8: see 1.

2- The limit, or boundary, (S, Msb,) of any

town ($) or land: ($, Msbº) pl. 2,43: (S,

Msb:) a poet (Aboo-Keys Ibn-El-Aslat, TA)

says, -

* tººk 53, tº &º *

(Fr, S,) or, as some relate it, ****, (TA:)

accord. to the former reading, Fr says, the mean

ing is, [O my sons,] the limits, or boundaries,

[misplace ye not them], for he does not say

<1%. but ISk says, I heard AA say, it is

**3, and the pl. is is like 3:2 and 3:3:

(S:) both IAar and ISk say that the sing. and

pl. are like Jº andJº: (Msb:) but the latter

mentions also2,+, with damm, as a pl. form,

having no sing. : (TA) or *X,+5 signifies a

sign, or mark [of a boundary or of a nay]: and

limits, or boundaries : and is sometimes with

damm [to the cºl: (Mgh:) Lth says that A3=-3

[written without any vowel-sign] signifies a divi

sion, or place of division, between two districts

and two tonns or villages; and the limit, or

boundary, of the land of any district and tonn or

village is its A3-5; and AHeyth says that this

word signifies limits, or boundaries: (TA:) or

2,é, with damm, signifies a sign, or mark, and

a limit, or boundary, that is a division between

two lands; and is of the fem. gender: and the

pl. is X,+: also, and2-3. (K:) this app. means

that these are ple. of 2, # but the former is

a word that is used as a sing, and as a pl. ; and

the latter is pl. of 2,43, like as* is ofJºe,

and it of jºić. (TA:) or (as isk says, TA)

the sing is "2+3 and -3 (K) and "i,<5.

(AHn, S,” K.) accord. to A'Obeyd, the Arabic

linguists say *X,+5. like 3×2. making it fem.

and sing.; but the people of Syria say 2, #,

with damm to the Stº, making it pl., and the sing.

is - : accord. to IB, one says*X,+5 and2,+,

and 3× and 325, and Jºſé and Jºſé and

no fourth instance of the kind is known; [but see

Jºsé ;] and the Başrees pronounce it with damm

[to the ºl, and the Koofees with fet-h. (TA.)

It is said in a trad., Jºš *::::* &: &;4,

meaning, accord. to A’obeyd, [Cursed is he niho

alters] the limits, or boundaries, of land; and the

signs, or marks, of the n'ay: or, as some say, the

limits, or boundaries, of the sacred territory. (TA.)

And tº- ** Jae-, [or rather 4:3 Jº

W tº-il means iſSet thou to thy purpose a limit,

to which go thou, and pass not beyond it. (TA.)

And2,-i, <!. * the is good in respect of

ancestry, Or origin : (JK:) or in respect of

natural dispositions; or, as some relate the saying,

*A*. (TA) 2,43 also signifies tA state,

or condition, that one desires [app. as the limit of

his wish]. (IAar, Sh, K.)

*:: See2+.

i.e., (Msb in the present art., and S and K

in art. ,<-5,) originally i.e., (Msb, and $ in

art. …) and i.Hi. (Mºb, and $ and K in art.

Lois,) the latter vulgar, ($ in art. Lois,) but

occurring in poetry, (S and K in that art.,) Indi

gestion, or heaviness of the stomach arising from

food which it is too weak to digast; (Msb in art.

_ss-9;) a disease produced by unsuitable [or un

n:holesome] food, (K and TA in that art.,) .or by

fulness of the stomachi, (TA ibid.:) pl. Stiles-5

(S and IK ibid.) and os-5. (Mºb, and S and Kin

art. Les-5.)

Jºsé is

2×3 pl. of2+, which see throughout: and

also used as a sing.

6 o' .

see os-5, in seven places.

is, is see …i.

42 - 22 Ask, (JK, and $ and K in art, cº-5,)

originally i.e., ($ in art, si-3,) Food that

causes one to suffer from a si [or indigestion].

(JK, and K in art. Lod-5.)

2-& Conterminous to a land (-º). (Mgh.)

You say also, Jºë, 3A. He is my neighbour,

his house, or tent, adjoining mine. (TA in art.

--~~.)

35

1. 3, (T, M, A, K.) aor. - and *, (M,K) the

latter irregular, (TA,) inf. n.5 andJoã, (M,K,)

It (a bone, M, K, or anything, M,) became severed,

separated, or cut off, (T, M., K.) by a blow, or

stroke [of a sword &c.]. (M, A.) And $4. <},

inf. n. Joã, His arm, or hand, became cut off;

(M;) and in like manner, any member: (TA:)

or fell off; as also <jº. ($ in art. 2”.)—sº

ãº, (S.M.A.) aor.-, (S.M.) and , ($) infin.

jº, (T, M,) The date-stone leaped, (T, M.) or

nvent forth, (S, A,) from the [mess called] J--

[in the process of kneading], (T,) or from the

stone with which it was to be broken. (S, A.)

—“; &é Å IIe nas, or became, apart, or

separated, from his people. (A8,T)—& j

924. He was, or became, or went, far from his

country, or town. (S, M, K.)=3, (M,) aor. 2,

(TA,) inf. n. 5, (K,) He (an ostrich) ejected

nhat was in his belly. (M,K)—º-1- 5,

aor. * and 2, He ejected his excrement. (AA,

T.)—See also 4, in two places.=3, (T, M,

K,) sec. pers. sº, ($,) aor. *, (T, M,) and

[sec. pers. sº, aor.] : , (M,) [and app. seg.
* 6 - ~ º .

pers. sºft, aor. *, inf. n. [ofsº orsº J3

... o. * * j, x - * @ 2 - 5, ...

and [of Stºj) 2335 (M, K) and [of tº] 3,55,

[which last is the most common,] (Lth, T, S, M,

K,) He was, or became, plump : (T in explana

tion of the first verb:) or his body became plump,

and his bones full of moisture : (Lth, T, M, K :)

or he became fat, soft, thin-skinned, and plump.

(S.) – And Ji, aor. : , He nas, or became,

relaaced, or flaccid, from impatience or some

other cause. (T. [Seejº.])

4. g3 (T, S, M, A, K5) and "ji, (IDrd, M,

K,) inf. n. j; (IDrd, M ;) or the former only;

(M;) He cut off (T, S, M, K) a man's arm, or

hand, by a blow, or stroke, (T, S, M, A,) of a

sword; (T, S, A.;) made it to fall off: (S:) and

in like manner, any member: (M:) as also jel

and &lel. (T,)—And the former, (S, A, TA,)

or V the latter, (M, as in the TT) He (a boy)

made the piece of wood called ākš to fly anay [by

striking it) with the Ši. (T, S, M, A, TA)

—&& His people separated him from them

selves. (As, T.)— tail § Fate drove him

far anay from his country, or tonn. (S, M, K.)

R. Q. 1. §, inf. n. §, He moved, put in

motion, put into a state of commotion, agitated,

or shook, him, or it: (S, M, K:) he shook him

vehemently: (M:) he seized his (a man’s) arms,

or hands, and shook him: (Lth, T :) he shook

him (a drunken man) violently, and ordered him

to breath in his face, that he might know what

he had drunk; (AA, T, K3) as also 4.5, and

º: (TA:) or§: and it:3 and §3. all sig

nify the act of shaking, agitating, or putting in

motion, vehemently. (Mgh.)

R. Q. 2. 35): He became moved, put in motion,

put into a state of commotion, agitated, or shaken.

(S, K.)

3. 3 . 3,

25: see 29 :=and 25.
s

53 The string, or line, nihich is extended upon,

or against, a building, (AS, S, M,) and according

to n-hich one builds, called in Arabic the*];

(A5, M ;) the string, or line, by which a building

is proportioned: (AS, T, M., K.) a Persian word,

(T, M,) arabicized; (M;) not Arabic: (IAar:)

it is called in Arabic the rºle. (As,T) A man,

when angry, says to another, Å. Jé 4:35

f [I mill assuredly make thee to conform to the

rule of right behaviour]. (Lth, T, S, A.)= I. q.

38 *
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Jºi (IAar, T.K.) so in the saying, 35.45

4-1-#3 9; & [I mill assuredly impel thee, or

drive thee, against thy will, to the utmost point

to which thou canst go, or be brought or reduced:

or constrain thee to do thine utmost]: (IAar, T,

tº: See tº-3 :) [accord. to ISd,]

E.

and L in art.

... … ."a... wº - - … o - - -

*}” J. Jºla 3’) means 4922--" Ls) [i. e. I

mill assuredly make thee to have recourse to thine

utmost effort, or endeavour]. (M. [In the K,
2 x > *

the signification of 33rº-J) is erroneously assigned
32 wn - • * > 22

to "rºl. See also the saying 33 J. J.-->

3),93 explained voce 395.])

es; An arm, or a hand, cut off. (K.)

Fº [a pl. of which the sing. is not mentioned]

Great, or formidable, or terrible, things or events

or affairs : (S:) distresses, afflictions, or calami

ties; (M, A, K5) such as are in war. (A.)

jū A man apart, or separate, from his people.

(As, T.)= Plump (Lth, T, S, A) in body, (Lth,

T,) and having the bones full of moisture; (Lth,

T, A.;) fat, soft, thin-skinned, and plump : (S,

TA:) applied to a youth: fem. with 3, applied

to a girl; (A, TA;) meaning [plump &c.; or]

beautiful and foolish and soft or neak. (T.) You

say, ju, jū Jºſé [A boy that is plump, and with

bones full of moisture, nihose mustache is growing

forth). (A) And jū iſ as [A bone of the

kind called ā--as full of moisture]. (A.)–

Relazed, or flaccid, by reason of impatience

(3- T) o: hunger (ex- K) [or the contrary

(see Us: 251, below,)] or some other cause : (T,

K:) so says Abu-l-‘Abbās. (T.)- A tall man;

as also *3, which is app. [a contraction of35,

of the measure Jas. (M.)

º Åi A man in the most relared state by

reason of fullness of the belly: (TA:) or, accord.

to Abu-l-‘Abbās, by reason of fatigue. (T, TA.)

~~

1. º. ($, M.K.) aor. , (K) inf n, ºi,

(M,) It (a thing) became dusted, or dusty; dust

lighted upon it : (S, TA:) it (a place, M,) had

much dust, or earth; abounded mith dust, or

earth. (M, K, TA.)—He (a man, M) had dust,

or earth, in his hand. (M, K.)— Also, (T, S,

M, &c.,) inf. n. as above, (M,) He clave to the

dust, or earth: (M, K:) or he clave to the dust,

or earth, by reason of poverty; (M;) he became

so poor that he clave to the dust, or earth :

(A’Obeyd, T:) or he became poor, (T, S, Msb,)

as though he clave to the dust, or earth: (S,

Msb:) and he suffered loss, and became poor,

(M, K,) so that he clave to the dust, or earth ;

(M ) inf. h. as above, (M,K) and iº, (M)

or*. (K,) or both of these: (TA:) his wealth

became little; (A;) as also Y-2.5i, (M, A, K,)

and "º (K:) or "-ºl signifies, (T, S, M.,)

or signifies also, (A, K,) and so º, (A,) and

'-º', (K,) his nealth became much, or abundant,

(T, M, A, K,) so that it was like the dust, or

earth; which is the more known meaning of the

verb; (M;) or he became rich; ($, M5b ;) as

-

though he became possessed of nealth equal in

quantity to the dust, or earth: (S, A:) accord. to

Abu-l-‘Abbās, "J., iſ signifies [the having

much wealth; and also [the having] little nealth.

(T.) You say, W<º tº º, meaning He

became poor after he had been rich. (A.)—

34, 34,5, (T, S, A, Mºb, in the M and K$34)

a form of imprecation, (S, Msb,) meaning [May

thine arms, or thy hands, cleave to the dust, or

earth, by reason of poverty; as is implied in the

T: or] may thy hands have in them dust, or

earth: (Ham p. 275:) or mayest thou not obtain,

or attain, good: (S, K:*) or mayest thou be un

successful, or fail of attaining thy desire, and

suffer loss: (A :) occurring in a trad., and as

some relate, (A’Obeyd, T,) not meant as an im

precation; (A 'Obeyd, T, Msb;) being a phrase

current with the Arabs, who use it without

desiring its fulfilment; (A’Obeyd,T;) but meant

to incite, or instigate: (Msb:) some say that it

means may thy hands become rich; but this is a

mistake : (A’obeyd, T.) and it is said to mean

Js & [which see in art. 33): and some say that

it is literally an imprecation: but the first asser

tion is the most worthy of respect, (that it is not

meant as an imprecation,) and is corroborated by

the saying, in a trad., Jé “…i “tº 2-3

[Mayest thou have a pleasant morning: may thiné

arms, or thy hands, &c.]. (TA.) *** <0.

[May his forehead (for so cº- here means, as

it does in some other instances,) cleave to the

dust, or earth, was said by Mohammad in re

proving a man, and is said to mean a prayer that

the man might be frequent in prostrating himself

in prayer. (TA from a trad.) And he said to

one of his companions, J.- < [May the

uppermost part of thy breast cleave to the dust,

or earth], and the man was [afterwards] slain a

martyr: therefore this is to be understood in

its obvious sense. (TA.)= See also 4, in four

places.

2. -P, inf. n. *::: see 1, in three places:

=and see also 4, in four places.

8. (ºti She became her -; ; (M, KB) [i.e.

she (a girl) matched her, namely, another girl;

she nas, or became, her match, fellon, or equal;

syn. Visu- (A,TA.)- [The inf. n.] išć. also

signifies The associating, or consorting, of~5

(pl. of ºg, q.v.). (K.)

4. –51: see 1, in three places.=& IHe

put dust, or earth, upon it, (S, M, A, K,) namely,

a thing; ($, M5) as also '455; (A, K.) or the

latter, inf. n. -Ai, signifies he defiled it, or

soiled it, (namely, a thing,) with dust, or earth :

($ ) or you say, '493, (TA) or -ºu 493,

(Mºb) aor. -, (Mºb, TA) inf. n. Ji, (TA)

[meaning he sprinkled it with dust, namely, a

writing [for the purpose of drying up the ink],

(Msb,) or a paper; (TA;) and "4.5, (T, Msb,

TA,) with teshdeed, (Msb,) [meaning he sprinkled

much dust upon it; or sprinkled it much neith

dust;] namely, a writing; (T, Msb, TA;) the

latter having an intensive signification: (Msb:)

or "the former of the last two verbs is used in

speaking of anything that is improved, or put into

a right or proper state [by means of dust or earth];

and Y the latter of them, in speaking of anything

that is injured or marred or spoiled [thereby]:

you say, Jº '-º' [She sprinkled, or put,

dust, or earth, upon the hide], to prepare it

properly for use; and so of a skin for water or

milk. (TA.) It is said in a trad., [accord. to one

reading, *g. lsº [Sprinkle ye the nºriting

with dust]. (S. [So in three copies of that work:

probably lºft; but perhaps "º: the reading

commonly known is " j.])=-ji, also signi

fies He possessed a slave who had been possessed

three times. (T, K.)

5. -- He, (T,) or it, (S) became defiled, or

soiled, (T, S,) in the dust, or earth, (T,) or mith

dust, or earth: (S:) it had dust, or earth, sticking

to it. (M.)

* 92

~P)*:

º o z

~5:

6 *2

see -pji.

6 ,- 2

see -95, in three places.

& One born at the same time nith thee; (M,

K;) a cottanean; a contemporary in birth; an

equal in age : an equal; 4. match; a fellow ; a

peer, or compeer : syn. 3JJ : (T, S, M, A, K:)

and Š- : (M, A, K:) applied to a male and to a

female; (TA ;) but mostly to a female; (M;)

or, accord. to an opinion confirmed by [most of]

the leading lexicologists, only to a female; and

J. is applied, as also& to a male; and $3,
- - 5 of -

to a male and a female: (TA:) pl. -95). (S,

M, A.) [The following exs. are given.] You

say, [applying it to a female,) º*º, (T,

$) and tº Je. (M) and Jº Je; (K) and

[applying it to females and males,) º “s,

(T. A.) and ºi & (S, A) and Jºã ž.

(A) Accord. to Th, ù (jº, in the Kur Ilvi.

36], means [Shoning love to their husbands;] like,

or equal, unto them, or resembling them: which

is a good rendering, as there is no begetting or

bearing of children, [or rather as the latter word

does not apply to females born or generated, in

that case. (TA.)

* applied to a place, (M, TA,) and to soil,

(TA) Abounding with dust; dusty : (T, M,

TA:) and to food, (T,) or flesh-meat, (A,) de

filed, or soiled, (T, A,) in the dust, (T) or nºith

**o. º

dust. (A) You say also " ſº Jºji meaning

Land in which are dust and moist earth. (M.)

And ij *, (T, S, M) and Jºji, (T,) A wind

that carries with it dust : (T:) or that brings

dust : (S:) or that drives along the dust : [or

having dust : for] thus used it is a possessive

epithet. (M.)— Also Cleaving to the dust by

reason of nant; having nothing between him and

the earth : (IAqr, T:) [cleaving to the dust by

reason of poverty; see 1:] poor, as though

cleaving to the dust : (Msb:) and [simply,

poor : (IAar, T, TA :) or needy, or in rvant.

(M.) [See also *...]

2-92 º, , .x

à,5 : see -95, in seven places. – Also A

man's J-3, [i.e. his grave: so in the present
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~5- tº

day: pl. *::: or the earth, or dust, thereof):

(M. :) or a cemetery, burial-place, or place of

graves or of a grave : [so, too, in the present

day:] pl.º (Msb.)

ãº: see the word next following.

#95 The end of a finger; i. e. the joint in
- • of 6 , ,-

n:hich is the nail; syn. ãºi: ($, K.) pl. ~95.

(S)= Also, (S. M., K.) and "ij, and "ājj,

(M, K,) A certain plant, ($, M, K,) growing in

the plains, or in soft land, having serrated leaves:

or, as some say, a certain thorny tree, of which

the fruit is like a suspended unripe date, growing

in the plains, or in soft land, and in rugged

ground, and in Tihámeh; accord. to AHn, the

a;ji is a green herb, or leguminous plant, that has

a purging effect upon camels: (M:) [accord. to

Meyd, as stated by Golius, what is called in Per

sian tº-3 i.e. the plant thiaspi; and to this it

is applied in the present day.]

£3. See $53, in five places:=and see &#

=and i,j.

jºi: SeeJ%

*::::A submissive, or tractable, camel; applied

to the male (T, S, M, K) and to the female: (T,

§, K.) from j, ($, M) because of the abuse

ment thereof; or, as Sb holds it to be, for tºx,

by the change of > into St. : accord. to Lh, a

[camel such as is termed]* that is trained, or

rendered submissive or tractable ; and in like

manner a she-camel, one that will follon, a person

if he takes hold of her lip ºr. her eyelash : and

As, who derives it from Jºj, says that this

epithet is applied to land, or ground, and any

other thing, that is J; [i. e. easy to walk or

ride upon, &c.]. (M.)

Jºſ; and "...; (Lth, T, S, M, A, Mºb, K) and

"...}} ÇK [but this I do not find elsewhere])

and y áš (S, A, K) and "ājj (Lth, T, S, A,”

K) and "ſºft (S, M, K) and "Jºš and ºf

andº and "ºf [andº as will be seen

below) and "Jºš (S,M,K) and "J.9, (M, K)

accord to MF "Jºš, which is perhaps a dial.

var., and accord. to some '-º', and "Jºj,

(TA) signify the same, (Lth, T, S, M, A, K,)

and are words of which the meaning is well

known: (A, K:) [i. e. Dust ; and earth : gene

rally the former; i.e. fine, dry, particles ofearth;

as when we say, Jº & º The mind

drives along the dust : but we also use the expres

sion 23 Sº, meaning moist earth, the explana

tion, in Lexicons, of the wordes; es; is25%

and when it ceases to be moist, it is still -95, but

is not then called Lºs : (Mºb voce Us,3:) accord.

to Fr, Jº is a gen. n., from which is ſynºd

neither dual nor pl.: and its rel. n. is "Jºjº

(TA:) [but when it means a kind of dust or

earth, as Vãº also does sometimes, it has a pl.:

in this case,] accord, tº Lh, (M,) its pl. is ãºji

[a pl. of pauc.] and Jºj [a pl. of mult.]; ($, M,

K5) and some add &ºjº (TA) [and when 'iº

has this, or a similar, meaning, it has for its pl.

*:: ; as in the phrase -ºil “ki the best of the

kinds of earth, occurring in this art. in the A:]

but no pl. of any of the other syn. words men

tioned above has been heard: (M, K:) AAF

says that -95 is the pl. of ~2,5; [app. meaning

that ºf is a quasi-pl.n. (which is often called

in lexicons a pl.) of -2,3;] but MF observes that

this requires consideration: (TA:) Lth says that

"...; and Jºj are syn.; but when the fem. forms

of these words are used, they say,waº iºJ

meaning Land that is good in respect of the

natural constitution of its dust or earth; and

W ãº; when meaning A layer, or lamina, of dust

or earth, such as is not perceived by the sight, but

only by the imagination : (T:) or this last word

and Yáš signify a portion of dust or earth :

andJº wij signifies the exterior, or external

part, of the earth: (M:) and Yãº, the earth

(S,K) itself (S) The Arabs said, & Jººl

[Dust, or earth, be thy lot]; using the nom. case,

although meaning an imprecation, because the

word is a simple subst., not an inf. n.: but Lh

mentions the phrase2.3%Jº [Dust, or earth,

be the lot of the remote from good]; saying that

the accus. case is used, as though the phrase were

an imprecation [of the ordinary kind, in which an

inf. n. is used in the accus. case as the absolute

complement of its own verb understood]. (M.)

Andsº aſ is a phrase used as meaning +[He

has, or shall have, or may he have, disappoint

ment, (Msb in art. Jºe,) or, nothing. (A’Obeyd,

Mgh in art. Jºš.) Sº 3 y tº: is also a form

of imprecation, in which substs. in the proper

sense of the term are used in the manner of inf. ns.,

put in the accus. case by reason of a verb unex
© 2 - … • * o –

pressed; as though it were forsº 334-95

[May his arms, or his hands, cleare to the dust,

or earth, and the stones, by reason of poverty]:

and some of the Arabs put the nouns in the nom.

case, still using the phrase in the same sense, as

though they were in the accus. (M.) One says

also, "º,;: 4:52 andº and "ºn and

"àº, and "Jºji IIn his mouth is dust, or

earth : or may dust, or earth, be in his mouth;

i. e. may he die, or be in his grave]. (T.) It is

said in a trad. that God created the W a; [mean

ing the dust, or soil, or, accord. to the TA the

earth (--). on the seventh day of the week;

and created upon it the mountains on the first

day; and the trees, on the second day. (T.) And
•roº J - - a 2 a. :-

one says, Yºu Jºaº Lº-**ś, (Lth, T, A,)

meaning [I mill assuredly beat him so that he

shall bite] the dust, or earth. (Lth, T.) And

"ºil, {j- & u. º, meaning [Between

them troo is the space that is between] the heaven

and the earth. (A.)

-ji: See J%:=and see also iº, in two

places.

s - 22

*22- :

6 * o

*:
6 * x

See ºrº.

-

º

*:

-

:

O

2

1.5

g -

àº

iº, (§, M, TA) or "…j, (TA) sing of

J.55% ($, M, TA) which signifies The part of

the breast nihich is the place of the collar, or neck

lace : (T, M, K:) so by the common consent of

the lexicologists: (T:) or the bones of the breast:

(M, A, K:) or the bones of the breast that are

between the collar-bone and the pap : (S:) or the

part of the breast, or chest, that is next to the

tno collar-bones : or the part that is betneen the

tno breasts and the collar-bones : or four ribs of

the right side of the chest and four of the left

thereof: (M, K:) or the two arms and two legs

and two eyes: (T, M, K:) it is also said that the

Jºj are the two ribs that are next to the two

collar-bones: IAth says that the a2,3 is the upper

most part of the human breast, beneath the chin ;

and its pl. is as above: accord. to IF, in the Mj,

the V-235 is the breast, or chest : MF says that

•-595 relates to males and females in common;

but most of the authors on strange words affirm

decidedly that it is peculiar to women: (TA:)

the aº; of the camel is the part in which it is

stabbed, or stuck; syn. 2-4. (M.)

3. ,, … • ?

Us', rel. n. of 4.5% q. v. (Fr, T.A.)

• , , 22 5 - 2

~\º: see -99.

6 . •:

*99°

• 2 oz 5 . …

~}º see -1,3, first sentence, and near the
º .

* . end of the paragraph.*** * 8->

* | *.
~953 :

6 ~ 92 6 • 2

~9-3 ; see -95.

2 of

Jºl: see what next follows.

*::: Possessing much nealth; (T, K5) rich;

without want; or having nealth like the dust, or

earth: (Lh and M : [in the TA, -jl is men

tioned as having this meaning; perhaps by a

mistranscription : if not, it must be * ...ii.)

and having little nealth : thus it bears two contr.

significations: (K:) but the former is the more

known. (TA.)

5. – o –

a jºe The suffering loss, and becoming poor, so

as to cleave to the dust, or earth; an inf. n. of

*::: (M. :) or poverty, or neediness ‘,CŞ, TA :)

[or (as a word of the same class as āº-e and

is…) a cause of cleaving to the dust, or earth :

and hence, aº. 5% Poor, so as to be cleaving to

the dust, or 'earth: (T:) or [simply] cleaving to

the dust, or earth. (S.) -

Quasi tº

?...": & " 3 *

*!,5: see tº 3 and tº 5.

gº

§ and is ;: see what follows.

3 of

tºl, (S, Msb, K, &c.,) the most chaste of the

forms here mentioned, (Az, Msb, MF, TA,) a

pl., (AHát, MF, TA,) [or rather a coll. gen, n.,.]

and "#. (AZ, S, Msb, K, &c.,) [which is

Persian,) a dial. var. of weak authority, (Mºb,)
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by some disallowed, (MF, TA,) used by the

vulgar, (TA,) the J in which is by common

consent held to be augmentative, (MF,TA,) like:
º o jo

wise a pl., (TA,) [or coll. gen, n.,] and W -55,

mentioned by Ibn-Hisham El-Lakhmee, in his

Faseeh, and also used by the vulgar, (TA,) and

by some of the people of Hims, (Lth cited in the

L voce A-, q.v.) [and this is likewise a coll.

gen, nj and iºi, (5, Mºb, K, &c.) which is

the sing. of the first, (AHát, MF, TA) or its

n. un., (L, Msb,) also pronounced isºft, without

teshdeed, (TA) and "āsā, (AZ, S, L, &c.)

likewise a n. un., (L.) A certain fruit, (Msb,)

well known, (L, Mºb, K,) plentiful in the land of

the Arabs, but not growing wild, (L, TA,) [of

the species citrus medica, or citron; of n!hich

there are two varieties in Egypt; one, of the

form of the lemon, but larger, there called cº

&eſ ; the other, ribbed, and called &a. &# :

accord. to Golius, citrons of a large size, rehich

have a sneeter peel than others, and are of a size

nearly equal to that of a melon :] the sour sort

allays the lust of nomen, clears the complexion,

and removes the [discoloration of the face termed]

Já-, (K, TA,) that arises from phlegm; (TA;)

the peel thereof, put among clothes, preserves them

Jrom the moth-norm: (K, TA:) it is also bene

ficial as an antidote against the various kinds of

poison; the smelling it in times of plague, or

pestilence, is beneficial in the highest degree; and

jinn, or genii, do not enter the house in which

it is; wherefore a reciter of the Kur-án is appro

priately likened to it: (TA:) the pl. ofi; is

a oë 3 of

<º as well as 2.351 : [or rather the latter is

a coll. gen, n., as stated above:] but one should
5 , o.p.s. - , -

not say Stºj [app. because it is vulgar; for
9 . o.º.º.

it is agreeable with analogy as pl. of as 3,5; as
a 2 ozoł 6 - or o:

is also sºlº as pl. of Väs-55). (AHát, MF,

TA.)

• 23 of a 2 c > of

&i,j) and as-395): see above.

Lºº-yº

Q. 1. 4.4% ($ in art. -), and Mºb and K

in the present art.,) and **ś, (K,) inf. n.

ãº, (KL) He interpreted it, ($, Mºb, KL,

K,) or eaplained it in another language; (S,

Mşb, KL;) namely, the speech, or language, (S,

Msb, K,) of another person: (Msb:) or, as some

say, translated it from one language into another:

(TA:) and he ea plained it; namely, his own

speech. (Mºb.) [This verb is essentially the same

in Arabic, Chaldee, and Ethiopic.]—“º, inf n.

as above, also signifies He wrote his life; wrote

a biography, or biographical notice, of him. (TA,

passim ; and other works of post-classical times.)

—Accord. to the K, the st’ in this verb is a

radical : but see &º, below. (TA.)

* * > d >

àse-53 [inf. n. of the verb above: used as a

simple subst., An interpretation: a translation :

pl. 2-93 -Also A life, or biography, or bio

graphical notice, of any person: pl. as above.

(TA, passim ; and other works of post-classical

times.)– And An article, a head, chapter, sec

tion, or paragraph, of a book. (TA, passim ;

and other works of post-classical times.)

& and Öº and &@*#, ($ in art.

_oe-3, and Mşb and K in the present art.,) of

which three dial. vars. the first is the best, (Msb,)

and is that which commonly obtains, (TA,) An

interpreter; (S, Msb, K;) an eacplainer of speech

in another language : (S, Msb:) [a translator :

(see the verb, above:)] pl. 2-93 and i-ji:

which latter favours the opinion of those who

hold the word to be of foreign origin. (S, Msb.)

The ºt, and e are [said to be] radicals; but J

makes the St to be augmentative, and Jºº-yº

is mentioned in the T [as well as in the S] in art.

_se-2, though the author of the T has mentioned

the verb among quadriliteral-radical words; and

there is a reason [for deriving it from 2-5), for

one says*& meaning “a tongue that is

chaste, or perspicuous, and copious, in speech:”

most, however, hold the Jº to be a radical.

(Msb.) It is said in the K that the verb shows

the 3 to be radical; whereas J and AHei and

IKt hold it to be augmentative; but there is a

difference of opinion whether it be from29
• * o a

35's-e-Jº [the throwing stones], or from 2.9

-* [the conjecturing, or speaking conjec

turally]; and also whether it be Arabic, or arabi

cized from J\ºx [a word which I do not know

in Persian nor in any other language]: (MF,

TA:) if arabicized, the present is its proper place.

(TA.) -

6 * @., a

_sº [Interpreted: or translated.– And also

The subject of a biography, or biographical notice.

–And] t Confused, or dubious. (Harp. 537.)

tº

1. 3% aor. 4, inf. n. 3. He grieved; he

nas, or became, sorronful, unhappy, or anacious ;

(Mºb, K.) syn. Cº- (Mºbi) [contr. of 33;

(see 3. below;)] as also "cº- (K.) --

[Also He perished, or died : became cut off;

nvas put an end to ; or came to an end: so accord.

to explanations of& given below on the au

thority of IAth.]

2 w - s 2 :

2. ae-jj, (S, A, K,) inf. n. cº-3 (S, K;)

and "4-ºl; (A, Msb;) It (an affair, or an

event, &c., TA,) grieved him; it made him sorron

ful, unhappy, or anacious. (S, A, Msb, K.) A

poet cited by JAqr says,

& W-5 tº Ju 33

[Long did that which made unhappy make her,

or them, unhappy]; meaning that the pasturage

rendered troublesome her, or their, state. (Th,

AZ, TA.)

4: see 2.

5: see 1.

§ Poverty; need; indigence. (K.)

45 . .”

25 Grief, sorron, unhappiness, or anaciety;

6 o y w - 3.

syn. Jj-, (Msb,) or A, (K,) or se; (Har

p. 141;) contr. of3. (S, A.) [It is the inf. n.

of 1; but used as a subst., it has a pl., namely,
2 of 2 of a -o º -

£5, like 3-9. Hence the saying, S. J.J. L.

5 * * ~ 5 ...”

cº ** [The present world, or life, is nothing

but a scene, or state, of joy and grief]. (A.)-

A perishing, or dying : becoming cut off; being

put an end to ; or coming to an end. (IAth,

TA.)–4 descending, going don'n, or going donºn

a declivity; syn. bº. (Ibn-Munādhir, K.) One

says, gº Jº ań. 3. t; L. i. e. [We have not

ceasedfrom the beginning of this night to be] in a

state of descending, &c. (Ibn-Munādhir.)

&# Grieving; sorrowing; unhappy. (Msb.)

—A man (A) who possesses, or does, little, or

no, good, (A, K,) so that he who asks of him

grieves. (A.)

5 - d.

a-35 A grief; a sorrow ; an unhappiness.

(L.) [Hence the saying,)º Sl*} &- us
o - d > -

ae-jj [There is no joy but there is after it a

grief]. (A.)

5 o z * ... o.p.

tº, or t”, accord. to different copies of the

K, (TA,) One who ceases not to hear and see that

which does not please him. (K.)

ſi-ji. A. cause of grief, sorrow, unhappiness,

º anriety: pl. tºº. Hence the saying,) &;

tºº." [Misfortunes (lit. the causes of grief, &c.,)

grieved him, or made him sorron ful, &c.]. (A.)

& Strait, difficult, or distressful, life. (A,

K.)–A scanty torrent, or flow of water, in

which is a stopping, or an interruption. (K.)=

A garment, or piece of cloth, dyed so as to be

saturated with the dye. (Az, K.)

6 - o

t!” A she-camel whose milk soon comes to an

end, or stops: ($, L:) pl. **. (L.)

Jºjº

1. Júl Jº, aor. *, inf. n. Jº, He fastened,

or closed, the door [nith a bar or] in any manner.

(TA.)

2. Jº, inf. n. Jºãº, Iſe made a person to

arm himself with a shield. (KL.)=See also 5.

5. Jº, (S, A, K,) orº J-Rº, (M,) He

defended himself with a J.; [or shield); ($, M,

A, K.) as also "Jº, inf. n. Jºji (S. K.)

and "Jº, (Sb, M.A, TA) infn.J.j, of the

Imeasure Jº: (TA) and*Jº- he made

a thing to be as a Jºjj; he defended, or protected,

himself with it. (Mºb.) You say also, 4.Śā

cº Jº &:&Jú3- &: t[Iprotected

myself by thee from calamities, and so shielded

myself from the arron's of fortune]. (A.) And
- d.º. o J. " " . . . . o - 2 :

tº“jºy "we-Yº, Jºl eji-, meaning f My

camels became fat and goodly, and prevented their

onner from slaughtering them. (A, TA) [See

3-.]
8. see 5.

J.; [4 shield;] a certain piece of defensive
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armour; (M.TA ;) a thing well known : (A,

Msb, K:) pl. à-95 and J-95 ($, M, Msb, K) and

i-ſº (S) and Jºji, [all pls. of mult..,] andJº

[a pl. of pauc.,] ($, M, Mºb, K,) but not a 95.

(ISk,5, Mºb) A J.; that is made of skins,

without wood and without sinews in it, is called

iss- and #3. (Mºb)—Also The disk of

the sun. (A," TA.)-And f A smooth, round,

level piece of ground: (A, TA:) or a rugged

piece of hard, or hard and level, ground. (Ibn

'Abbād, K.)—See also Jºo.

ãº The art of making shields. (K.)

J.; A man having a shield; ($, M, A, K.)

as also "Jºjº. (S, A)–And A maker of

shields. (K.)

Jº: See J-5.

Jº; so accord. to El-Háfidh Ibn-Hajar, and

this is the correct form; written in the T and the

Towsheeh Jº. ; and by some, Jº, [as in the

CK]; and by some, Jº- [as I find it in two

copies of the S and in a copy of the K]; (TA;)

[A wooden door-bar;] a piece of wood that is put

behind the door; (S, K;) the jº- [or nooden

bar] that is put against the door as a stay: (T,

L., TA:) [… is] a Persian word, [having the

above-mentioned signification, but originally a

contraction ofJº “, and] meaning “fear not

thou,” with it [being here understood]: (T, K,

TA:) or the name of this piece of wood in Arabic

is "Jºjº (M, TA:) which also signifies a piece

of wood with which a couch-frame (2.2-) is

repaired, by its being afficed as a a.º. (M :)

[and the Arabic wordj- has this latter signi

fication also :] the Persian word is Jºº. (M,

TA.)-Their saying Jº, with fet-h to the e

and e, and sukoon to the 3, means [also] Security

[is given] to thee, therefore fear thou not: it is

said to be Persian. (Msb.)

6 - “d .

a-jºo, (M, A,) or iº, (K, accord. to the

TA, [and so I find in a MS. copy of that work,

and in the CK, but the former is probably the

correct form, being agreeable with analogy, like

is . and i.e., &c.,]) Anything by which one

is defended, or protected. (M, Mºb, K.) You

say also 40 ãº, * ! [He is a cause of defence,

or protection, to thee]. (A.)

… o. 5 -

J”jºo -2\,. A door fastened, or closed, [nith a

bar, or] in any manner. (TA.)

&P

1. à, aor. * , inf. n. % It (a vessel, S, or a

thing,TA)was, or became, full, or filled; ($,Z,K;)

as also"; ; ($gh,K) or it was, or became, very

full, or *uchjilled. (Lth, in T.A.. [But it is said in

the TA, in one place, that Lth ignored the verb in

this sense; and in another place, that he said, I have

not heard them say, ãº £5.])= He hastened

to do evil, or mischief; (Ks, K5) and to do a

thing: (TA :) and Jill Cº. * "eº, accord. to

the K; but accord. to the S and O and L, W&º-

3:19 <!; (TA;) he hastened to him to do evil,

or mischief. (S, O, L., K.)— He rushed headlong

into affairs by reason of eaccessive briskness, live

liness, or sprightliness. (Lth, K.)=4% inf. n.

3. [app. a mistake for £5, IIe Mastened to him,

forbidding [him to do a thiug). (L.)—Jºe ae);

are-5. He averted him, or turned him back, from

his course, or manner of acting or proceeding.

(Ibn-'Abbād, Sgh, L, K.)

2. 4.9) gº, inf. n. &#, He locked, or closed,

J of ~

the door; syn. aſſºl [which has both these signi

fications]. (K.) In the Kur [xii. 23], some read,

Jº -eńs And she locked, or closed, the

doors, instead of ~ iſé. (O, TA.) .

4. aegi He filled it; ($, K3) namely, a

vessel. (S.)

5: see 1, in two places.

8: see 1.

§ Full; applied to a watering-trough or tank

for beasts &c.; ($, K;) and to a mug: ($:) an

inf. n. used as an epithet: (TA:) the regular form

is W.3. which signifies the same. (K.)

&P : 43 - 6 o z - -

rain. (TA)—& Jºe Fresh, juicy, or sappy,

see 225.– Also A cloud containing much

herbs or herbage. (Sgh in art. 822, and L.)=

A man quick to do evil, or mischief, (Ks, S,) and

to become angry: ($:) ready and quick to become
angry: and W g24. evil, or mischievous, hastening

to do what is not fit, or proper, for him. (TA.)

— One m'ho rushes headlong into affairs by

reason of eaccessive briskness, liveliness, or spright

liness: (O, L, TA:) thus correctly written; but

in the copies of the K, "&#. (TA.)- Light

mitted; weak and stupid; deficient in intellect;

or light and hasty in disposition or deportment.

(TA.)–And, with 3, A woman who transgresses

the proper bounds or limits, and is light [in con

duct]. (TA.)

ãe; The mouth of a streamlet or rivulet; (IB,

Msb, K:) i. e. a place holloned out by the mater

in the side of a river, rehence it flon's forth :

(Msb:) pl. & (IB, Mºb) and &le; and &le;

and &le; (Mºbi) in the s it is said to signify

the mouths of streamlets9.rivulets; ..but correctly

the sentence should be, &P is pl. of aeyj, and has

this signification. (IB.)-A canal, or channel

of mater, to a meadon, or garden or the like : (L,

TA:) this is the meaning commonly known [in

the present day: the general name in Egypt for a

canal cut for the purpose of irrigation, conveying

the water of the Nile through the adjacent fields].

(TA.)–The opening, or gap, of a watering

trough or tank, by which the nºater enters, and

where the people dran, it : (Az, Mgh,” K,” TA:)

and, (K,) accord. to AA, (TA,) the station of the

drinkers at the watering-trough or tank; as in

the O and K; or, as in the L, the part of the

watering-trough or tank which is the station of

the drinkers. (TA.)- A meadon, or garden, or

the like, (S, K,) in an elevated place: (K:) if in

low land, it is called iº. (TA)—A stair;

or a flight of steps by which one ascends; syn.

iºs. ($, K:) so accord. to some in a trad.,

which see in what follows: (S,” TA:) and par

ticularly the flight of steps of a pulpit. (AA,

$gh, K.)—t A door, or gate : ($, $gh, Mºb,

K:) pl. &#. (K.) You say, 23, ãe;& f He

opened the door of the house. (TA.) And it is

sºid in a trad., e; &: ić Jº lis &rº- č,

3-1, ($, TA) as though meaning, t Verily this

my pulpit is at a gate of the gates of Paradise :

thus explained by Sahl Ibn-Saad Es-Sā'idee, the

relater of the trad.; and A’Obeyd says,& sº

[“ and it is the proper,” or “the valid and obvious,

way,” of explaining it], meaning that it is the

preferable explanation: but the author of the K,

mistaking his meaning, makes ** to be another

signification ofis; or the meaning of this trad.

is, he who acts according to the exhortations

recited upon the steps of my pulpit will enter

Paradise: or, accord. to Kt, prayer and praise in

this place are means of attaining to Paradise; so

that it is as though it were a portion of Paradise.

(TA.) In the same manner Sahl explained his

other trad, Jº- e; &: ãº Jº Jeº &

! [Verily my foot is at a gate of the gates of the

pool of Paradise]. (TA.)

6 - 6 .

&P See 82.

g§ A torrent filling the valley; as also Y§:

(K:) or a torrent which fills the valley: (S:) and

* the latter, a vehement torrent. (TA.) J says,

in the S, that'é Jº signifies 3.2%; and he

cites the words of a poet thus: -

tº sº ºt º

ascribed by some to El-'Aijāj, but correctly, accord.

to IB, the words of Ru-beh; making two mis

takes, in saying Jºjº', in the sing., and Jº-y:

moreover, the last word in the citation is a pret.

verb: [the right reading is]

*

tº Jº Jº lºst;

[And they travelled the land neith a multitude

like a torrent that filled the valleys]: the poet

describes the Benoo-Temeem, and their travelling

the land like the torrent by reason of multitude.

($gh, TA.)= +A door-keeper. (Th, S, K.)

£; : See £5, in three places.

6, © In 6 o' -

* Jº- A filled matering-trough or tank:

(TA) and āś is a filled bowl. ($)

£5.

5 -o a

exº~ : See

-355

1. J.3, aor. , ($gh, K) inf n. 4; (M, TA)

He enjoyed, or led, a plentiful, and a pleasant or

an easy, and a soft or delicate, life; or a life of

ease and plenty; (M, $gh, K5) as also V -53.

(K.) – And the former verb, +It (a plant, or

herbage,) was, or became, luxuriant, flourishing,

succulent, or sappy; or bright andfresh, by reason

of plentiful irrigation. (M., T.A.)

2: see 4, in two places. – -i.* [app. as the

inf. n. of the pass. verb, 3,5, also signifies] Good
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feeding. (M)—AndJºji-ji, and 'ºl, He

rendered the man submissive; or made him to sub

mit : and he made the man king, or prince : [in

both senses] like 45. (M.)

4. i.& [Wealth, or n-hat God bestoned

upon him.) made him to behave eacorbitantly; to

be eaccessively disobedient or rebellious; to eacalt

himself, and be inordinate in infidelity; or to be

eartravagant in acts of disobedience and in wrong

doing : ($, K:) and so Jº ãº- [plentifulness

and easiness of life]; and in like manner, "&

it caused him to eacult, or to eacult greatly, or eac

cessively, and to behave insolently and unthankfully,

or ungratefully. (TA.) And [Wealth, or what

God bestoned upon him, made him to enjoy, or

lead, a plentiful, and a pleasant or an easy, and

a soft or delicate, life; or a life of ease and plenty;

as also "4:53. (K.)—Jº —93. He gave the

man the object of his eager desire, or of his

3/earning, or longing, or appetency. (Lh, M.)—

See also 2.= -$95) also signifies He persevered

in, or persisted in, or resolved upon, transgression,

wrongdoing, or deviation from the right way.

(El-'Ozeyzee, K.)

5: see 1.

10. Cº.) He magnified himself; or behaved

proudly, haughtily, or insolently: he behaved

eacorbitantly; neas eaccessively disobedient or rebel

lious; eacalted himself, and nas inordinate in

infidelity; or nas eactravagant in acts of diso

bedience and in nºrongdoing. (Z, $gh, K.)

ăș Plentifulness, and pleasantness or easiness,

and softness or delicacy, of life; a life of softness

or delicacy, and ease, comfort, or affluence; or

ease and plenty; syn. iº, (T, K, TA,) and

Jº ãº (TA:) or i, q. i.” [i.e. nealth; or

what God beston's upon one; &c.] (Mgh, and so

in the CK. [But this I think a mistranscription,

for a.º.)— Good, sweet, or pleasant, food.

(Ipril, M. K.) — A new, or strange, thing,

(-iº, º, [in some copies of the K, J, is

put in the place of Jia99.) that one appropriates,

or peculiarly assigns, [as a gift] to a friend; or

by [the gift of] which one distinguishes a friend:

(K:) any ağı [i. e. gift not given to any one be

jore; or of n:hich the recipient did not possess the

like, and mºhich pleases him ; or novel, or rare, and

pleasing, present]. (M., T.A.) = A thing protu

berant in the middle of the upper lip, by nature.

(Lth, T." S, M, K.)= A stil... [q. v.] with

which one drinks. (M, TA)
2 -o &

-395). Having a natural protuberance in the

middle of his upper lip, called aft. (Lth,” T,”

M, K.)

* 2° 2

-º-, [pass, part. n. of 4, q.v.] One left to do

what he will; not prevented from doing so. (Ibn

'Arafeh, K.) – And hence, (Ibn-'Arafeh,TA,)

One enjoying, or leading, a plentiful, and a plea

sant or an easy, and a soft or delicate, life; or a

life of ease and plenty: (Ibn-'Arafeh, M, K, TA:)

lururious, or indulging himself largely in the

pleasures, or delights, of the present life, and in its

appetites, or eager desires ; (Ibn-'Arafeh, TA:)

one who is not prevented from enjoying himself:

(K, TA :) and one whose means of subsistence are

made ample, or plentiful; as also"J. (M:)

one nihom plentifulness, and pleasantness or easi

ness, and softness or delicacy, of life, or nylom a

life of ease and plenty, (T,) or nihom nealth, or

n:hat God has bestoned upon him, and plentiful

ness and easiness of life, (Mgh,) causes to eacult,

or to eacult greatly, or eaccessively, and to behave

insolently and unthankfully, or ungratefully:

(T, Mgh:) and i. 4. jº- [i.e. one m'ho magnifies

himself; or behaves proudly, haughtily, or inso

lently; &c.]: (K:) so says Katádeh, in explaining

the phrase º ºxi, in the Kur [xvii. 17:
~ 2: -

see 2-ol]: or, accord. to some, tºo here means

the worst of its chiefs; and the leaders in evil.

(TA)—Also, (TA) or "-53, (T,) A boy

made soft, or delicate, in body, and rendered

submissive. (T, T.A.)

63.2 x
2-2 - .

-º-o: see -ºxo, in two places.

Jºjº

Q. Q. 1. 433, (Isk, JK, S, K) inf n. #35,

(ISk, S, K,) I hit, or hurt, his (a man's, ISk,

JK, $) 5,53 [or collar-bone]. (ISk, JK, S, K.)

2 wo, o –

š The collar-bone; the bone betn’een the

pit at the uppermost part of the chest and the

shoulder, (JK, S, Mgh,K,) on either side, connect

ing those two parts, (JK, Mgh,) of a man &c.;

(TA;) each of the two prominent bones in the

wppermost part of the chest, from the head of

each shoulder to the edge of the pit above men

tioned: (TA in art. -ºj :) [and sometimes, as

in a phrase which see below, the fore part of

the Ji- [here app. meaning the throat], at the

uppermost part of the chest, the place into which

the soul [for J-º', in copies of the K, I read

J. :) rises [nºhen one is at the point of death]:

(K in art. 55; ) pl. Jji (JK,Mgh,K) and&%

(JK, Kj) the latter formed by transposition:

(JK:) Fr says that the latter pl. is used by some

for the former: (TA:) the sing. is of the measure

isºs, (JK, S, K,) as is shown by the verb men

tioned above, (K,) though it is repeated in the

K in art. 25, (TA:) one should not say āş,

with damm to the sº. (S, K.) Jº < * 151,

in the Kur lxxv. 26, means When it (the soul)

reaches the uppermost parts of the chest; ſor,

the parts of the throat neart the chest :) forJº

is understood: (Bd:) said when one is at the

point of death. (TA.)

3% an arabicized word, (S, Msb, K,) from

the Greek, (Msb,K,) [i. e. from 0mptaka,] or origi

nally Persian, ($, O,) also written and pronounced

Jús, (JK, Mºb) and 3% (Mab3) or, as

some say, from &2), because containing the

spittle of serpents, and, if so, it is Arabic [in

origin]: (Msb:) [Theriac; also called treacle;]

an antidote for poisons; (S, O ;) a certain com

pound medicine, (K,) comprising many ingre

dients, at most ninety or ninety-sia, and at least

siacty-four, (TA,) sometimes including the flesh of

vipers, (K, TA,) and that of asses, which cause it

to be prohibited and impure, or, as some say, it is

prohibited without restriction : (TA:) it is a

remedy against the bite or sting of rapacious

venomous reptiles and the like, and poisonous

potions: (K: [I omit some unprofitable and

absurd particulars respecting the compounds thus

termed, in the K and other lexicons &c. :]) pl.

&55 (K in art. 3,3.) The best kind is called

3.3%) 3%), (K in art. J,5,) vulgarly 34;

Jºjº. (TA in that art.) [A principal ingredient

of this kind is the best sort of Jews-pitch, i. e.

asphaltum, also called mumia, and in Arabic

(…) (see De Sacy’s “Rel. de l'Égypte par Abd

allatif.” p. 274:) and this mumia, by itself, is

called Jº 34:11–II is sometimes ap

plied to Treacle, as meaning the sirop that drains

from sugar..] It is also said to be applied to the
o“o . 6.

Jºjº's [or Bezoar-stone], likewise termed Jº-.

(TA in art. J-2.) — Also, and Y #95, + Wine;

(S, O, K;) because it dispels anxiety; (S;) or

because it is a remedy for anxieties; (O;) where

fore it is also termed 22.9) Ösº. (TA.)

• o

330,5: see the last sentence above.

(JºÖº Zanthium.]

Jº

1. *,5, (S, M, Mºb, K, &c.) aor. , (§, M.)

inf n. 9; ($, M, Mºb, K, &c.) and &l=5, with

kest, (Fr, K,) He left it, forsook it, relinquished

it, abandoned it, deserted it, or quitted it; either

intentionally, and by choice, or by constraint, and

of necessity: (Er-Răghib, TA:) he left it, for

sook it, &c., as above; namely, a thing that he

desired, or wished for, and also a thing that he

did not desire, or did not wish for: (Ibn-'Arafeh,

TA:) he left it, quitted it, went anay from it, or

departed from it; namely, a place: and he left

him, forsook him, relinquished him, abandoned

him, deserted him, quitted him, or separated him

self from him : (Msb:) he cast it, or thren it,

anay, as a thing of no account; rejected it, dis

carded it; cast it off; left it off : (MF, TA:)

he left it, left it alone, let it alone; ceased, desisted,

forbore, or abstained, from it; neglected it, omitted

it, or left it undone; syn. *S*; (S, A, O';) or

4ess; (M. K3) as also "4e51. (K. [But respect.

ing this latter verb, see what follows.]) 4;is

sº 2-9, in the Kur xliv. 23, And leave thou

the sea opened with a nide interval; or motionless,

in the same state as before thy passing through it,

and strike it not with thy rod, nor alter anything

thereof; (Bd;) or motionless, parted asunder;

(Jel;) so that the Egyptians may enter it; (Bd,

Jel;) is an instance of the verb meaning leaving

intentionally, and by choice: (Er-Răghib, TA:)

andcº**&: l,éjà A-, in the next verse,

Hon; many gardens and springs did they leave!

(Jel,) is an instance of the verb meaning leaving

by constraint, and of necessity. (Er-Răghib, T.A.)

In a phrase such as ai- Jā, meaning He made

his right, or due, or claim, to be null, or he rejected

it, and such as sº &: izé, 95, meaning

He neglected, omitted, or left unperformed, a
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ase, of the prayer, [it is said (but I think it

doubtful) that] the verb, having an ideal substan

tive for its objective complement, is used meta

phorically. (Mºb.) '957 tº 23 Jú means tº

tº: J; [i. e. He strove, laboured, or eacerted

himself, (*!) in it, and neglected not, or

omitted not, anything in his power]: the verb is

of the measure J.3. (S.) As e-tºº J-3 &:

& *3; is a mistake for tº: 9: lºs, or ~5

"3; without &, Or Jāſū; for this verb is

not trans, except, sometimes, in poetry; and the

meaning is, tº: aeś aſ& tº J;2. [i. e. He

n:ho bequeaths the third of his property, and does

not omit anything of what he is allowed (to leave,

or anything of the third part, for this is all that

he is allowed to bequeath)]: it is from the saying

*3;ſu. Jaš [He did such a thing, and neglected

not, or omitted not, anything]. (Mgh.) You say

also, Su.<! Jä, i. e. The deceased left pro

perty. (Mºb)—&º-S J2 ſº tºº, (K)

in the Kur [xxxvii. 76 &c.], (TA,) means And

me have perpetuated (K, Jel, TA) to him a eulogy

among the later generations (Jel, TA) of the

prophets and peoples to the day of resurrection,

[namely, Salutation &c. (Jel)—& is also

syn. with Jºsul, (Lth, K,TA,) in some instances;

(Lth, TA;) as though it had two contr. significa

tions: (K:) [i. e.,] when Jä is doubly trans., it

has the meaning of 22, (MF, TA) or Jae

(TA.) So in the saying, *** Jº- <*; I

made, or rendered, the rope strong ; or made it,

or caused it, to be, or become, strong. (TA.) So
© 2. ~ * ~ *

too in the Kurii. 16, sºlº J. ºs And

maketh, or causeth, them to be in darknesses.

(Ksh, Bd, MF.) And sometimes one says of any

action that has come at last to a certain state,

134-*; us [I did not make it, or cause it, to

be thus]. (TA.)=3,5, aor. , (IAgr, K.) inf. n.

35, (TK,) He (a man, IAar) married, i. e.

took to wife, a aºj, (IAar, K.) meaning a

woman that had remained a virgin, unmarried,

until she had become of middle age, or long after

she had attained to puberty, in the house, or tent,

of her parents. (TA.)

3. *e, ſinf n. iść] is syn, with Sá ($

in art. 31.5-) [which is explained in the K, in art.

315-, as syn. with aeri, He left, forsook, relin

quished, abandoned, &c., him or it; and thus it

may often be well rendered: but it properly sig

nifies he left him, forsook him, &c., being left,

&c., by him ; whence it is said in the Mgh, in

art. 822, that iès's. is syn. with i-jua, because

it is ãeſ. Golius, as on the authority of Ibn

Maaroof, explains aeju as signifying he dismissed

him, and did not molest him : he left him unmo

lested is one of its meanings, but is not the

primary signification: accord. to the TK, aejºo

signifies the leaving, &c., anything in the state in

which it is ; and the leaving, &c., one another].

One says also,& <= 5, (S, Mgh, but in the

latter 4éjú, and in the TA & Jº) &#3,
6 , , , , - -

(Mgh,) inf. n. 4-ejº, ($,) [app. meaning I

Bk. I.

relinquished neith him, i.e. concurrently nºith him,

the sale, &c. : see 6, by which this rendering is

confirmed: Golius, as on the authority of J, who

has not explained it, says that it means I relin

quished to him the merchandise, or commodity;

and Freytag follows him.]—[Hence, ièjº. is

metonymically used as meaning The making peace

[or a truce], or reconciling oneself, with another

or others. (Mgh.)— In the saying, Aſ Jú º

J's S, Jú S3 ag, it is an imitative sequent,

(K) all of these verbs having the same meaning

[so that the saying may be rendered May God

not bless him nor felicitate him nor make him

happy]: (TA:) [or the meaning may be, nor

preserve him, or prolong his life; for IAqr says

that 955 ineans Jºi. (TA.)

6. ..., 25 lºſſ (K) or … tº 25,

(Mgh,) They relinquished [concurrently], one

neith another, the affair that was between them.

(TK.)

8. Jä : see 1, in five places.

§: See ić.25.=Also A [drinking-cup or

bowl such as is called] -35 which a man lifts, or

carries, nith his two hands. (Ibn-'Abbād, TA.)

& A certain nation; (S, Msb, K;) [namely,

the Turks :] Jº is its n, un. : (Msb, TA:)

[and signifies also Turkish :] pl. §§. (Msb,

K.) It is said in a trad, 4-,é, tº ºil séjà

[Leave ye alone the Turks as long as they leave
O ~ 3 or

Jou alone]. (TA.) [3-3)] Use, often occurs

in post-classical works as meaning Having a

Turkish face; i.e. round-faced, or broad-faced;

opposed to *9) Jºl

ăeș: See ić,i, in two places.– Also t A

noman such as is termed iº, [i.e. of middling

stature]; (Ibn-'Abbād, K.), pl. elej. (TA.)

–It is said in a trad., &u- ić. & J.- à

<= i + [El-Khaleel (i. e. Abraham) came to

Mekkeh to get knowledge of his ae;], meaning

Hagar, and her son Ishmael: (K:) the word

originally means an ostrich's egg, and is here

used metaphorically; for the ostrich lays but one

egg in the year, and then leaves it and goes

away: (TA:) Z says, in the Fáik, that it is thus

related, with the 2 quiescent; (Nh, O, TA;) but

it would be a proper way if it were with kesr

to the 2, [***,5,] as meaning the thing that

he had left, or forsaken, &c. (Nh, O, K.)

ãe; : see what next follows.

ié,3 A thing that is left, forsaken, relinquished,

abandoned, deserted, or quitted; like i. i. Inean

ing “a thing desired, or sought;" (TA ;) see

also ièj: particularly, the inheritance, or pro

perty that is left, of a person deceased; ($,

Msb, K;") also pronounced Y iè;: pl. &l=5.

(Msb.) - -

Jº an imperative verbal noun, meaning 5;

[Leave thou, &c.]. (S, TA.) Hence the saying,

Jºš ā-, J95 Jºã [Leave thou, leave thou,

the companionship of the Turks]. (TA.) Yoo

says that 35; is a dial. var. of the same ; but

this is only when it is used as a prefixed noun,

as in Çeşi for Lejj. (TA.)

4.ji: see the next paragraph, in two places.

iº A noman that is left unmarried; (S,

K;) that has remained a virgin, unmarried,

until she has become of middle age, or long after

she has attained to puberty, in the house, or tent,

of her parents: (TA:) it is not applied to a

males (Lh, TA:) pl. 4:53. ($)—A meadow

the depasturing ofwhich has been neglected: (S,

K:) or a pasture-land where people have pastured

their beasts, either in a desert or upon a moun

tain, and of which the beasts have eaten until

there remain [only] some relics of nood. (TA.)

– Water left by a torrent ; (IB, K:) used in

this sense by El-Farezdak. (IB)-An egg after

the young bird has gone forth from it: (K:) or

an ostrich's egg (S,K) which she forsakes ($,TA)

in the desert after it has become empty: (TA :)

or, as some say, an ostrich's eggs left solitary:

(TA) and vie; signifies the same. (K.) [For

the pl., see the next sentence.] – t An iron

helmet; (K;) in the opinion of ISd, as being

likened to the egg thus termed; (TA;) and so

"iej (S. K.) the pl. [of the former) is 353

ſmentioned in the S as pl. of the former applied

to an ostrich's egg] and *31,25 and *3; [the

latter of which is termed in the S pl. ofãe; are

coll. gen, ns. of which ić.25 and ié; are the

ns. un.]. (K.)–A raceme of dates (a.u.e [in

the CK, erroneously, a-ué]) after it has had

n:hat was upon it shaken off, (AHn, K, TA,)

and is left ; pl. 4:55: (AHn, TA:) and '4,5

signifies a raceme (3,iº) when nihat was upon

it has been eaten; (AHn, K, TA;) and a raceme

of dates (33e) that has had nºhat reas upon it

shaken off, (K, TA,) so that nothing remains

upon it : so AHn says in one place. (T.A.). It

is said in a trad., ºil- Jº 435: & č, meaning

[Verily to God are referrible] conditions which

He hath perpetuated in mankind, of hope and

heedlessness, so that they apply themselves thereby

with boldness, forwardness, presumptuousness, or

arrogance, to the things of the present world.

(TA.)

6 x 0.

Jºe [pass, part. n. of Jº, Left, forsaken,

&c. —) In lexicology, Obsolete. (Mz 10th 82.)

cºlº

&tº [The Turkumán;] a certain people,

or race, of the Turks; [absurdly said to be] so

called because two hundred thousand of them

became believers in one month; wherefore they

said cºl 33 [the Turks of belief]; which was

afterwards contracted into &#3. (K, TA:) [a

~ y o z

coll. gen, n. : n, un, and rel. n., Jºe, J pl.

ãº. (TA)

Vejj

i. 4. tº- S [which see in art. Uss-l.uj Š

(K.)

39
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U-259

J-º: [vulgarly pronounced in the present day

J-F5 from the Greek 0épuos, or Coptic 6applos;

Lupines; or the lupine;] a certain grain, nell

known, of the description termed Jºué ; (Msb;)

the produce of a tree [or plant] which has

(r. grain, ribbed and notched : (Lth, M,” K :)

or i. q.&- Jºº. (the Minháj and K.) [but

if this be the same as the Jº Jºº, it is a

mistake, accord. to Ibn-Beytár, to identify it with
- o o

the J-95:] AHn says that it is the Jºaº Jº-ye-,

and is of the description termed Jºué; and under

the head of the letter & he says that there

is the Jºº. accord. to the Minháj, it is a grain

of an expanded shape, of bitter taste, hollowed in

the middle ; and the nild hind is smaller than

the other, and stronger; and the J-95 approaches

more to medicine than to food: the best is the

white, large, and heavy: (TA:) some say that

the c is augmentative, and that the word is from

J-9. signifying “he concealed” a thing : (MF,

TA:) the n. un. is with 3. (Msb.)

cy”

J.; an appellation applied to A female slave ;

(T, K,) and to a fornicatress, an adulteress, or

(a prostitut; (M, K;) as also Jº: (T, K :)

and Jºjº cºl means the son of a fornicatress or

an adulteress or a prostitute; (T, K;) as also

Jº Jºl: (T:) or one that is base-born : (S in

art. 3,3) but it is said that Jº is of the measure

Jºã, from ; : (M. :) it may be from sº

meaning “she was looked at continuously.”

(T, K.)

**
g 222 4; . 222

*> and ae-jj :
a 223: 2 - 22 2: See art. &P.

tº and 3-395) :

Jºº-ºº:

g 2 o'-." 6 , or . º

cº-º-º; and cº-º-º; and &-sº [thus

variously written, in the last manner in the TA, and

there said to be “with damm;” from the Persian

&ºi: A kind of manna ; the manna of the

thorny plant called by the Arabs the cº- and

hence by European botanists “alhagi:” accord.

to Dr. Royle (art. “Man” in Kitto's Cycl. of

Bibl. Lit.), it is a sn'eetish juice which erudes

jrom the alhagi maurorum, concretes into small

granular masses, and is usually distinguished by

the name of Persian manna : he also states that ||

the albagi maurorum and another species, alhagi

desertorum, are ‘called in Mesopotamia “agool,”

according to some authoritics, while by others

this is thought to be the name of another plant:’

by “agool” is meant Jºe, q. v. :] a kind of
s

den (Jº), that falls mostly in Khurásán and in

Ma-waráà-n-nahr, and, in our country, mostly

upon the P-\e-: the best thereof is that which is

fresh, or moist, and nihite : (Ibn-Seena, or

“Avicenna,” vol. i. of the Arabic ed., p. 262 :)

the &: [or manna] mentioned in the Kur-án

[ii. 54]. (Ksh, Bd, Jel, T.A.) [See also “Ibn

Baithar” (Ibn-Beytár), vol. i. p. 207.]

º

1. 93, aor. 4, He fell into n-hat are termed

-ºš, said to signify, originally, [deserts, such as

are termed] jús, and to be metaphorically applied

to false, or vain, sayings or actions or affairs;

unprofitable sayings: (K,” TA:) or the uttered

false and confused and vain speech, with some

n:hat of embellishment, (Lth, TA,) or nithout

foundation, or order, or method. (Akh, TA.)

;: see what next follows, in two places.

ās; A small road branching off from a main

road: (As, S, K :) a Persian word, arabicized:

(As, $9 pl. Gº (A, S, K) and ºft. (TA)

— A [desert, such as is termed Jä, (see 1,) or]

šū, and £2. (J.K.)—The first in this

paragraph is the primary signification: (TA:)

and hence, metaphorically, (Aš, S,) A false, or

vain, saying or action or affair; (As, JK, S, K;)

as also '85 (S. K.), pl. of the former, ºft

(JK,S, K*) [and els:, as above]; and of the

latter, &35; ($, K:*) or the primary significa

tion of 3.18: is jūs: [see 1:] and it is meta

phorically applied to ! false, or vain, sayings or

actions or affairs; (K;) and unprofitable sayings:

(Z, K, TA:) or, accord. to Az, false, or vain,

affairs; and the sing, is w;: or, accord. to IB,

this last is pl. ofis; [or rather a coll. gen. n. :]

or, as some say, it is a sing. : (TA:) and accord.

to Lth it signifies the act of lying, and confusing

[truth and falsehood]. (Harp. 165.) [Sometimes

it is followed by a syn., to give greater force to

the signification :] one says J-4) <& and

**** <&l. and sometimes the former

word is used as a prefixed noun governing the

gen. case [so that one says J-4) <&; and

tºº <º: 3--> is ºned in the

K, in this art., as a syn. of aeºl]. (S.)-

Also A calamity ; a misfortune; an evil acci

dent (J.K. K.) pl. ſes; and 4.2%. (J.K.)

–Wind. (J.K, K.)— Clouds, or a collection of

clouds. (JK,” K.)=A certain small creeping

thing (ağ) [found] in the sand. (JK, K.)

&-

1. …}, aor. ($, Mºb, K) and . (Yoo, Mºb,

K) and *, (Msb,) inf. n. &ºi, (TK,) He took

the ninth part of their possessions: or he became

the ninth of them : (S, Msb, K:) or he made

them to be nine with himself; (K;) they having

before been eight. (TA.) [See also 2.]

2. 42. He made it nine. (Esh-Sheybánee,
• * > £, c > w

and K voce Jº-5.) [See also 1.]— 239-29 &–3,

Or sºe, He remained nine nights with his nife:

and in like manner the verb is used in relation to

any saying or action. (TA voce & )

4, 13~5. They became nine : (S, K.) and they

became ninety. (M and L in art. 3.J.)- They

were, or became, persons whose camels came to

water [on the ninth day, counting the day of the

next preceding watering as the first, i.e.,] after

an interval of nine days, [of which the first or

last, or each of these, was not complete,) and eight

nights. (S,” K,” TA.)

&: : See aa-3.

&: A ninth part; one of nine parts; (S,

Msb, K;) as also "33; (Msb;) and "3-5, (S,

Mşb, K,) agreeably with a rule which some hold

to be applicable in the case of every similar frac

tional number; but Sh says, I have not heard

&: on any authority but that of AZ. (TA.)

6 º fem. ofiº, q. v.— Also A certain*

of the&B of camels; ($, K, TA;) i.e., their

coming to water [on the ninth day, counting the

day of the newt preceding matering as the first;

or, in other words,) after an interval of nine days,

[of which the first or last, or each of these, is not

complete, and eight nights. (TA.)- Also The

ninth young one, or offspring. (A in art. J3.)

& The seventh and eighth and ninth nights

of the [lunar] month; (K;) the three nights of

the month nihich are after the Jä3, because the

last night of these is the ninth; (S;) among the

nights of the month are three called xi, [pl. of

#.] and after these are three called Jé, and

after these are three called &- because the last of

them is the ninth night: (Az, TA:) or the three

nights of the commencement of the month, as some

Say; but the first of these explanations is more

agreeable with analogy. (TA.)

&#: see &#.

ãº, applied to denote a number, [namely

Nine,) is masc.; and "33, so applied, is fem.:

(S:) the latter is also written W35, with fet-h to

the ºt, ; and is thus pronounced in the Kur

xxxviii. 22, (Bd, M.F.) accord. to one reading.

(Bd.) You say Jº ãº [Nine men], and&

39-3 [Nine women]. (IK.) When it means the

things numbered, not the amount of the number,

aa-3 is imperf decl., being regarded as a proper

name: thus you say, ºu 3 &- jºi ãº [Nine

things are more than eight things]. (TA) It is

saidin the Kur[xvii.103],<\ſ&Jº. tºiſ,

St. Lºw [And we formerly gave unto Moses nine evi

dent signs; generally understood to mean the prin

cipal miracles which he was empowered to perform,

and which are differently enumerated in the K

and other works; but by some supposed to mean

statutes]. (K,” TA,)— In Jºe ãº, which is

masc., and sº& which is fem., ſeach signi

fying Nineteen, each of the two words ends with

fet-h in every case, because they are two nouns

which are regarded as one noun. (TA.) The

former is pronounced by some of the Arabs is:

* : and the latter, thus in the dial. of El-Hijá.
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[and of most of the Arabs], is pronounced&

3): c in the dial. of Nejd. ($ in art. 2-c.) In

the Kur lxxiv. 30, some read,* ãº, making

the & in 2+c quiescent, instead of* ãº, from

a dislike of this consecution of vowels in what is

like one word. (Bd, T.A.")

ſ&sº Ninety: and ninetieth.]

[ *i. as meaning Nine and nine, or nine and

nine together, or nine at a time and nine at a

time, seems not to have been in use..] A'Obeyd
2 - ? *** ... • *

says that more than SU-1 and ºut; and tº); and

£º has not been heard, except jute occurring in

a verse of El-Kumeyt. (TA in art. 2-c.)

6 - º, o z

& See &–3.

g -

8-9 [Making to be nine with himself, or itself:

and hence, ninth]. You say, as: 8-9 * [He

is the ninth of nine]; and ãº 3-6 [He is

making eight to be nine with himself]: but it is
2 - o g - - -

not allowable to say, az-5 2-0. (TA.)—[x-U

* * *

& &:

latter fem., meaning Nineteenth, are subject to

*... O … - - -

and 39: c ax-G, the former masc. and the

the same rules as , i.e. <45 and its ſem, explained

in art. “-15, q.v.] - -

iſe, 5, (Mºb, TA, &c.) or esºta, (S. K.)

The tenth day of [the month] El-Moharram;

(Msb, TA3) [the day] before the day of āsāºl,

(S,) or before the day of ńsº: (K:) or,

accord. to some, the same as the day of -1,3-tall:

(TA:) [see -1,3-te, where this is explained:] it

is a post-classical word: ($gh, K :) J says, in the

$, I think it post-classical: (Msb, TA:) but [SM

says, this requires consideration; for it was used

by the Prophet: (TA:) one ought to say, that,

with 293 ºuc, it has this form for the sake of

resemblance; but as used alone, it must be con

ceded that it has not been heard [from the Arabs

of the classical times]. (Msb.) -

6 * ~ *

[&- pass. part. n. of 2, q.v. See also 3:...]

ex- A rope consisting of nine strands. (TA.)

a •

Jºjº

&* [in Chaldee "nºn] A Greek name of

each of two mºnths, (K) of the months of Au

tumn, called J3') cº-º; and Jººl Jºjº, [and

both together J%25, the two Syrian months

corresponding, respectively, to October and No

vember O.S.,] before the two months whereof

each is called &site. (TA)

&

..R. Q. 1. 25& J &#, (Mgh, K) inf n.

asºa5, ($, Mgh,) He reiterated in speech, by

reason of an impediment, or inability to say what

he would, ($, Mgh, K;) as also "&#: (K:)

and he was unable to say what he would, or to

find words to express. what he would say: (El

Ghooree, Mgh:) axº~3 is the speech of him who

is termed &ºi. (TA) And ºil J & He

reiterated in reciting the Kur-án, and his tongue

stuck fast in his doing so. (TA)—iº <ā,

(K,) inf. n. as above, (S,) The beast stuck fast in

the sand, (S, K,) or soft soil, (S,) or mire: (TA:)

sometimes the verb is thus used. (S.) And&

said of a camel &c. signifies His feet sank into

the soft soil, or soft sands. (TA)=4< He

dragged him (namely another man) roughly, or

vehemently, and agitated him : (S:) or he shook

him, or shook him vehemently, (AA, K,) back

nards and forniards, and treated him roughly :

(AA:) he shook him roughly : (I Drd, K:) or he

compelled him against his mill, in an affair, so

that he became disquieted, or agitated. (IF, K.)

-&& Such a one had his saying rebutted,

rejected, or repudiated, as wrong, or erroneous.

(TA.)

* , o,

R. Q. 2. &#: see R. Q. 1, first signification.

5 - d - ~*. 2.2.

& i.a. 199 or us [accord. to different MSS.,

as meaning One who reiterates his words much in

speaking]. (AA, K.)

&º Jº lsº, [app. pl. of the inf. n. ãº,

They fell into convulsing perple.cities, arising from

evil and discordant and false rumours or the like,

(~~5 Jº, q.v.) and confusion. (AA, S, K.)

& Afflicted by an injury which disquiets or

agitates. (TA, from a trad.)

***

1. –si, (S, A, Mºb, K.) aor. , (A, K,) infin.

Jºj, (S, Msb,) He [a man and a beast] was, or

became, fatigued, tired, nearied [by labour or

journeying &c.], or jaded; (S, A, Msb;) contr.

oftº (K.) [-º, which, used as a simple

subst., may be rendered Fatigue, tiredness, weari

ness, or the state of being jaded, is here said in

the TA to be contr. of i-55 and to signify $3.

ºl, which may be rendered much fatigue &c.;

but accord. to an explanation of the verb of füé

in the S and TA in art. Jºe, this word and J.

signify the same. See also <<I

4. Jºsjī He fatigued, tired, nearied, or jaded,

another; (S, Msb, K;) and himself, in a work

that he imposed upon himself, or in which he

laboured; and his travelling-camels, by urging

them quickly, or by hard journeying. (TA.)–

f He broke a bone again after it had been set, or

consolidated: or he caused a bone to have a defect

in it, after it had been set, so that there remained

in it a constant smelling, or resulted a lameness:

Jºl --as signifying2
... o. in ... • O:

-

Jº accl: (so in the

CK:) or Jºº-Jº Jºaº <i. (So in MS. copies of

the K and in the TA. [In the latter, in art.

Jºc, this reading is confirmed; but a remark

below, voce **, rather favours the former

reading, that of the CK.])- He filled a vessel;

(A, K,) as, for instance, a drinking-cup, or bowl.

(A)=2;iſ Jºji The people's cattle became

fatigued, tired, wearied, or jaded. (K.)

Jº Fatigued, tired, wearied, or jaded; as

also "Jº, (§, Mºb, K.) but not º' (S,

K.) [y cº, for &#, fem. with 3, is used

in this sense in the present day.] :

• O ~

Jºa; : see what next precedes.

º , o,

~~~~. A place of< [or fatigue, &c.]: —
* * * … •,•

and tropically, syn. with ºad; pl. -etto. (Har

p. 431.)

J.< See -j-Also : A camel that has

had a bone of one of his fore legs or hind legs

broken and set, and has been fatigued beyond his

power of endurance before the bone has consoli

dated, so that the fracture has become complete :
6 - c. 9 - -

whence the phrase --~~~~As [app. meaning 1 a

bone broken again after its having been set, or

consolidated: see 4]. (TA.)–A vessel, as, for

instance, a drinking-cup, or bowl, I filled. (TA.)

—Water 1 squeezed forth, or eacpressed, from the

earth, to be drunk. (A, TA.)

g • * o –

<e [A cause of fatigue or weariness: a word
6.- ... o . 6 - - c.

of the same class as āº-e and als-o: loosely

explained in Har p. 475 as meaning a place of
J - 2 … • O ©

J.--> <!--
* , o

Alolº-J [The eliciting of the meaning of that

which is made enigmatical is a cause of fatigue

to minds]. (A.)

º, , , o .

fatigue]. One says, a-a-o

J-sº

1. J-3, aor. , inf n. Jºs (S, A, Mºb, K,

&c.;) and Jºj, aor. “; (Sh, AHeyth, A, IAth,

K;) but the latter is not chaste; (A, TA;) or

the former is used in addressing a person, saying

< ; and the latter, in narration; (K;) accord.

to Sh; but ISd says that this is strange; (TA;)

He fell, having stumbled; contr. ofJºãº this

is the primary signification : (S:) or he stumbled

and fell (AHeyth, A, IAth, K) upon his hands

and mouth, (A Heyth, TA,) or upon his face :

(IAth, TA:) or he fell upon his face : (Er

Rustamee, Msb, TA:) [and this may also be

meant by one of the explanations of the inf. n.

in the TA, which is Jú. J J & J or he fell

in any manner. (TA.) You say, by way of

imprecation, J-º-º: U-x-5, meaning May he

fall upon his face, and not rise after his fall

until he fall a second time. (Mºb.) And J-35

Jºãºf $ 4,23 Jºsſ tº [May he fall, having

stumbled, or stumble and fall, &c., and not rise

again; and may he be pricked with a thorn, and

not eactract the thorn]. (TA.) And accord. to

certain of the Kilábees, Jºsé signifies He missed

his proof in litigation, and the object of his search

in seeking. (TA.)- He perished. (Aboo-'Amr

Ibn-El-'Alā, S, K.) You say, <<, as though

meaning Mayest thou perish. (ISh, T.A.) –

He became far removed. (A, K.)— He became

longered, or degraded. (A, K.) You say also,
> d -

$3- J-3 [His fortune, or good fortune, fell:

or may This fortune, or good fortune, fall, .(K

in art. 2:e.)=&ſ 4–3, [aor. , inf. n. J.; ;]

(A’obeyd, A, Mºb, K.) and '4-31; (AHeyth,

S, A, Msb, K;) the former unknown to Sh; (Az,

TA;) God made him to fall, having stumbled :

(S:) or to stumble and fall (AHeyth, A,K) upon

his hands and mouth, (AHeyth, TA,) or upon his

39 °
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face : (TA:) or to fall upon his face: (Mºb :)

or to fall in any manner. (TA.)- God de

stroyed him; or made him to perish. (A’Obeyd,

S, K.)- God made him to become far removed.

(A, K.)- God lonered, or degraded, him. (A,

K.)-You say, by way of imprecation, à uº

May he [fall, having stumbled: or, stumble and

fall: or, stumble and fall upon his hands and

mouth : or, upon his face: or] fall upon his face:

(Msb:) or may God make destruction to cleave

to him : (S, TA:) [or may God destroy him.]

Aboo-Is-hák says, in explanation of the phrase

24 u-º, in the Kur xlvii. 9, that it may be in
22 - 2 of

the accus. case as meaning ºf ºi. (TA)

A man also says, by way of imprecation, to his

swift and excellent camel, when it stumbles, u-º,

meaning May God thron, thee don'n upon thy

nostrils: expressing his disapproval of the stum

bling of a beast of such age and strength: but if

it be not a swift and excellent beast, and stumble,
2. .x ad • of

he says to it tº. (TA.) You say also, afti Y J.;

33- [May God make his fortune, or good fortune,

to sink 1] (A.)

2 * ~ 2 .

4 : see a-sº, in three places.

Jºã inf. m. of 1 [which see, throughout].-

Also Evil; mischief. (K.)

J- : see what next follows.

J-5 (A, K) and "C-3 (Msb, K) act. part. ns.

of 1, ſi. e., respectively, of J-35 and J-45, accord.

to rule, used intransitively, (A, Mºb, K.) both

applied to a man: (K:) and the former, to

fortune, or good fortune. (A.)

43 . . o “

ă.… [A cause of falling after stumbling ; or

of stumbling and falling &c. (See 1.)] You say,
º, , , o, º . ~ 0 , 2.

a-axe a----0 29. is [This affair is a cause

of ill luck; a cause of falling &c.], (A, TA.)

<-à3

1. *-ā, aor. , inf n. 3.3, He left off, or

abstained from, anointing himself, and shaving

his pubes, and in consequence became dirty :

(Msb :) or& signifies the state of being dirty;

(Mgh;) the state of having matted and dusty

hair, or a dusty head, long left unanointed: (T,

Mgh, K :) so in relation to the rites and cere

monies of the pilgrimage: (T, K:) thus explained

by ISh; but not by any [other] of the lexicolo

gists: he says that it is one of the rites and cere

monies of the pilgrimage; (T;) which is a con

ventional term of the professors, or lecturers,

of the colleges: (Mgh :) accord. to I’Ab, it

signifies the shaving, and shortening, or clipping,

of the beard and mustache and [the hair of] the

armpit, and slaughtering [of the victims], and

casting [of the pebbles]: accord. to E; the slaugh

tering of the [victims termed] cº, and other

victims, namely, kine, and sheep or goats, and

shaving the head, and paring the nails, and the

like: (T:) AO says that no poem is adduced as pre

senting an ex. of it: (Msb,TA:) and Zj says that

it is not known by the lexicologists except from the

expositors of the Kur-án; (T, M.;) who say that

it is the clipping the mustache, and paring the nails,

and plucking out the hair of the armpit, and

shaving the pubes, and clipping the hair [of the

head]: (T:) or the plucking out the hair, and

paring of the nails, and deviating from all that

is prohibited to the 2–4; (M:) as though it

were a passing from the state of29- to the state

of JY-1. (T, M. :) or, in the rites and cere

monies of the pilgrimage, the doing such things

as paring the nails, and clipping the mustache,

and shaving the pubes (S, K) and the head, and

casting the pebbles, and slaughtering the cº,

(S,) &c.; ($, K: [but in two copies of the S,

this art. is omitted :]) or the doing anay nith

the matted and dusty state of the hair, and pollu

tion and dirt, absolutely. (TA.) Accord. to ISh,

<-ii, ãaš means The doing anay with the

matted and dusty state of the hair by shaving,

and paring the nails, and the like : (T:) or it

means the doing anay nith the state of<-à, by

clipping the mustache, and paring the nails, and

plucking out the hair of the armpit, and shaving
… o. 3 +

the pubes. (Mgh.) Accord. to IAar, 13-ań.) .3

2: [in the Kur xxii. 30] means Then let them

accomplish their needful acts of shaving and

cleansing : (T:) or it means then let them do

anay with their dirtiness, by clipping the mus

tache, and paring the nails, and plucking out the

hair of the armpit, and shaving the pubes, on the

occasion of Jº-1: (Bd:) it is an allowance,

after entering the state of JS-1, of that which

was forbidden them in the state of Al-l. (Mºb.)

—a Se Lowl tº occurs in a trad., meaning

And the blood (lit. bloods) contaminated the place

thereof. (TA.)

&#, (T, Mgh, K,) accord. to ISh, applied to a

man, (T, Mgh,) Altered [in odour or the like],
9. 2 w.-O. J.

(Jºe, T,) or dusty, (Jºe, Mgh, K, or 2-3-2,

TA,) having matted and dusty hair, not having

anointed himself, (T, Mgh, K,”) nor shaven his

pubes. (T, Mgh. [In the former it is implied

that this explanation is doubtful.])

ºw. -->

4. 4-3 [He gave him an apple]. You say,
• * ~ of o • , , , of

*-ā5) Jº 34-5 [He makes a present to thee

n:ho gives thee an apple]. (A : there immediately
3. * * ~ o 2 6 - 2

following the saying, i-ºj ča-3 J)3.)

i. i. A sweet odour. (Abu-l-Khattāb, L.)

tº, of the measure Jú ; an Arabic word;

[not arabicized;] (Msb;) [The apple, or apples;]

a certain fruit, (L, Msb,) nell known, (S, L, Msb,

K,) plentiful in [the cooler parts of] the land of

the Arabs: (AHn, TA:) the word is said by

Abu-l-Khattáb to be derived from i-ii “a sweet

odour:” (L:) the n. un, is with 3: (S, L, Msb:)

the pl. is **: (T:) and the dim. of the n. un.

32 y.º. 6 x 6 - 2

is *i-ºff. (L.) You say, i-ºj čič J)3

[Such a one, his present is an apple]. (A.)-
w J. … a y 3 - - 9 a. 5 - d > - * … 3

s:-" tº:º Jºš twº : See º -*—tº

Jºji : see cºrº, in art. t”—a-u- also sig

nifies (The head of the thigh-bone, which is in the

* 6 - e.• a 3 33

haunch-bone. (Kr, A, K.)—twº *** cº-laſ

[lit. They (women) slapped, with the jujubes, the

apples] means, f with the fingers, or the ends of

the fingers, the cheeks. (A.)

9 32

-Uij

see t

ºf . o ~ x

- & A" -

-

5 , , 0.

à-àº. A place where apples grow (L, K) in

abundance. (L.)

Jºãº e

35; The 83 (or base of 4, date; (Ibn

'Abbād, K5) a dial. var. of Jºã5 ſq. v.] :, pl.

&jú. (TA.)

Jā5

1. Jé, [in the CK, erroneously, Já, aOr. -

(S, M, Mºb, K) and *, (S, Mºb, K.) inf n. Jä,

(T, S, M, Mºb). He spat; syn. 24; (M, K.)

[or rather, he spat, emitting a small quantity of

saliva, generally in scattered portions, as when

one spits forth some minute thing :] Jää is

similar to 39, but less in degree: (S, Msb:') the

first degree is& then, Jāl; then, & ºl,

and then, 3:1; (S:) Jiří with the mouth is

[an action] never without somen'hat of spittle: a

blowing without spittle is [said to be] termed

&#. (T.) Hence, Jº Jä [The spitting of

the charmer, in nihich he emits a small quantity

of saliva at a time, in scattered portions: see

also &#1. (S.) One says also, aſſº 2-3 à. Jú,

i.e. [He tasted the nater of the sea, and spirted

it forth, by reason of dislike thereof. (TA.)=

Jºj, (M., K.) aor. , (K) inf. n. Já, (§, M,

Mgh, K,) He, or it, (a thing, M,) became altered

for the morse in odour, ill-smelling, or frouzy :

(M, K:) he neglected, or left off the use of,

perfume: (M. :) he was unperfumed: (S:) he

neglected, or left off the use of, perfume, and so

became altered for the norse in odour, ill-smelling,

or frouzy : (Mgh, TA:) and <-º, aor, and

inf n. as above, she (a woman) stani, by reason

of having neglected, or left off the use of, perfume

and ointments: and also she perfumed herself:

thus bearing two contr. significations. (Msb.)

4. 443 He, or it, made him, or it, to be altered

for the norse in odour, ill-smelling, or frouzy,

(K,) or unperfumed. (S.) The rājiz says,

- * - w - - -3. * , § 2"

* 39-2/3 ×all Jºs *

[And she makes ambergris and musk, or the vesicle

of mush, to have a bad odour, or to lose their

fragrance]. (S.) And it is said of the sun,

& Js: [It makes the odour of the person to

be bad]. (TA, from a trad.)

Jā;

Jä. (K) or "Jä, (M, accord. to the TT,)

and "Jué (M. K.) vulgarly "Jä and "Jú,

(TA,) Spittle, or saliva, ejected from the mouth;

syn. Šua (M. K3) as also "Jä. (Ibn-Abi-l.

Hadeed, TA:) or it is similar to 34. (TA.)

[See 1.]—And Froth, or foam, (M, K,) of the

sea; (TA;) and the like thereof. (M.)

see what next follows.
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Jiří See Jé–S. cº &:&º L.

usal, Şā Such a one obtained not from such a

one save a little. (T)

Já. See Jä.

Jä, applied to a man; (S, M, K;) and äää,

applied to a woman, (T, M, Mgh, Msb, K,) as

also "Jú., (T, S, M, Mºb, K.) which is a pos.

sessive epithet, (M,) or an intensive epithet, (Msb,)

Altered for the morse in odour, ill-smelling, or

frouzy : (M, K:) nºbo has neglected, or left off

the use of, perfume: (M:) unperfumed: (T, S:)

who has neglected, or left off the use of, perfume,

and so become altered for the morse in odour, ill

smelling, or frouzy : (Mgh, TA:) stinking, (T,

Msb,) by reason of having neglected, or left off

the use of, perfume and ointments: (Msb:) the

pl. of āſā is ºff; (T, Mgh, Mºbi) applied to

such women as are not to be prevented from going

to the mosque, and in this case meaning unper

fumed. (Tº Mgh, TA)—iº iii. 2; [A

company of men of the lonest And tilest sort].

(TA.)

6 -- 6 * G. o.p.

Jūj and Jūj: see Jāj.

ãº.Jº [The sun makes the odour of the

person to be bad]. (TA.)

6.--o

àVăzo A spittoon, or vessel in which to spit;

a. *

syn. 355-2. (TA.)

5 - o 5 .

Júze: see Jā5.

dº.”

1. 4.3, aor. , (S, Mgh, Mºb, K.) inf n. 23,

(JK, Mºb, K, TA) or zij, (Mgh, CK) and 3,3

(K) and isº, (Mºb,TA) or this last is a mis

take; (Mgh;) and ań, aor. 2, inf.n. 3, #5 (JK;)

It (a thing, JK, Mgh, Msb) was, or became,

paltry, sorry, mean, contemptible, or inconsider

able; (JK, S, Mgh, Msb;) and little, or small,

in quantity or number. (JK.S.K.)—aº, aor. * ,

inf. n. 8,é, He (a man) nas, or became, stupid,

or foolish. (J.K. K.) And 4: … His mind

became weak. (JK.)– ań, aor. *; and ań,

aor. *; He, or it, was, or became, lean, or meagre;

syn. 3. (K.) It is said in a trad. (S, K) of

Ibn-Mesood, (K) & S. & S &#1, (S,

K, [in the CK, erroneously,& and Češ. and

in some copies of the K, for the latter is put

cºl) i.e. 31.4% & 4 St [The Kur-án will

not become meagre, nor will it become worn out]:

(K: [in the CK, erroneously,dº ^334 y:])

it is implied by the context in the S, that ańº y

means will not become paltry, or mean: Ötº S

means will not become, worn out by reason of

much repetition; from & signifying “a worn

out water-skin.” (TA.)

4. aguae Us; as [He was paltry, sorry, mean,

or niggardly, in his gift;] he made his gift little,

or small. (TA.)

2.5: see sº. —Also Insipid; tasteless; and

so ºff. (KL) You say i. i. ºf Kinds of

food having no taste of sneetness, or of sourness,

or of bitterness; and some include bread and

flesh-meat among these. (K.)

asū (S, Mgh, Mºb, KL, TA) and "2.5 (Mgh,

KI, TA) applied to a thing, (JK, Mgh, Mºb)

and the former to a man also, (TA,) Paltry,

sorry, mean, contemptible, or inconsiderable :

(JK,S, Mgh, Msb, KL,TA:) and little, or small,

in quantity or number. (JK, S, TA, and KL in

explanation of the former)—Jizº. ast A man

having little sense, or intellect; (TA ;) stupid, Or

foolish. (J.K.)- See also *—ºt also sig

nifies Afflicted, or distressed, by reason of disease

and fatigue. (J.K.)

6 - J -->

ăvăz, ; (JK, TA;) so in the handwriting of

$gh; in the K, i.e.; (TA;) Easy, submissive,

or tractable; applied to a she-camel. (JK, K.)

--

Jºaº

#35 (JK, S, L, K) and #353 (Hr, L, K) and

$3.5 (JK, L) Coriander-seed; syn. 3.34.

(IAar, JK, S, L, K.)- And Caranay-seed;

syn. Øje. (IAºr, Th, L. K.)

o y - of 2: - * - 22

2. Lºcº" 12-53, (JK, K,) inf. n. J =-, (K,)

They watered their land nith thick, or muddy,

nater, [or water containing Jā5,] (JK,” K,) in
-

order that it might become good. (K.)

* ~ * o :

4. …, (K) infºn. &#, (JK, S,) i.a.&

[He made it, or rendered it, (namely, a thing,

JK, or an affair, S and K,) firm, stable, strong,

solid, compact, sound, or free from defect or im

perfection, by the erercise of skill; he made it

firmly, strongly, solidly, compactly, so that it

nvas firmly and closely joined or knit together,

soundly, thoroughly, skilfully, judiciously, or nell;

he so constructed, constituted, established, settled,

arranged, did, performed, or eacecuted, it; he put

it into a firm, solid, sound, or good, state, or on a

firm, solid, sound, or good, footing]. (JK, S,

K.) [And 4. Jājl signifies the same as 4.iii. or

he exercised, or possessed, the skill requisite for it;

namely, an affair.] * Jé &# cº, in the

Kur xxvii. 90, means Who hath created every
• * c :

thing firmly, strongly, solidly, &c., («iſ- Leº-\,)

and made it, fashioned it, or disposed it, in the

Jit, proper, or right, manner. (Bd.) [You say

also, <!e Jājl, meaning He made his knowledge

sound; or made himself thoroughly learned.] And

4. 4.3. He knew it, or learned it, (namely, a

tradition [&c.],) soundly, thoroughly, or nell,

from him. (TA in art. 283.)

&is The **, of nater, (JK, Mgh, K,) in a

rivulet or in the channel of a torrent, (K) in the

[season called] &º (Lth, JK, Mgh;) i. e.,

(Mgh,) [its sediment, or] the thick matter that

is borne by it [and that sinks to the bottom ; used

for improving land]: (Lth, JK, Mgh:) and (K)

the 3,5} of a well (Mgh, K) and of the channel

of a torrent; i.e., the slime, miced nºith black,

or black and fetid, mud; accord. to the Jámi of

El-Ghooree. (Mgh.) —A thing by means of

njhich one subsists, and makes good, or improves,

the performance, or eacecution, or management, of

an affair; as iron, and other things, of the Alsº

[i. e. precious stones, or native ores,) of the earth:

and anything by means of n!hich a thing is made

good, or improved, is called its ci. (TA.)—

A skilful mani (JK, S, K.) pl. Óli (TA)—

[Hence, probably, &# [or cº& is also the

name [or surname] of a certain man proverbial

for his excellence in shooting. (S, K. [In the

latter it is implied that this name or surname is

&#1.) The rájiz says,

~ of ~ O.-

Jºy'". Jº

[One more skilled in shooting than Ibn-Tihn

shoots it]. (S.)- Nature, or natural disposition.

(JK, S, K.) You say, a.i. &- i-tail Chaste

ness of speech, or eloquence, is ſa quality] of his

nature. (S.)

*

o 0-2

* Jº Jº Jº

Quasi Jij : or, accord. to some, 355

1. Jö, aor. 2 (T, S, K, in art. Jºs) and * ,

(T, TA,) or Jº, aor. *, (Msb, [but the correct

ness of this I greatly doubt, unless, as appears to

be the case, it is meant to be understood as an

intrans. verb,I) inf. n. &#. (S and TA in art.

Jº, [which art. I find in only one copy of the

$,]) or Usºs, (K) or 3U.5, (Mºb, and also men

tioned in the TA,) of which Jº is pl., or coll. n.,

(Kzz, IB, Msb,) and ăză (K) and fü; (Lh,

K3) and "Jº, (T, S, Msh, K) inf n. iii,

(Msb) and ſquasi-inf. n.] ãº and štá; (S, art.

J3;) He feared God: ($ and TA in art. Lsº :

all else that follows is from art. U.53 except where

reference is made to another art. :) or he was

cautious of a thing; guarded, or was on his

guard, against it; prepared, prepared himself,

or n’as in a state of preparation, against it; or

jeared it: (K:) or he looked fornward to a thing,

and guarded against it, sought to avoid it, or

nas cautious of it. (T,TA.) [For other explana

tions of the latter verb, which apply also to the

former, see art. Jºs.] "Lii, is originally Jº;

(T, S.;) then Jé!; then Jº; and when this

came to be much in use, they imagined the cº

to be a radical part of the word, and made the

word Jº, aor. Jº, with fet-h to the cº in each

case, and without teshdeed; and not finding any

analogue. to it in their language, they said Jij,

aor. Lºº, like Lºras, aor. Jºãº (S:) or, as is

said in the T, they suppressed the , and the 2

changed into stº, in Jià, and said Jé, aor".

usº. (TA.) A poet says, (namely, Khufóf Ibn

Nudbeh, TA,)

• * * * * * * * * - - -

- tº, alºº &ºtiºn (sº- +

o: o, -3 × z -

* 33-, -si-º (A - \sus-- *

or, as some read it, Jº, with the ºt, movent,

but without teshdeed; (S;) and this latter, accord.
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to IB, is the right reading. (TA.) [See this verse

explained in art. 231.] IB adds that Aboo-sa'ed

[app. meaning Aş) disallowed Usºs, aor. Usº,

inf. n. &: saying that itWºº.nº.

perative to be &l, which is not said; and this,

he states, is right: [for] J says that the impera

tive used is º [Fear thou, or ben are thou, &c.],

as in iſ J. [Fear thou God]; and to a woman,

Jºã; formed from the verb Jº, without tesh

deed, by the suppression of the I. (TA.)

4. & stºiu, (S,TA) Hon, great is his reveren

tial, or pious, fear of God! (TA)—sº Lo is

also said of a saddle, as meaning Hon, good is it

for not galling the back 1 (TA.)

8: see 1, in two places; and see also art. Lººs.

Ji : see Jºãº.

#: see essi, in two places.– In the phrase

in the Kur (iii. 27), #2:… ',:

be an inf. n. [so that the meaning may be Unless

3ye fear from them with a great fearing (see 1)]:
5.

• 0.

o : . . .

Jl Sºl, it may

or it may be a pl. [app. ofJº, like as šu.” is

pl. of Jºsé, so that the meaning may be unless

ye fear from them, being fearful]: but it is better

to regard it as an inf. n. because another reading

is ási. (M., T.A.)

Cº, applied to a man, (Msb, K, TA,) i. q.
º

& (TA) and Ji. ($) [Fearing; cautious; &c.:

(see 1:) and particularly having a reverential, or

pious, fear of God: or simply pious: or one nho

preserves, or guards, himself, accord. to some,

eacceedingly, or eactraordinarily, from sin, either of

commission or of omission : (see 8 in art. Lºs :)]

accord. to IDrd, one who preserves, or guards,

himself from punishment [in the norld to come],

and from acts of disobedience, by righteous con

duct: from J-º <āş. said by the grammarians

to be originally &#3; then, &#: or, accord.

to Aboo-Bekr, [originally] of the measure Jº,

as is indicated by the first of its pls. mentioned

below: but he who says that it is [originally] of

the measure Jº says that it has that pl. because

it has become like a word [originally] of the

measure J. : (TA:) or righteous, virtuous,

just, or homest; (Mºb in art. Usij;) contr. of

3-6, (idem in art. …) pl. Gi (Mºb in art.

Jº, and K) and āsā, (K) which is extr., and

3f.º class disallowed by Sb, (TA,) [and app. also

3\aj, q. v. Suprā.]

2 *.2

4:AJ
-

see what next follows.

• O -

Lº, or essiº, accord. to different readings in

the Kur ix. 110, (Bd,) [of which readings the

former is the more common,] is originally ū,

(K,) [orū, or [rather (33. Or ūs, and then]

essº, of the measure Jº, from “33, (ISd,

TA,) or, accord. to MF, the right opinion is that

it is ſº of the measure Jº, (TA,) and is

thus transformed in order to make a distinction

between the subst. and the epithet such as uj

and 93-4. (K:) it is a subst. from Jä, or Jºs:

(Mºb, K3) [and signifies Fear; caution; &c.:

(see 1:) and particularly reverential, or pious,

fear of God : or simply piety: or the preserva

tion, or guarding, of oneself, accord. to some,

eacceedingly, or extraordinarily, from sin, either

of commission or of omission: or the preservation,

or guarding, of oneself from punishment in the

norld to come, and from acts of disobedience, by

righteous conduct; or righteousness, virtue, justice,

or honesty: (see Jº) its explanations in relation

to religion are many and various, but are all re

solvable into fear of God, or of sin; or the pre

servation, or guarding, of oneself from sin :] and

Yiº and * itſ are syn. with each other (S) and

with essi, (Msb,) and are used as inf. ns. of

Jöl: ($) and "... [also is syn. with L8355;

($;) or it is pl. of Y 5uij, or a coll. n., (Kzz, IB,

Mºb) like as Ji is of jºb, (Kaz, IB,) and

as J.L., is of i.p. (Mb) ºf ºſs, in

the Kur xlvii. 19, means And hath eaplained to

them, (Bd,) or suggested to them, (Jel,TA,) nhat

they should fear, or that from n-hich they should

preserve themselves: (Bd, Jel,TA:) or hath aided

them to practise their essi: (Bd:) or hath given

them the recompense of their U$3.55. (Bd, T.A.)

Andcº Js 34, in the Kur lxxiv. last verse,

means He is entitled, or northy, to be feared;

or to be reverentially, or piously, feared. (Bd,

Jel, K.)

J% &: Jiří sº [He is more fearing, or

cautious, &c., than such a one; more reveren

tially, or piously, fearful of God; or more pious;

&c.;] he has more essi than such a one. (TA.)

JJ

10. & 3-, (IDrd, K) or ağu, (Mºb)

He inserted the as in [the double upper border

of] the dranwers, or trousers. (IDrd, Msb, K.)

You say also, ºx-Jº jº sº He makes use of

a & of silk. (A)

ãº. The band [that is inserted in the double

upper border] of the drancers, or trousers; (IDrd,

K;) [generally, a strip of cotton, which is often

embroidered at each end; sometimes, of net-work;

and] sometimes, of silk : (A:) IDrd thinks it to

be an adventitious word, though used in ancient

times; (TA;) and IAmb says, I think it to be

arabicized: (Mºb.) pl. 33. (S, Mºb, K.)

& The thing by means of which the aš is

inserted in [the double upper border of] the

dranwers, or trousers. (TA.) [It is generally a

slender piece of wood, having at one end a loop

through nhich a portion of the aš is passed.]

Quasi Ü

& &c.; see art. tes.

Quasi J&

1. •º Jö, aor. * , a dial. var. ofJö. (Ibn

‘Abbād, K.) See art. Jes; where, also, see

iš, &c. -

J3

1. ii. (T.S. M. M., K) aor. , inf n. j.

(M, Msb,) He prostrated him, or thren, him

donºn; (T, S, M, Msb, K;) [as some say,) upon

the Ji. (TA:) or he thren, him donºn (M, K,

TA) upon his J-5, i.e., (TA,) upon his neck,

and his cheek : (M, K, TA:) but the former is

the more approved; and thus it is explained as

used in the phrase cº-º aſis [in the Kur

xxxvii. 103], (M,) and he prostrated him, or

thren, him don'n, (Aboo-Is-hák, T, S, Bd,) upon

his side, so that the side of his forehead fell upon

the ground; (Bd;) or upon his mouth; (Katá

deh, T;) or upon his face. (Bd.) And àúl Ji

He made the she-camel to lie donºn upon her

breast. (TA)— He threw it upon the ground:

said of any corporeal thing. (M.) —Jº, aor. *

(IAar, T, K) and -, (K,) [the latter anomalous

in this case, and doubtful,] also signifies He

poured (IAqr,T,K,TA) into the hand of another.

(TA.) And •e. es ‘Jº Já He gave, or de

livered, the thing to him: (M, K*:) or he thren,

or put, the thing into his hand. (K.) The Pro

phet says, Jº ºff-cºé26 Uí &

Ge. Jº <-º, i. e. [While I nas sleeping, I had

the keys of the treasures of the earth brought to

me,) and they were poured into my hand: (IAar,

T, M.:) or mere thronin, or put, into my hand.

(IAmb, M.)— Also, (K) inf. n. J5, (M.) He

loniered, or let don'n, the rope into the nell, (M,

K,) with the hand, on the occasion of drawing

7vater. (M)—º- * aſ: 45, ſaor.”, accord. to

rule,) He charged him, or upbraided him, neith

an evil, or a foul, thing. (Th, M, K.)=J5,

aor. - (IAar, T, M, K) and *, (K,) [the latter

anomalous in this case, and doubtful,] He was, or

became, prostrated, or thronen donºn; (M, K;)

he fell, or fell down. (IAar, T, M. K.)=Já

**, (M, K,) aor. - (T, M., K) and * , (K,)

[the latter anomalous in this case also, and doubt

ful, inf. n. Jä, (T, M,) The side of his forehead

sneated, or eacuded sneat. (M., K.) And in like

manner the verb is used in relation to a watering

trough. (Lh,M.)=~!; is an imitative sequent

to ~43. (M)

4.& J3. He made the fluid, or liquid, to

drop, or fall in drops. (K.)

R. Q. 1. &, (S) inf. n. 433, (M. K.) He

moved him, agitated him, shook him, put him into

a state of motion or commotion ; ($, M, K;) or

did so vehemently : ($, K, and Mgh in art. 5:)

he shook him, or shook him violently, (namely, a

drinker,) and ordered him to breathe in his face,

that he might know whether he had drunk [rvine

or the like], or not; (TA in this art. and art. 25;)

§3. (TA in the latter art.)

—iº also signifies Hard journeying: and

rough, or severe, or vehement, driving. (K.) You

say,Jº Jº The man was rough, or severe, or

vehement, in his driving. (M.)=3,…, ić is

[The tribe of] Bahrā’s pronouncing the c of

as also $53, and
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&lsº with kesr; (M, K3) saying &sº, and

&sº, and the like. (M.)

ji, accord. to Lth, [and accord. to general

present usage, A mound, or hill, of dust, or

earth, [or rubbish, pressed together, not natural:

but this is a mistake [if meant as an explanation

of the proper application], for with the Arabs it

signifies a natural hill: En-Nadr says that it is

of the smaller sort of Atá-l [pl. of i.eij; it is

of the height of a house, or tent, and the breadth

of its back is about ten cubits; it is smaller than

the age, has fencer stones, gives growth to nothing

good, and its stones are compacted together eacactly

like those of the a.é-i: (T:) [the mound, or

artificial hill, above mentioned, is what is meant

by its being said, the J3 of dust, or earth, is

well known ; and the word signifies also a heap

of sand : (M, K:") in both of these senses from

Jill signifying “the throwing upon the ground”

anything of a corporeal kind: (M:) also a hill

(M, K, TA) overtopping what is adjacent to §:

(TA) pl. [of pauc.) Jºi (M, TA) and Já

(TA) and [of mult.] Jºj (T, S, Mºb, K) and

Jºſé. (TA.)= Also A pillon : pl. Jö, which

is extr.: or the pl. signifies certain sorts of cloths,

or of garments: (K, TA:) or, as some say, of

pillon's. (TA.)

ââ [inf. n. un. of 1, by Golius erroneously

written âû, and wrongly explained by him, A

single act of pouring [&c.]. (T, K.)—A single

act of lying upon the side. (K.) == See also

à A mode, or manner, of lying upon the side.

(Fr,K)— Sluggishness, laziness, or indolence.

(Fr, T, K.)-A state, or condition. ($, M, K.)

You say, º ãº sº IIe is in an. evil state or

condition; like as you say ex- 3: ; ($:) and

tº- aſ: <& He passed the night in an evil state

or condition. (M.)-A thing; as in the saying,

:- aſ: & [explained above]: see 1. (Th, M,

K)=1. q. iſ, (T, M,) or Jº, as also "Jä:

(K:) Abu-Semeyda says that Jú and Jº and

âû and iſ, are all one [i. e. Moisture]. (T.)

One says, (app. to a person suspected of having

drunk wine or the like, ** ãº, ºku, i.e. ãº

[What is this moisture in thy mouth?]. (T, M.)

Jú.

J%i, in the phrase Jºël & Jºãº 3. is an

imitative sequent. (S, K.)

3 *.

See alj.

Jº Prostrated, or thronºn don'n, as also

"Jº.. (IAar, T, M, K:) [pl. of the former

Jº, like as Jº- is pl. of &re, and Jä of

J.3, &c.; as in the phrase] Jä2; A company

of men prostrated, or thrown donn. (M, K.)=

The neck : (T, M., K.) and the cheek : (TA:)

pl... [of pauc.] iči and [of mult.] Jä and Jºã.

(M, K.) You say, 35- e3e é Jºj č (He

has a neck like the trunk of the tall palm-tree].

(TA.) -

ãº is an imitative sequent to ãºl. (T,”

S, M,” K.)

4. – o –

alº inf. n. of R. Q. 1 ſq. v.]...— Also Hard

ship, difficulty, distress, or adversity: (M, K :)

pl. Jºj, (TA,) signifying hardships, difficulties,

&c. (Aboo-Turáb, T, S, M.)=A drinking-vessel

that is made of the envelope (śāş, S, or Aiº, M

and K) of the spadir of a palm-tree; ($, M.K.)

so called because what it contains is poured into

the throat; (T,) as also ió: (M, K.) it is

said that *: is drunk with it. (TA.)

3 . 3 -

Jú is an imitative sequent to Jº. (T, S,

M,” K.)

322 -

Jºe A place of prostrating. (TA.)

J- [as a subst.] A thing neith nihich one pros

trates. (M, K:) and hence a spear: (Msb:) and

[as an epithet], applied to a spear, mith which one

prostrates: (T,” S, M:) or, applied to a spear,

erect; or even and erect. (K.)- Strong; (S,

M, K;) applied to a man and to a camel (M, K,

TA) &c. (TA.)— A man erect in prayer : (T,

M, K:) so accord. to Lth, who cites the saying,

* - 2 - a - 3 > 3 >

º: * 3)-all cºº Jº-y *

but this is a mistake; for &sº is from Jº, and

means, who make prayer to follow prayer. (T.)

6 w -->

Jºe One niho prostrates much, or often; niho

does so by twisting his leg with the leg of another.

(T.)

Jºſé. : See Jºi.

º

-Yº

See art. --J.

3 * ~ 6

Q. 4. Jºji : &c.:

cy');

&S3 i. 4. &Siſ [At the present time; non]:

(As, K.) the - is added, as in Ö-5. (A’Obeyd

&c.) See art. Jºl.

--9

Q. Q. 4. 355, (T, S, M., &c.) inf n. 235,

(S, K,) It (a thing, M, or an affair, or a case, š,

K, or a road, A) nas, or became, uniform or

undeviating, (A,) right, or rightly directed or

ordered: ($, M, A, K:) or (M) it (a thing, M,

or a road, S, K) was, or became, eactended, (Fr,

T, S, M, A, K,) and right, direct, even, or uni

form: (S, M, K:*) or (M) it (a thing, M) was,

or became, set up, or erect. (M, A, K.) You say,

&A). 35ts º, [They ment along, and

the road mas, or became, uniform, &c., nith them;

i.e., their road nas, or became, uniform, &c.].

(A.) And2& J.53 [Their affair, or case,

nas, or became, right, or rightly directed or

ordered]. (A.)- He (an ass) raised his breast

and head. (S, K.)- This verb and its deriva

tives are mentioned in the [T and] S and K in

the present art.; but they are held by [ISd and]

IB to be radically quadriliteral. (TA.)

J.; Loss; or the state of being lost; or perdi

tion. (A.K.) One says, tº 4 j, (Lth,T) or

tº à ū [which may be rendered May God

decree loss and perdition to him]. (K.)

iº; a mist & M, K) from $35 (F,

T, S, M, K;) [signifying The state of being uni

form or undeviating, right, &c.;] like it.”

[from Čtºl. (TA) -

Jº, perfectly decl. [when used as a proper

name as well as when used as an appellative],

because it is of the measure Jeº (Sb, S;) for

we judge its sº to be a radical, and its 3 to be

augmentative, becauseJº is more common [as

the measure of a noun] than Jºã; (M3) but

accord. to Suh, the sº is a substitute for 3, and,

if so, it should be mentioned in art. J3; (TA;)

A young ass; syn. J.-- (S, K:) or the foal

of a mild ass, when he has completed a year.

(M.) And -ſº 2: is an appellation given to

The she-ass. ‘(S)—The former is sometimes

metaphorically applied to f A [young] man: (M:)

or a boy. (S.)

3.

*. [Uniform or undeviating,j right, or

rightly directed or ordered [&c.: see the verb];

as also *-*. (A5, T.) Also applied to a rule,

(A, TA,) as meaning Uniform, undeviating, or

of general application; uniformly, or constantly,

obtaining. (TA.)

Jé. [app. pl. of 4. Or J.3%) The places

nºhere a mound causes death; syn. Jää. (IAqr,

T.)

Quasi 2-15
• of 5 e o 'º' tº

tº: and alsº See art. *3.

JJJ

1. 315, aor. : (T, S, M, Msb, K) and *, (T, S,

M.K.) inf. h. 3,3; (S.M., Mºb, K.) [and ºff;

(see Ham p. 699;)] It (property, consisting of

camels or the like, syn. Jº, T, S, M., &c.) nas,

or became, old, or long-possessed; (Msb;) such

as is termed sº. (T, S, M, Msb, K.)—35

Gºe& Such a one was born of parents at

Ozzy" abode, or home. (L.)– And 35, (T, S,

M, K,) aor. *, (M, K,) inf. n. as above; (T, L;)

and <15, aor. *; (K;) He remained, stayed,

abode, or dwelt, (AS, T, S, M., K.) cº Jº Gº

among the sons of such a one, (S,) and2.

among them, (M,) andJ& in a place. (AS, T,
L.)= See also 2. a •

2. Ji, (IAar, T, K,) inf. n. *: (K;) or

Y35; (so in the L as on the authority of IAar,

and accord. to Lh as is said in the TA;) i. q.

<and& [app. as meaning He collected and

defended property]; (IAqr, T, L, K;) said of a

man. (IAqr, T, L.)

4. J., (T, S, L.) and Su Ji, (T, M, Mºb,

K,) He got, obtained, or acquired, (3-5) pro

perty [such as is termed 355, as is implied in the

T and M and K]: (T, S, L, Mºb :) or he possessed
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property such as is termed 353. (So accord. to

the explanation of the act. part. n., q.v., in the

Mgh.)

8 : see 1.

3.15. See Sº, in two places.

35; see $53, in two places.—Also The young

one of an eagle. (M., K.)

35; see sº : — and 3.j.

$53, applied to Jº [i. e. property, consisting

of camels or the like], (T, S, M., &c.,) Old, or

long-possessed; as also "35 and "343, (Mgh,

Msb,) both of these meaning old, original, pro

perty, (A) and "34:... (L.) or original, old, or

long-possessed, born at one's onn abode, or home,

as also "36 and wººl; (S:) contr. of -iju.

(S, A, Mgh, Mºb) and Ji, (Mgh, Mºb ) or

born at the on ner's abode, or house; or that brings

forth there; (M, K;) as also Y&G (K) and

"35 and '35 (M, K) and '36 (K) and "3.3

and "sºft , (M.K.) like Atºl, (M, ſin the CK

written SS51, and so accord. to the MS,) and

"343.5 (M,K; [written in a copy of the M

*:::D wherefore, [i.e. because of the meaning,

Yaakoob judges that the tº is a substitute for 3;

[as is said to be the case in the S;] but this is

not a valid decision; for, were it so, the word in

some of its variations would be reduced to its

original : (M :) or any old, or long-possessed,

property, (T, M, L,) consisting of animals &c.,

(M, L,) inherited from parents; (T, M, L;) as

also 'ºtſ (T, L) and "343 and "...º. (T, M, L

[the last written in a copy of the T 34%, and in

a copy of the M alº,D and '35 and "35 and

W $55, as above: (M :) or slaves, or pasturing

beasts, that breed at one's on n abode, or home,

and become old, or long possessed: (ISh, as related

by Sh:) or that nihich you yourself breed, or

rear. (As, T.) [See also 3.15. below.— Hence,

exº &- Ös, said by a man, (namely, Ibn

Mesood, M,) in reference to certain chapters

(23-) of the Kur-àn, meaning f They are of

those which I acquired (or learned, L.) long ago

from the Kur-án: ($, M, L:) thus saying, he

likened them to the property, or camels &c.,

called $9. (M, L.)–[Az says, I heard a man

of Mekkeh say, ãº essº, i. e. essº- [app.

meaning My birth was in Mekheh). (T.)

3. : See $55, in three places.– Also That

which is born at the abode, or home, of another

than thyself, and which, while young, thou after

wards purchasest, and n:hich remains with thee:

(A5, T:) or one who is born in a foreign country,

and is carried anay while young to the territory

of the Arabs: (Mgh :) or one niho is born in a

foreign country, and then brought anay while

Ayoung, and who grows up in the territory of the

Muslims; ($, K3) as also *343: (K:) or i. q.

3. and $3,4, [masc. and fem.,] meaning one

that is born at thine onen abode, or home : (ISh,

T: [see also §§ :]) or one niho has parents

Sig

- 6&

at thine onen abode, or home; whereas Jºe

nifies one who has only one parent there: (Mgh,

from the Tekmileh [of the 'Eyn]:) the fem. is

with 3; (S;) signifying a female slave nho is

born in a foreign country, and is carried anay,

and grows up in the territory of the Arabs: (Kt,

T:) or a female slave whose father and family

and all her relations are in one country and niho

is herself in another: (ISh, L in art. Jº :) or a

female slave born the property of a people with

whom are her parents: (L in art. J5 :) or a

female slave inherited by her on ner; if born at

his own abode, or home, [of a mother already
- 43 ... •

belonging to him, she is called 52.95 : (T, L:)

5 * ... • * ... • 2 9 - 5:... o

you say Jºj Jé, pl. 1215. and 2.9 #2, [and

$345); pl. º (Lh,M, L) and 35. (Lh, L.)

It is related in a trad. of Shureyh, that a man

purchased a female slave, and the two parties

made it a condition that she should be a 53%. ,

but the purchaser found her to be a 52.9, and

therefore returned her: ($, Mgh:) a sº is

like a sº, i.e. born at thine own abode, or

home; ($ ;) or born in the territory of the Mus

lims. (Mgh.)— Also, metaphorically, f A child,

absolutely. (Harp. 317.)

35. See $55, in four places. –3% 35: See

art. 24.

$55, by some written §§ : See $53, in three

places.

&, applied to Jº, (S, Msb,) pass. part. n.

of 4: (Msb:) see $53, in three places. –

[Hence, & 34, (M.L., TA) in the K, 33,

said to be likeA*, but this is a mistake, (TA,)

[and in the CK,& is erroneously put for Jºſé,

+An old, or a long-possessed, natural disposition,

or quality. (M., L., K.) IAar cites as an ex. this

Wel'Se :

• 6 º' a? o - -> * -

* * Al J-2 Lºjj 13 Lo #

, 0.0 ..? ~ * © . ... • o

* Jº Jºã-5 cº-) an— cº-e #

[app. meaning What has been experienced from

us, on thy part, Umm-Maqbad, of largeness of

forbearance, and of long-possessed good natural

dispositions, or qualities? tºj, seems to be here

used for U.53; or the latter may be the correct

reading]. (M, L.)

34: [act. part. n. of 4:] A possessor of pro

perty such as is termed 353 : and hence,– A

first on-ner or proprietor; as the weaver of a

piece of cloth, and the man who delivers his she

camel [and is owner of her young one]. (Mgh.)

&

ãº High, or elevated, land or ground: (AO,

$, K:) and lon, or depressed, land or ground:

(AO, S, Msb, K:) thus bearing two contr. sig

nifications, (S, K,) accord. to AO: (S:) or it

has not these significations, but means a mater

course from the upper part of a valley to its

longer part; therefore sometimes its upper part

is described [by this name], and sometimes its

longer part: (IAar, IB, TA:) or it has the second

of the significations above, (Msb, K,) and the

first, (K,) and signifies also a nater-course (MSb,

K)from the upper part of a valley: (Msb:) and

also, (K,) or, accord. to IDrd, (TA,) the nºide

part of the mouth of a valley ; and a high, or an

elevated, piece of land or ground: (IDrd, Ki:)

sometimes, says IDrd, it has this last application;

but the former is the original signification: (TA:)

it is also said to signify high, or elevated, and

rugged, land or ground, in nºbich the torrent goes

to and fro, and from which it then pours to

another as 15, loner than it; and nihich is fertile

in plants, or herbage : (L, TA:) or a nater

course from the higher part of the ground to the

bottom of a valley : (AA, S:) pl.& (AA, S,

Msb, K) and <<5. (K:) and, (K,) or, accord.

to Sh, (TA,) & signifies nater-courses flowing

from acclivities and the ſeminences termed] -3.3

and the mountains, until they pour into the valley:

(Sh, K:) to which Shadds, the aa\5 of the moun

tain being formed by the mater's coming and fur

rowing and eaccavating it until it escapes from it:

(TA:) but& are non-here eaccept [the word

S. has been dropped in the CK) in the Lºu-2

[or deserts]; (Sh,K;) and sometimes a as 15 comes

jrom a distance of five leagues (3-5) to the

valley; and when it flows from the mountains, and

jalls into the U83b-2 [or deserts], it eaccavates

in them nºhat resembles a moat : n/ien it becomes

so large as to be like the half, or two thirds, of

the valley, it is termed it...: (Sh, TA:) ăză is

also said to be like a.a-3 [i. e. i.e., Or iº,

app. as meaning the part of a valley in which its

water flows into it from its truo sides]; and the
pl. [or rather coll. gen. n.] is said to be g

(TA). It is said in a trad,& S gº. K-3
> N ºlae :

... • ?: * : * > * - *> • ‘e
ãaº ºr 33 are [And a rain will come, in conse

guence of which the end of a mater-course will

not be impeded]: meaning to denote its abundance,

and that no place will be exempt from it. (TA.)

And in a prov., 3.35 -ºš & º& [Such

a one neill not impede the end of a nater-course]:

(K,” TA:) applied to the abject and contemptible.

(K.) And in another, (ISh,)& J.- Jºi Sj

[I do not, or mill not, trust in the flow of thy

mater-course]: applied to him in whom one does

not trust: (ISh, K:) i. e. I do not, or will not,

trust in what thou sayest, and what thou adducest:

characterizing the person as a liar. (ISh.) And

in another, (IAar,) Jº Jº- &: S. -j- us

[I fear not save from the flon of my mater

course]: i.e., from the sons of my uncle, and my

relations: (IAar, K :) for he who descends the

water-course is in danger: if the torrent come, it

sweeps him away. (IAgr.)

-ā9

1. -ij, ($, M, Mºb, K.) aor. , (K) inf. n.

-ić, (iih, T, S, M., &c.) He, or it, (a thing,

Lth, T, S, Msb, of any kind, Lth, T,) perished,

passed anay, was not, was no more, became non

eacistent or annihilated; or nent amay, no one knen,

whither; or became in a bad, or corrupt, state ;

became corrupted, vitiated, marred, or spoiled;

[in this sense the verb is often used in the present
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day;] or he died : syn. &; (M, K;) and of

the inf. n., Jaé (Lth, T) and Jºs. (Lih, T,

$) [See also -ić, below.) -

4. 4aul He caused him, or it, (a thing, $,

Msb, or property, M,) to perish, pass anay, or

be no core; or to go anay, no one knew whither;

or to become corrupted, citiated, marred, or

spoiled: (S, M. :) or he made it (his property, T)

to pass ancay, come to an end, come to nought, or

be eachausted; destroyed, wasted, consumed, or

eachausted, it; (T, K;) by prodigality. (T.) [See

an ex. in a verse of Ibn-Mukbil cited voce -à-l.

–El-Farezdak says,

- d. • O - ... O ~ - oz -

# 2-1 was 2329° 2,32 *

x - of ~ * ~ * ... o. of.” - -

+ l,iii, (J &Aſs +

(so in the T and L,) or

- * * * D -- © - - ~ o ż.

+ 39& 33 J. Jº *

* 2 of ~ * * ...si. O O.”

+ 1945/5 º' Lºº's evºl 4.

(so in some copies of the K,) orAft tº 35,

(so in other copies of the K and in the TA,) or

lsº tº 25, (so in the O,) i. e., [accord. to the

different readings, Hon many a generous com

pany of men has there been, or how many guests

of the night have there been, to n-hom we have

brought their entertainment, and] me have found

the fates to be destructive, (T, K,”) and they have

found them to be so: (T:) it is like the phrase

34-6 GSG t; and&i. (TA:) or we found

the fates to destroy us, and they found them to

destroy them : or we made the fates to be destruc

tion to them, and they made them to be destruction

to us ; (ISk, K:) he means, we engaged with

them in vehement fight, and slew them. (TA.)

-iù A perishing, passing anay, &c. [See 1.]

(Lth, T, S, &c.) It is said in a trad., (TA) & 2 &

-šū. -šāl (T, TA) Verily, from the being near

to pestilence, or epidemic disease, there results

death, or perdition. (T.) And in a prov., —iºn

-ºš [The paying for a thing beforehand is a

cause of perishing to one's property]. (TA.)

And one says, tº 4:3 <<3 and tail, (S, K,)

both meaning the same, (S,) His blood went for

nothing, or as a thing of no account, unretaliated,

and uncompensated by a mulct. (S, K.)

Jºj, (M) or '-ilī, (Mºb,TA) partn. of 1,

Perishing, &c.; (M, Mºb, TA) as also ºff,

which is post-classical. (TA.)

ăţă A [hill, mountain, or mass of rock, such

as is termed] *s, difficult of access, so that he

nho attempts it fears perdition, or death. (El

Hejeree, M.)

º iii. -

º, ,- See -ºš.

-ājū : -

Jºſé. A place of perishing or perdition : (K:)

a [desert such as is termed] šū; ($, K;) because

most of those who traverse it perish ; and so

*āść; (TA;) or the latter signifies a [desert

such as is termed] 2:3: (M:) the pl. of the

former [or of both] is -šū. (TA.)

Bk. I. -

* -ić, Jºj, (Mºb) or "Jº Jºj, and

"Jº., (M,) A man who destroys, or mastes,

his property: (M. :) or the last has an intensive

signification, (Msb,) meaning nho destroys, or

wastes, his property much. (S.) You say also,

-iº. -º-, Jé, (K, and Har p. 312,) or

"-ić. -i-, (TA in art. Călă-,) and -º-,

"Jºë, (K, and Har ubi supra,) meaning A man

of courage and liberality, who makes nhat he

takes as spoil, of the property of his enemies, to

supply the place of that nihich he consumes by

expenditure to satisfy the claims of his friends.

(Har ubi supra.)

-it: ; see the next preceding paragraph, in

two places.

à à 2- : See it.- Also A. deep hollon,

cavity, or pit, nhere one looks donºn upon destruc

tion. (M.)

6 - ©

-3)→ :

6 - c.

Jºº. [i. 4. Jº, q. v.; i.e.] contr. of ~359-3 ;

but this is post-classical. (TA.)

5 oz.

see -ākºo, in two places.

JJJ

45 and 45 and Jú: see art. U.

i_3

Q. 1. 3.5 He was, or became, a jee);?. [or

disciple, &c.], cº to such a one. (TA, passim.)

3.” A disciple; a pupil; a learner: or a

special servant of a teacher: so says 'Abd-El

Kádir El-Baghdādee, who composed a treatise

solely on this word: (MF, TA:) or simply a

servant; a follower; a dependant : pl. 3.253

(L, TA) [and 33.359].

3/5

1. Sá Hefollowed; or went, or ralled, behind,

or after. (IAar, T.) You say, &#, (S, M,

Mºb, K.) aor.”, (S, Mºb, K.) infn. 35 ($, M,

Mºb, K) and 35, (Er-Răghib, MF) I followed

him or it; or n'ent, or walked, behind, or after,

him or it; ($, M, Msb, K;) namely, a man [&c.];

(S, Msb;) immediately, or without intervention;

and sometimes it means bodily [or in reality]; and

sometimes, virtually, or in effect: (Er-Răghib :)

and so 4:3; (K5) and "4:3, (AS, T, K,)

inf n. ãº. (K.) The phrase, in the Kurzci. 2,

us) is ºil, means By the moon nhen its rising

follon's the rising thereof; i.e., the rising of the

sun; at the beginning of the lunar month: (Bd:)

or, when it follows in rising the setting thereof,

(Bd, Jel,) on the night of the full moon: (Bd:)

or, when it follows it in becoming round, and in

fullness of light; (M,” Bd;) i.e., when it follon's

it in the nay of imitation, and in respect of rank;

for the moon borrows its light of the sun, and is

to it in the place of a successor. (Er-Răghib.)

Here, Ks pronounced UAS.5 with imáleh, [either

because <º is a dial. var. of<5% or] because,

although it has 3 for its last radical letter, it

occurs with words that may be so pronounced,

namely, tº and st. (M.)—Jº <º

! I drove, or brought, or gathered, the camels

together, from their several quarters: because

the driver follows the driven. (A, TA)—3%

US$* He imitates such a one, and follon's

nhat he does; he follon's him in action. (T.)-

Sº, (T) first pers. Sº, (S, M, Mºb, K.) aor. ,

(T,) inf n. #353, (T, S, M, Msh, K.) He read, or

perused, or he recited, (T, M, K) the Kur-in,

($, M, Msb, K,) or any discourse, or piece of

language: (M, K:) or he followed it, (I’Ab, T,

$," M,) and did according to it; (I’Ab, Mujáhid,

T;) namely, the Scripture: (I’Ab, Mujáhid,

T, M. :) or the inf. n. specially signifies the fol

loning God's revealed Scriptures, sometimes by

reading, or perusing, or by reciting, and some

times by conforming therenith [as well as by

reading, &c., but not otherwise, for] every sº

is 5:55, but the reverse is not the case. (Er.

Rághib, T.A.) [You say also, age Sü He recited,

or related, to him a narrative &c.; see Kur v. 30,

&c..] And º Jé sº Öğ, and 2.1% Jºãº,

Such a one lies, or says what is false, against such

a one. (TA.) & Pººl sº U. lºſs, in the

Kur ii. 96, means [And they followed] what the

devils related, or rehearsed, ('Atà, T,) or spoke;

(A’Obeyd, T;) or, what the devils of the Jinn,

or of mankind, or of both, read, or recited, or

what they followed, of the writings of enchant

ment: (Bd:) some here read "Jºš. (T.) Hence

the saying, <º Sº <º ºj: (T:) or, accord.

to Yoo, it is *-iji S3: (T, S:) and others say

that it is ºfS, from ºi. (T. [see these

three readings explained in the latter part of the

first paragraph of art. 31.])= He remained be

hind, or held back. (IAar, ISk, T.) You say,

*; * Şā He held back, or lagged behind,

after his people, or company, and remained. (TA.)

And #15, (AZ, A’obeyd,T, S, M.K.) and ºf

&é, (AZ, T, M. K.) aor. , (AZ, T) inf n. 25,

(AZ, T, M,) I left him, and held back from going

with him : (AZ, T:) I held back from him, or

from aiding him, and left him : (AZ, A 'Obeyd,

T, S, M, K:) thus the verb bears two contr. sig

nifications. (K.)= He bought a 5% meaning

the young one of a mule. (IAgr, T, K)=<-45

iº Ji- Če J, and #53, aor. , (Isk,5)

inf. n. $5, (TA,) There remained to me, of my

right, or due, a remainder. (ISk, S.) Andeº

ãº **& There remained to me, with him, or

there remained oning to me by him, a remainder.

(AS, T,) And lie jºl C-Ji, (M.K.) infn.

Sj, (M,) There remained, of the month, such a

portion. (M., K.)

• * ~ * *

2: see 1, in two places.– are-la- acº
- Jº sº

He demands, and seeks to obtain, the remainder

of that which lº. wants. (T,)— 335-3 Jº, (T,

M, K,) inf. n. *ºj, (K,) He made his prayer

to be followed by other prayer : (T:) or he made

his prescribed prayer to be followed by superero

gatory prayer. (Sh, M,K)—Jº, inf. n. as

above, [is also said to signify] He stood erect for

40
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prayer. (TA. [But see Jºe, in art. Jº..]—Also

He accomplished, or fulfilled, his von. (IAqr,

M, K.)- And He nas at the last gasp. (AZ,

S, M, K.)= See also 4.

3. &SU, inf. n. §§3, i. q. 4.4% [meaning,

£3. es” i. e. He relieved him, or aided him, in

singing, by taking up the strain when the latter

was unable to prolong his voice sufficiently for

the accomplishing of the cadence; or he did so

with a high voice: see Jé, below]. (TA.)

4. : &ö I made him to follon, him; or, it

to follow it. (M., K.) Hence, (TA,) all ºbjl

Súli God made him, or may God make him,

to have little children following him. (S, TA.)

And <45. She (a camel) had her young one

folloning her: (S, K :) whence the saying, º

<º Sº <33; accord. to Yoo: (S:) but see 1,

where two other readings are mentioned, with

a reference to the explanations. – [Hence also,

4:5; Ipreceded him, outwentMill, outstripped him,

or got before him. ($) And arºle-ºil -j Lo

I ceased not to follow him until I became before

him. ($)—º Ji- <!ºi I left a remainder

of my due with him. ($, K.) And e-ºe -ºji

3.3 I left with him a remainder (T, M) of a

thing, or of a dºt, or of a needful thing. (M.)

—º Lºſe arºl I referred him, or turned

him over, for the payment of what was onling to

him, to such a one, transferring the responsibility

for the debt to the latter. (T, S, K.')—&

à:s He gave him a bond, or an obligation, nhereby

he became responsible for his safety: ($, K :)

and ºil alone (T, M, K) signifies the same;

(T;) he gave him what is termed 55, (M, K,)

i. e. is, (K) or 53-, (M,K) and meaning

also an arrow on which was written his (the

giver's) name, (K,“TA,) • in order that, when

he went to a tribe, he might show it to them,

and they would not harm him : (TA:) and &SJ

tº- + he gave him an arron, whereby to demand

protection, (M, K, TA,) in order that he might

not be harmed : and Sº §3. he gave him a

sandal for that purpose: (TA :) and it means

the made him his 3/5 ſor follower], and his com

panion. (TA.) "Jº, also, signifies, like Ji,

He gave him his bond, or obligation, by which

he became responsible for his safety. (TA.)

5. Jº He sought repeatedly, or in a leisurely

manner, or by degrees, (T, S, M, K,) to obtain

his right, or due, until he received it fully, or

wholly, (T, S,) or to obtain a thing. (M, K.)

— He collected much wealth. (IAqr, T.) –

$2.2 Ji- “… I left with him, or in his

possession, somen'hat remaining of my right, or

due. (IAar, T.)= Somervlat remained of his

debt. (IAar, T.)

* > * - - -

6. 23.2% & Jurj The things, or events, were

consecutive; they followed one another. (M., K.)

And Jú J.- -á- The horses, or horsemen,

came consecutively. (S.)

10. ‘Jº 9- He, or it, invited him to

follow the thing. (M., K.)—653 & I

made such a one to follon me. (IAar,T)—

And I looked for, expected, an aited, or naited

jor, such a one. (IAar, T.)=US$ Lºwl also

signifies f He sought, or demanded, of such a one,

the arrow of protection [called 33, q. v.]. (TA.)

Sá; see #3.

sº A thing that follon's another thing : (K:)

and a follower of another man. (TA.) See also

Jú. º sº means That n:hich follon's the

thing: ($) and 13 s 245 Jºs, This is what follows

this. (M.) [Hence, isºl is The she camers
young one that follows her : (S:) and 315 [alone]

a ene's, or she-goat's, (M,) or she camers, (K,)

Ayoung one nihen neaned, and folloning the mother;

pl. §§; and fem. with sº (M,K) and the

young one of the ass; (M,K;) because he follows

his mother: (M. :) and the young one of a mule :

(IAar, T, K :) and, accord. to En-Nadr, a kid,

and a lamb, that has become large in the stomach

or belly (Jºº-ſ) and in no need of his mother;

fem. with 3: (T:) or the fem. signifies a she-hid

that has passed beyond the limit of those that are

termed jºi [pl. of Ji- q. v.], (M, K,) until

she has completed a year [from her birth] and so

become a 23- (M.) And asº of sheep or goats

is One that is brought forth, or that brings forth,

[the verb is #, which has both of these mean

ings,) before the** [q. v.]. ($, K.)= Also

High, or lofty. (K) One says, jºi." $º 45.

Verily he, or it, is high, or lofty, in measure.

(TA.)

53 A bond, or an obligation, by which one

becomes responsible for the safety of another: (S,

M, K:) and an arron, upon nihich the giver

nºrites his name, (M, K, [in the CK, &#9 is

erroneously put for Jºb]) and which he gives

to a man, nºbo, when he goes to a tribe, and shon's

it to them, passes unmolested: (M:) and, accord.

to IAmb, responsibility, or suretiship. (TA.)-

Also The transfer of a debt, or of a claim, by

shifting the responsibility from one person to

another. (Z, TA.)

3, 2

3.15 A man incessantly following : (IAar, M,

K:) not mentioned by Yaakoob among the in

stances of this measure which he has limited;

3 - 2 3 - 2

as 3-e- and 3-3. (M.)

3 - 6 o'

Ls); [accord. to the QR, erroneously, Jºl

Using many oaths (c,\ve') Jºe): and Having

much nealth. (IAar, T, K.)

ãº [accord. to the CK, erroneously, ãº)

and Viºg (ISk, T, S, M, K) and "Sá (M, TA)

A remainder (ISk,T, S, M,K) of a thing, (M,) or

of a right or due, (ISk, S,) or of a debt, (S, M,

K,) and of a thing wanted, (ISk and T in ex

planation of the second word, and M) &c. (K.)

One says also, ~\º àºj<ss | The remainder

of youthfulness, Ol' youthful vigour, departed.

(TA) And 5-S #3 & Isuch a one is the

last remaining of the ingenuous]. (TA)—3%

13é-à lié. Such a thing happened after such

a thing. (M.) - --

§§§: See £3.

(sº A kind of boat: (M,K:) of the measure

Jºš, (M., TA) or Jºãº (TA) so called

because it follows the larger vessel: mentioned

by Aboo-'Alee in the Tedhkireh. (M.)

aro y o

cºlº

the Kur-án, or niho follon's it, or acts according

to it, much, or often. (Mgh.)

*3.

ºj One niho reads, peruses, or recites,

Jú act. part. n. of Sé, Folloning; going, or

walking, behind, or after; [immediately, or

nithout intervention; either in reality, or only

in effect; (see 13)] (T, Msb;) as also * St.

(Mºb)—Jū The fourth of the ten hors; that

are started together in a race. (TA voce<!. &c.,

and Ham p. 46.)—Also, (Sh, TA voce**)

and** Jº ſmeaning The follower of the

Pleiades], (Kzw,) the star called &l. (Sh,

Kzw.) – And es- ºgū The last of the

stars; [app. the last that are seen in the morning

twilight;] (TA3) as also Jºº. (M, TA)

[-99 and J, are both pla. of agu, fem. of

Jú.]-Jº also signifies The last of women

journeying in vehicles upon camels; (M,K;) and .

in like manner, of camels. (M.)- Also Hinder

parts, posteriors, or rumps : and the hinder parts

of horses: or (of a horse, M) the tail and hind

legs. (M, K.) One says,Jº <- <! and

Jººl &y- [app. meaning Verily he is quick in
* cº

the hind legs]. (M.) And the Arabs say, J-3

Jºué- Jº- ess'ss, i. e., The necks of horses

are not like their hinder parts. (TA)—-gēś

94-3 [in the Kur xxxvii. 3] means And those

angels, or angels and others, that recite the praise

of God. (M.)

J: and ãº. (T, M) A mother, (T,) or a

she camel, and a female wild animal, (M,) having

her young one folloning her: pl. Jú. (T, M.)

— Also, both sings, A she-camel that brings

forth in the last portion of the breeding-time :

or the latter sing. signifies one that is late in

bringing forth; and the former sing. has the first

of the meanings explained in this paragraph:

(M. :) or, as some say, the latter sing, signifies

one that has become heavy by pregnancy, so that

the head of her foetus has turned tonards the tail

and the vulva; a meaning not agreeing with the

derivation: (IJ, M:) or, as some say, this word

signifies [simply] pregnant: (Hamp.688:) accord.

to El-Báhilee, the pl. signifies she-camels of n!hich

some have brought forth, and others have not.

(TA.) You say, Jº, 24, meaning Their

camels have not brought forth wntil the season

called the Jº, (K, TA) which is the last part

of the breeding-time. (TA.)

Jú. One niho relieves, or aids, another, in

singing, and in nork, by taking up the strain, or

the nork, n'hen the latter is unable to continue it:

(IAar, T:) or one niho so relieves, or aids, the

singer, with a high voice : (S, TA:) and one who
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sings to camels to urge them on, or eaccite them.

(TA.)

Jº. [act. part. n. of 10, q.v. It is said in

the T to have a signification derived from §3 in

the last of the senses assigned to the latter word

above; so that it seems to mean Seeking, or de

manding, the transfer of a debt, or claim, or the

like, by shifting the responsibility from one person

to another].

J”

-> x > * > - 2 o ,--

-

1. arºj : see adºj. *

& &c.; see art. 3/5.

Lo”

1. ºn 3, (T, S, M, K, &c.) aor. , (T, M.

K.) in n. 23, (T, S,) or tº, (M.) or both,
45 ° in 9 , , ,- - 6 - -

and Alºj, (K,) and āolº (M, K) and āolº, (K,)
5. s -

and* and 2. and 3, (M, K,) of which last

three forms the first is said to be the most chaste,

(TA,) [The thing was, or became, complete, entire,

whole, or full; i.e., nithout, or free from, deft

ciency: and sometimes, the thing nas, or became,

consummate, or perfect; which latter signification

is more properly expressed by Jºë :] accord. to

the author of the K, as is shown in art. U-se, and

accord. to some others,2. and Jºë are syn. ;

but several authors make a distinction between

them: the former is said to signify a thing's being,

or becoming, without, or free from, deficiency;

and the latter, to signify alsº and something

more, as, for instance, goodliness, and excellence,

essential or accidental; though each is sometimes

used in the sense of the other: or, as some say,

the former necessarily implies previous deficiency;

but the latter does not: (MF, TA:) or, accord.

to El-Harállee, the latter signifies the attaining to

the utmost point, or degree, in every respect: or,

as Ibn-El-Kemál says, when one says of a thing
- - -

Jºse, he means that what was desired of it

became realized. (TA.) [See also Ausº, below.]

You say, &#1-3 [His make, or formation, was,

or became, complete, or perfect; he (a child or

the like, and a man,) was, or became, fully formed

or developed, or complete in his members; and he

(a man) nas, or became, full-gronºn]: (TA:)

[whence, probably, {&# 2. [as meaning] The

thing became strong and hard. (Msb.) And

3. iſ .5, (T, S, Msb) or ºl, (M., K.) The

moon became full, so that it shone brightly. (M,
K.) And, of her who is pregnant, • O ~ Agiº

[The days of her gestation became complete). (S.)

- 134- J. : BIe reached, attained, arrived at,

or came to, such a thing; as, for instance, emi

nence or nobility, or the means of acquiring

eminence o: nobility. (TA.)—lje&ºJ, º,

and aº V ºl, He repaired, or betook himself, to,

or towards, such a place; he went to it. (Har

p. 508.) Aboo-Dhu-eyb says,

* Jºe J22 gº- tº 4.

[which may be rendered And he passed the night

in Jema (a name of El-Muzdelifeh): then he

repaired, or ment, to Mine; there completing the

ceremonies of the pilgrimage; wherefore ISd

says, I think that, by 3, [or rather Us.”J2,

he means he completed his pilgrimage. (M.)—

* …, and *_i: see their syn.& (4) —

[Hence,) <ſe 2. He performed it, or eacecuted

ât; he accomplished it; namely, an affair; a fast;

a purpose, or an intention. (Mgh.)- And He

persevered in it; (Mgh, TA;) as also •ºſe~,

without teshdeed, as in the phrase Jé< &

4.; tº [If she persevere in what I desire], occur.

ring in a trad.: but IAth says that the verb here

means "3-5. (TA) You say, ãº Jº 2. He

persevered in refusal, or dislike, or disapproval.

(Mgh.)=3 It was broken. (T.)– And i. q.

&” [app.& i. e. He was jaded, harassed, dis

tressed, fatigued, or nearied]. (T.)

* ~ * * 2 w

2. a-º-º: see its syn. a .51; and see also 1, near

the end of the paragraph.— He, or it, destroyed

it ; made it to reach its appointed term of dura
o a ~

tion. (Sh, T, K.)– sº-º-º: He gave them the

share of their arron, in the game called 2–49;

(IAar, M, K;) i.e. he gave them to eat the flesh

which was their share. (M.) Accord. to Lh,

2: in the game called J-e-J) signifies A

man's taking nhat has remained, so as to complete

the shares, or make up their full number, when

the players have diminished from the slaughtered

camel [by taking their shares]. (T.)–Jº~

cºj-) ! He hastened and completed the slaughter

of the mounded man; or made his slaughter sure,
.x o " -

or certain. (M, K, T.A.)= -$J) cºj, (M, K,)

and "…, (M, TA,) in the copies of the K,

erroneously, 23, (TA,) [in the CK, … again,

i. e. [The fracture, or the broken bone, or simply

the bone, cracked, without separating (3. 25) :

or cracked, and then separated. (M, K.) You

say, 2: 2.92. and "…: [He, or it, com

pleted the fracture, or cracked the broken bone,

or the bone, and it cracked, &c.]. (M.) And

w 1:1 *;
_o-o-' oº

halted, or nas slightly lame : then] his lameness

& &B, i. e. [Such a one limped, or

became complete by fracture : from . signifying

“it was broken:” (T:) ſor <3 signifies his

lameness became complete by an increased frac

ture, after he hatl had a fracture nºith nºhich he

was able to n'alk : this is what is meant by the

following loose explanation:] aw &= 3. ..à.
• a 22- J -: J & o. 6 o –

* | * ~ * * Jº 2-e. (K. [In the CK,
2 a. a 2: -

<-ºl is here erroneously put for Jºl.])=<3

sº He hung2% (Th, M,) or a 4-3, (K,)

upon the new-born child, or young infant. (Th,

M,K)—& *< I repelled from him

the evil eye by hanging [upon him] the aºj.

(A, TA.)=~ also signifies He became, in the

inclination of his mind, (Lth, T, M, K,) and in

his opinion, and his place of abode or settlement,

(Lth, T, K,) as one of the tribe of Temeem; (Lth,

T, M. K3) as also "… ; (K,TA; [in the CK,

2: again;]) or accord. to analogy it would be

2-, like … and jº. (T,) And He asserted

himself to be related to the tribe of Temeem. (M.)

3. i.e., [inf n, of Zü] The vying, or contend

ing, with another in completeness, or perfection.

(KL.) [You say, 4×u He vied, or contended,

nith him &c.]

4. Jº, said of the moon: see 1.– Said of a

plant, It became tall and full-grown; or became

of its full height, and blossomed. (M., K.)-
o 3 -º

stºl, said of one that is pregnant, She completed

the days of her gestation : (S:) or, said of a

woman and of a she-camel, (M,) she became near

to bringing forth. (M,K.)—liè cº- J.31:

see 1.=1& 3, (§, M.K.) or 29, (Mgh)

and a sil, (M,) inf n. Leº; (TA;) and "<,

(T, S, M. K.) inf n. …; and iris (T, TA;)

and '4-l; (S, Mgh, K.) and as *_j, and

2.1% "...is (M,K) signify the same; ($, Mgh;)

i.e. tº 4-(M in explanation of all but the last,

and K in explanation of all that are mentioned
* > * > *

therein,) and alºeſ (M in explanation of the

last) [He made the thing, or the affair, complete,

entire, whole, or full; i. e., nithout, or free from,

deficiency; he completed it : and sometimes, he

consummated, or perfected, it]. ãº3– sº

in the Kur [ii. 192], means And perform ye, or

accomplish ye, completely, the rites and cere

monies [of the pilgrimage and the minor pil

grimage]; (M,” Bd;) accord. to some : or, as

some say, s - A.i. means that the money, or

the like, that one expends in performing the pil

grimage should be lawfully obtained, and that

one should refrain from doing what God has for
a a ~£2.

bidden. (M.) And Jºjº, in the Kur [ii. 118],

means And he performed them, or accomplished

them, completely, (Bd, Jel,) and rightly: (Bd:)

or he did according to them. (Fr,TA)=<3

He gave him nºkat are termed …, pl. of iº,

and meaning jj- [explained below, voce iº,

(M, TA) in order that he might complete there.

with his web. (TA.) [In consequence of its being

misplaced in the K, this is there made to signify
- 2. -

He gave him a sº, meaning a U-15 or a su-.]

5: see 2,

6. lºt: They came, [and also, accord. to

Golius, app. on the authority of a gloss in a copy

of the KL, they drank, all of them, and n'ere

in four places.

complete. ($, K.) One says,* lºt: lsº

[They collected themselves together, and came, all

of them, making altogether ten]. (TA.) And it

is said in a trad., Jº; <! <<5, i. e. Kure/sh

obeyed his call, and came to him, all of them,

following one another. (TA.)

10. 4-1. See 4—iº 2- IIe asked

for the completion of the benefit, or boon, or

favour. (M, K.)= He sought, demanded, or

requested, of him nºkat are termed Arº, pl. of

iº, and meaning jj- [explained below, voce

i;], (M, TA,) in order that he might complete

therencith his neb. (TA.) [In consequence of its

being misplaced in the K, this is there made to

signify He sought, demanded, or requested, of him

a 2. meaning a Jº or a 3-.]

- - 40 t
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R. Q. 1 #3 is the inf. m. of 2:3. (Mºb)

and signifies The reiterating in uttering the letter

< : (Mbr, Zj in his “ Khalk el-Insán,” T, S,

Msb:) [if so, syn. with ãº or the tongue's

pronouncing indistinctly, missing the place of the

letter, [i. e. the place of its pronunciation in the

organs of speech,) and recurring to an utterance

like J and A, though this be not distinct : (Lth,

T:) or the making the speech [or tongue] to revert

[repeatedly] to º and A : (M, K:) or the jab

bering, or hurrying in one's speech, so as hardly,

or not at all, to make a person understand:

(M:) or the uttering in such a manner that one's

speech proceeds rapidly to the roof of his mouth.

(M, K.)

32

Lej an inf. n. of 1, in the first of the senses

explained above. (M., K.) See 23, in two

places. = See also ãº.

2: an inf. m. of 1, in the first of the senses

explained above. (M., K.) See A3, in two

places.

2 an inf. n. of 1, in the first of the senses

explained above, (M, K.) See 23, in five

places:—and 25, in three places.= Also i. q.

J.'s [app. here meaning A kind of hoe]: (IAar,

T, K:) or i, q. i- [a spade, or a shovel]:

(K:) pl. i. (IAar, T,) or 23. (So in the

TA.) - *

2 a.2

4-o-, i.

i: (M, K) and wāj (TA) [the former written

in the CK i:) sings. of.… (M, K, TA) and

23. (KTA) or tº, which [Isa says I think

to be a quasi-pl. n., (M,) or * : is the quasi

pl. n. ; (K:) these, i. e. the pls. and quasi-pl. n.,

signify Shorn crops (jj- [in the CK j-, for

which Golius appears to have found jr- for he

has rendered it by “amuletum,” and Freytag has

done the same,) of ,<& [meaning goats' hair],

and of camels' hair, and of nool, (M, K, TA,) of

that wherenith a noman [or a man] completes

her [or his] web : (TA) and "ij signifies what

is given, of wool, or camel's hair, [or goats' hair,

($, TA, [and mentioned also in the K, but there,

see what next follows, in two places.

by misplacement, made to relate to 3 instead
ºf wº •

of a $5,1) for a man to complete therenith the

wearing of his [...e5 ($5) as also "Cº. (K,”
*

TA.)

a 2. 3 *.

e- see alsº. -

a 2 - 3. .***

_o-º; ; see A5, in four places:=and see also
5 ſº

23 (T, S, K) and "...tº (M, K) and "A:
(K) inf. ns. of 1, in the first of the* ex

plained above; (T, S, M, K;) as also W3 and
3. w.” w -> 0 ,-,-,-

*_j and V_j. (M., K.) [Hence, Y_º 45-95

and YAtº and29 She brought him forth at

the completion of formation; (K, TA;) i. e.,

when his formation was complete : (TA :) [or,

at the completion of gestation :] and, accord. to
~ - a 2 o' --.

Aş, Aº as N3, with the art, JI; not indeter

minate, except in poetry. (IB, TA.) Andsº

Alsº, and "21- [She brought forth at the

completion of.formation; or, of gestation]. (S.)

And Alsº jº J9) - iſ and W* [She cast the

child at a period not that of the completion of

formation; or, of gestation; i.e., prematurely].

(Msb.) And Atº 39;2) % and *Alº [The

infant mas born at the completion offormation;

or, of gestation]. (T. S.) And Atº 39, Jº

Jº- and Jº- "Atº [The child was born at

the completion of gestation]. (Msb.) [These exs.,

and others following. show that an assertion of
Fºx

IDrd, mentioned in the M, namely, that one

says, * - Ağıl º and "Al-, and **ś,

and that in every other case it is23, with fet-h,

requires consideration.] You say also, Atº 34.

and "Auº [lit. The full moon of completion]:

and "...tº 33. [lit. A complete full moon]: all

meaning the moon, or a moon, nihen it is full, so

that it shines brightly: (M, K:) and2. 33

and *Aug A complete, or full, moon. (S.) And

2. āş and 2-il 23 âû, with fet-h to the

<, (Ish, T) or "Auial iſ, with kest, [which

seems to be at variancé with general usage, and

sometimes with fet-h, (Msb,) [The night of the

completion of the moon; i. e.] the night of the

full moon; (ISh,T, Msb;) which is the thirteenth

night; (ISh, T;) or the fourteenth. (T.) And

"...tº j, with kest only, (T, S, M, K, &c.,)

thus distinguished from what next precedes, (ISh,

T,) as also "Auº Jº, and in like manner, Jº

*23 (T) and '23 Jā, (T.K.) The longes

night of the year; (Lth, T, S ;) the longest night

of ninter; (As, ISh, T, M, K;) that in nihich

our Lord Jesus nas born : (As, T :) or each of

three nights of n!hich no deficiency is apparent:

(Lth, T, M, K:) or the night that is from thir

teen to fifteen hours in length: (Aboo-'Amr Esh

Sheybánee, T :) or the night that is twelve hours

or more in length : (AA, T, M, K:) and any

night that is long, or tedious, to one, and in nhich

one does not sleep, is called *AU in ãº, or said

to be like the night thus called. (IAar, T.) And

jº "> JS9, & [The men moon n’as seen

at the completion of the month; showing that

another month was commencing]. (T,) And

* 3 S ºff Ji and Yū and "ú, (S.M.)
three dial. vars., of which the first is the most

chaste, i. e., usuº [meaning The sayer thereof

refused, or did not consent to, aught save com

pletion]; he eacecuted, or accomplished, or kept

to, his saying; he did not go back from it. (S,

TA)—23 (with ſet-h only, AZ, AAF, M) also

signifies The complement of a thing; the supple

ment thereof; the thing by the addition of n!hich

is effected the completion or perfection of a thing;

(AZ, T, AAF, M, K5) and so * i.uj (M,K)

and *i; }, (T, M., K.) You say, 253, sº

à." ** Zú, and 35Us! 23.8 *ā-3, These

dirhems are the complement of this hundred; or,

what complete this hundred. (T.) [And *i; }

** The supplement of, or to, a book.]– See

dio 35, in two places.

23.

23.

the paragraph:– and see also 25.

6 * .

see AU83, first sentence.

5 . .”

see Aloj, throughout the greater part of
s

23 Strong; firm; hard: (A’obeyd, T, S,

M, Mºb, K.) or strong in make, or formation:

(TA:) or complete, or perfect, in make, or forma

tion, and strong : (M:) applied to a man and to

a horse: (M, TA:) fem. with 3. (TA.) See also

25.–Also Tall; (T,) applied to a man. (TA)

=See also ā-j.

it.j:

ãº A remainder, or remaining portion, (K,)

of anything. (TA.)

See23, near the end of the paragraph.

ā-j A kind of amulet (š,é, T.S) which is

hung upon a human being; forbidden to be worn:

(S:) or a kind of bead : (S, Mgh :) erroneously

imagined by some to be the same as šu.” (El

Kutabee, Mgh :) but as to the coláta... that are

inscribed with something from the Kur-án, or

with the names of God, in these there is no harm:

(S, Mgh:) a speckled bead, black speckled with

mhite, or the reverse, which is strung upon a

thong, and tied to the neck : (M, K:) sing. of

2. and [n. un, of] "…i. (T, M, K:) 23

signifies certain beads which the Arabs of the

desert used to hang upon their children, to repel,

as they asserted, the evil eye: (T, Mgh :) or the

assi is, accord. to some, a necklace (3353) upon

n:hich are put thongs and amulets (*): (M:)

or a necklace (3355) of thongs: and is sometimes

applied to the amulet (3,4) that is hung upon

the necks of children : (T:) but he who makes

Jºj to signify thongs is in error: El-Farezdak

uses the phrase 23, jº because they are

beads which are perforated, and into nihich are

inserted thongs or strings nºbereby they are sus

pended: (T, Mgh:) Az says, I have not found

among the Arabs of the desert any difference of

opinion respecting the icº, as to its being the

bead itself: (TA:) but accord. to En-Nakha'ee,

the Prophet disapproved of everything hung upon

a child or grown person, and said that all such

things were cºlº;: (Mgh:) the icº; is [said to

be] thus called because by it the condition of the

child is rendered complete. (Harp. 22.)

3 • g *:

Jº: See alsº.

tº one whose utterance is such as is termed

i. i. (S, M, Mgh, Msb, K:) [see R. Q. 1:

accord. to most authorities, one who reiterates in

uttering the letter tº: ($, Mgh, Msb:) or, accord.

to AZ, one nho jabbers, or hurries in his speech,

so as not to make another understand: (Mgh,

Msb:) fem. with 3. (M, K.)

25 [part. n. of 1 in the first of the senses ex

plained above]: (T, M, K, &c.:) Complete, entire,

whole, or full; without, or free from, deficiency:

and consummate, or perfect: (MF, TA:) as also

*213, [which see above,) (M, KL) [and "Zuº,
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of which see three exs. voce tº, and "Lº, (Kh,
45 °. - 3 -

T, Harp.82) and "...ſ. (TA.) Thus sis. Zú

signifies Complete, or perfect, in make, or forma

tion; nithout any deficiency in his members;

applied to a man; (MF, TA;) [and, thus applied,

signifying also full-grown, as does, sometimes,

25 alone: and likewise applied to a new-born

child, meaning fully formed or developed :] and

"…sº signifies the same, (M, K.) applied to a

man and to a horse, (M.) and Y_ºj also; and in
9 . .” 9 o .

like manner is used the phrase "...sº Jºſé [a

complete, or perfect, make or formation]. (TA.)

25 33- [applied to a goat) signifies That has

completed the time in nºbich he is termed 3-,

and attained to that in rvhich he is termed C-5.

(TA.) And " ...5 is applied to a bull, or an ox,

That is in the stage of growth newt before that in

which all his teeth are grown ; in which latter

stage he is termed...e. (L voce **, on the

J - 9 - >

authority of Et-Táifee.) You say also ă.6 a cle,

and itſ ises ; [meaning A perfect, or faultless,

sentence, and oath;] using the epithet azu in

these instances because of the mention of God

therein; for which reason there may not be in

aught of either of them any deficiency or defect.

(TA) And Yū Aikº. i. e. Yuuj [He made it

complete, or perfect). (M.) And Yū āj čis,

I made it, or have made it, to be thine, or I

assigned it, or have assigned it, to thee, completely,

or nºholly. (T.)— [Hence, 26 Jºs meaning A

complete, i.e. an attributive, verb : opposed to

Jašu Jaś.]

9 J .

ãº :

the paragraph.

5 * >

see Aloj, in three places, at the close of

322

Jºe The place of cutting, or termination,

(8kº, in the CK &hiº) of the vein (3,-

[app. meaning chord]) of the navel. (K.)

2%, applied to one that is pregnant, (S,) or to

a woman, (M, TA,) and a she-camel, (M,) That

has completed the days of her gestation : (S:) or

that is near to bringing forth : (M:) or that is

at the point of bringing forth. (TA.)

3 w .. 2

Jºe One nihose arron wins time after time

[in the game called 2-ºll, and who feeds the

poor with the flesh [of the camel n!hich constitutes

the shares] thereof: (M, K:) or who, when players

in the game called J-e-JI have diminished the

slaughtered camel [by taking their shares], takes

rvhat has remained, so as to complete the shares,

or make up their full number. (K. [See 2. In

the CK, J-49 2,3-3– Jaš is erroneously

© - • * > 3 > of . ~~

put for 3-ºl 233-3-ºl Jaš.])

i: ãº- Consummate ignorance: im

properly written ãº, though this latter is

explainable [as meaning that completes the extent

to which it can go, or the like]. (Mgh.)

3 • O 2.

_º.o One who seeks, demands, or requests,

nool, or camels' hair, to complete therenith the

n’eaving of his L-e: so in a poem of Aboo

Duwäd, (S,) where he says,

o P → w ~ : ©", 2 ... o.

+ 22 S C3-159) Jº Jºſé Jºº *

.x. • w • O z • 6 … •

* >|-a-e 2-, --→ ~~~ *

i.e., And they (referring to certain camels) are,

in respect of the care that is taken of them, and

in smoothness, like the eggs [in the places niere

the ostrich has deposited them in the sand]; there

may not be found upon them to be given from

them, to one who demands a aj, [even so much

as] a tie for a water-skin; for they have become

fat, and cast their hair. (TA.)

J-o-

1. 3, (§, M, K, &c.) aor. , (M.T.A.) or -,

(Mºb) inf. n. 2:35 ($, Mºb, K5) and *, 3, (M,

K) inf n. xii; (TA) and "2.55 (M, K.)

He fed people nith, or gave them to eat, 2: [or

dried dates]. (S, M, Msb, K.)

2. ºº, inf n. 2:35, He dried (§, M,K) dates.

(S.)-t He dried flesh-meat: (T, S:) or he cut

flesh-meat into small pieces, (M, A,” IAth, K,)

like dates, (IAth,) and dried it. (M, A, IAth,
a 2. oº - - - - -

K.) It is said in a trad., L.U. ×ºu Lº Scyte

! He used not to see any harm in cutting flesh-meat

into small pieces, like dates, and drying it: mean

ing, in a Mohrim's thus preparing flesh-meat for

travelling-provision; or in one's drying the flesh

of wild animals before the state of ihrám. (IAth.)

–See also 1: — and 4, in two places.

4. Pººl He possessed many, or a large quantity

of 23 (or dried dates]. ($, M, K)—--

isi, (T, M, A, K.) and *-ºs, (M., K.) The

palm-tree bore 2: [or dry dates]: (M, K:) or

had ripe dates upon it. (K)—-ºl j-ºl;

(T. K.) and "23, inf n. 2:55 (K.) The ripe

dates became in the state in which they are termed

*. (K.)- See also 1.

5.2- It (flesh-meat) nas cut into strips, or

small pieces, and dried. (A.)

23, a coll. gen. n. ; ($, A.;) masc. in one dial.

and fem. in another [like other nouns of the same

class]; (Msb;) Dates, or the fruit of the palm

tree : (M:) or dried dates, like *j as applied

to grapes, by general consent of the lexicologists:

(Mgh, Msb:) the dates are left upon the palm

tree, after they have become ripe, until they are

dry, or nearly so, when they are cut, and left in

the sun to dry thoroughly; and sometimes, as

AHát says, the fruit of the palm-tree is cut when

full-grown but unripe, to lighten the tree, or from

fear of theft, and left until it becomes 23. (Msb:)

and cºlº, (T, S, M, Msb, K,) meaning sorts or

varieties [of*]; for a coll. gen. n. has not a pl.

in the proper sense: (S:) and in like manner the

dual cy!, sº means two sorts [of Jºj]: (Sb cited

in the M in art. 2- :) the pl. of #3 is $93.

(S, K.) [See also *..] Hence the prov., bei

2. o " . cº &; §: J- [Give thou thy brother

the n. un. is with 3: and the pl. of ºi is

3

a dried date; and if he refuse it, a live coal).

(A, TA) And Gººl, ºn [Dried dates with

meal of parched barley or n:heat] is another prov.,

used in allusion to requital. (Lh.) And one

says, ~5%) §: <e 4-3, meaning f He found

nºith him, or at his abode, what he approved.

(A) And 3&#3& 1 His mind is pleased,

or agreeably affected, neith, or by, such a thing;

or consents to such a thing. (A, K.” [Accord. to

the TA, it is here like i-ji: but this seems to be

true as to the meaning; not as to the form of the

word. See also art. 2-3, voce 3.3.) AndJº
* @ , , o –
- -

3×3 jº J-º & ! [Leave thou me, or let me

alone: verily my mind is not pleased, or happy].

(A)–(see }: [The fruit of the tamarind
• * - - ºf ~ in

tree; thus called in the present day;] i. q. 3-sº

and J-es-, (K in art. J-e-.)

5 e 2 -

Jº-º; One who loves 2: [or dried dates]. (S,

A, K.)

jºi A seller of 2: [or dried dates]. (S, A, K.)

25 Possessing 2: [or dried dates]; (S, M, A,

Msb;) like &S “possessing milk:” (S, Msb:)

or 25, (Lh, M, K) or º, (S, A) signifies

possessing many, or a large quantity of, 23: (Lh,

$, M, A, K:) the former of these two words is

held by ISd to be a possessive epithet: (TA:)

and sometimes it may signify feeding people neith,

or giving them to eat, 23. (S, TA.)

- tº:

32.5 and $2.5 and 3,4- and &xi; &c.:
See art. J-el. •

6 o z 9. ,

j-e : see 2-69.

3× Furnished neith 2: [or dried dates] for

travelling-provision. ($, K.)

*3

1. 33, aor. ($, K) and -, (K) inf n. 4.5

(S, K) and 9,3, (K,) It (a camel's hump) was,

or became, tall, or long and high: (S, K:) it was,

or became, juicy, and compact, (O, K,) and

plump. (M, TA)—Hence, & “I as 43

[app. HReauty became fully developed, or'consum

mate, in him]. (TA.)

2 * *

4. Astº, J.J. [It made his (a camel's) hump

to become tall, or long and high, or juicy and

compact, and plump); said of the [herbage called]

gº. (A, TA) And âûl J. It (herbage)

made the she-camel fat. (IDrd, K.)

4.5, applied to a camel's hump, Tall, or

long and high: (S, TA:) or high: or juicy,

and compact, and plump : (TA:) or a camel's

hump, in nihatever state it be. (M, K.)– A

she-camel having a large hump : (ISd, K:) pl.

3.21.5. (TA) — A high, or lofty, building.

(TA)—You say also, Jº- 42% & [app.

meaning # Verily he is a person offully-developed,

or consummate, beauty]. (TA.)— And 43,3

32. Jüls tº IITy nobility is lofty, and

thy good fortune is high]. (A, TA.)
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j9-9

3: [sometimes written jº, without tesh

deed, The [Syrian] month [sacred, in ancient

times, to the god of that name, (mentioned in

Ezek. viii. 14,) corresponding to July, O. S.,]

afterÖº- ($ in art. 25-.)

>

cº

1. J&Ju 33, ſaor, accord, to rule, . , i. 1.

tºl He remained, stayed, dwelt, or abode, in

the place. (M.)

• *** * *

3. tº Ču, (K) inf n. #3, (TA) He

measured, or compared, them two together. (K.)

4. Öil, (K) inf n. Öº, (TA) He, or it,
mas, or became, distant, or remote. (K)=43.

It (a disease) stunted him, (AZ, IAar, T, S, M,

K,) namely, a child, or boy, (IAar, T, S, M, K,)

so that he did not attain to the stature of his

equals in age, (AZ, T,) or so that he did not

attain to full growth. (IAar, T, S, M., K.)

R. Q. 1 & [in the CK& He (a man,

IAar, T) left, or deserted, his friends, and asso

ciated with others. (IAar, T, K.)
32 5. -

J3: See &.=See also a poetical citation
3. •

voce 95.

& and #3. The tunny-fish. (Golius on the

authority of Ibn-Beytár; and so in the present

day; but the former is a coll. gen. n., and the

latter is a n. un.)

& A like; an equal, a match, or a fellow;

(S, M, K;) as also V&: (K, TA [in the CK

vºj];) an equal in age; (T, M.;) an equal in

intellect, or in neakness, or in strength, or in

manliness, or manly virtue : (ISk, S:) or a com
6 -o & 6 - 2

panion : (M:) pl. Juji. (T, M.) You say, JY3

cº & [Such a one is the like, or equal, &c.,
>

of such a one]. (S.) And * * and 4: and

43-IHe is his like, or equal, &c.]. (T,) And

º tº They tryo are equals in intellect, or in

weakness, or in strength, or in manliness, or manly

virtue. (ISk, S.) And &ú is.” [Boys that

are like each other, or equals, &c.]. (T.) And
... of 9 - of o

&& They are equals in age. (IAar,

T.)- A boy stunted by disease, (Lth, T, M,) so

that he does not attain to full growth; (Lth, T;)

as also '33. (M.)—Also i, 4 Jasis (The

body, or corporeal form, of a man or other thing,

n:hich one sees from a distance; or a person ;

an individual]. (T.)–And i. q. Jé. [A model;

a pattern; &c.]: (T:) and"& [likewise] sig

nifies the Ju of a thing. (K)

&#: See&

&: [in Hebr. Yºn] A great serpent; (K;)

a kind of serpent, (Lth, T, S, M.) one of the

greatest of serpents, (Lth, T,) or like the greatest

thereof: (M:) it is related that a company of

soldiers, on the shore of the Sea of Syria, saw

a cloud divide upon the sea, and then rise, and

they saw the tail of the cº, in a state of commo

tion in the fringe of the cloud: it is also related

that a cloud carries the cº, to the country of

Yájooj and Májooj [or Gog and Magog], and

casts it down there, and they assemble thereupon,

and eat its flesh : (T:) [these stories are fanciful

accounts of the natural phenomenon called a

mater-spout, to which this name is applied by the

Arabs in the present day: but the word is gene

rally understood to mean a dragon: and a great

sea-monster;] an aquatic animal, great in make,

terrible in appearance, long and broad in the

body, large in the head, having very glistening

eyes, wide mouth and inside, and many teeth :

it snallon's many animals; the animals of the

land and of the sea fear it; and nºhen it moves,

the sea becomes agitated mith naves by reason of

its great strength : in its first state, it is a malig

nant serpent, that eats what it sees of the beasts

of the land; and nºhen its mischief becomes great,

God sends an angel that carries it anay, and

thron's it to Yájooj and Májooj; it is related of

one that was seen to fall, that it was found to be

about two leagues in length, of a colour like that

of the leopard, neith scales like those of a fish,

tno great fins in form like those of a fish, a head

like a great hill, resembling the head of a man,

two long and great ears, and two round eyes;

and from its neck branched forth six other necks,

every one of them nearly twenty cubits long, and

every one of them having a head like that of the

serpent. (Kzw.) [Golius thinks it to mean The

shark (“carcharias”).]— Hence,& is +A

certain.* [or constellation; the constellation

of the Dragon]; thus named as being likened

to the serpent so called; (M;) a constellation

containing thirty-one stars within the figure;

among which are those called Jasºn and 33'34.

and& andcº &c. (Kzw, T.A.")—[Also,

app., +A certain imaginary figure in the heavens,

eactending along the line of the nodes of a planet,

n:hich are called the dragon's head and the dragon's

tail, in Arabic393- (from the Persianjº),
• * ~ 0 . - * or ~

or cy!, Aj9-J), and also Jºãall, and, to distinguish

each from the other, Jº Jº this line

is supposed by Golius to be meant by the follow

ing description; but I incline to regard it as the

result of a confusion of a description of this line

with a description of the zodiacal light, a pheno

menon supposed to have been unnoticed by the

Arabs:] a slight whiteness in the sky, (Lth, T,

K,) not an asterism, (Lth, T,) the body of n!hich

is in six signs of the zodiac, and the tail, which

is slender, black, and twisted, in the seventh sign :

it changes place like the planets; is called in

Persianºs, (Lth,T, K,) [app. a mistranscrip

tion of jºs, in astrological computation; and

is inauspicious: (Lth, T:) accord. to J, a certain

place in the sky; which is a correct explana

tion, though said in the K to be a mistake.

(TA.)

- 3

&: see J5.= Also A n'olf: (K, in this

art. and in art. Jºj :) but used only by El-Akhtal.

(TA.)

ſº

U.5

1. (3, aor. “, inf. n. tº, He remained, stayed,

dwelt, or abode, (T, S, M, Msb, K,) as in it,

namely, a country, or town, (S, Msb,) or a place;

(M;) he settled therein : (Msb:) as also us, (M,

Msb,) not a dial. var., but formed by substitution

[of for i], (M,) [i. e.] by suppression of the e.

(Mºb)—liè Jº ū He kept, or adhered, to

such a thing, inseparably. (TA.)=Also, inf. n.

as above, He nas, or became, rich, wealthy, pos

sessed of much property. (Msb.)

343 a subst, from ū, (S, K,) meaning A

remaining, staying, dwelling, or abiding [in a

country, or town, or place]. (TK.)

&d Remaining, staying, dwelling, or abiding,

(T, Msb,) in a country, or town [&c.]; settling

therein: also pronounced Jú, by suppression of

the e: (Msb:) one who remains, stays, or abides,

in his country, or tonn; (Th, TA;) i. q. &is,

[app. as meaning a man having a fired abode in

a district of cultivated land, or in a village or

town of such a district; but see below]: (Th, K,

TA:) pl. £3. (T, S, Msb, K.) It is said in a

trad., ‘C’. ačºu J-4, meaning For those who

remain in their abodes, and go not forth nºith the

soldiers on erpeditions against the enemy, there

shall be nothing ; i.e., no share of the spoil.

(TA.)- Rich; nealthy; possessing much pro

perty. (Msb.) [Or A man possessing much land

or other immoveable property : for this is a signi
5 - ©

fication assigned to JūAx.]

jº

J. 3 3. º

jà ſand VC:25.3) A maker of ovens of the kind

called 23. (M. K.)

3: A sort of cºe [or fire-place]; (M;)

the thing, (S, Msb,) or J3;U+, (K,) in nihich

bread is baked; (S, Msb, K;) but different from

the cº: ($ in art. c9; ) [it is a kind of oren,

open at the top, in the bottom of n!hich a fire is

lighted, and in nihich the bread, in the form of

flat cakes, is generally stuck against the sides;

either portable, and made of baked clay, wide at

the bottom, and narron, at the top, where it is

open; and if so, the bread is sometimes stuck

upon the outside, to bake; or faced, and in this

case made of baked clay likenºise, or constructed

of bricks; or it is a hole made in the ground, and

lined with bricks or tiles or the like, against rehich

the bread is stuck, to bake; and sometimes flesh

meat, cut into small pieces, is roasted in it, or

upon it, on skeners :] such, accord. to some, is the

meaning in the Kur xi. 42 and xxiii. 27; (T;)

and the word is said to have the same meaning

in every language; (Lth, T, M ;) but this is

not correct: (Ham p. 793:) it is an arabicized

word; (T, M ;) not genuine Arabic; (AHát,

Msb;) originally Persian: (M:) [in Hebrew

Then:] Ahmad Ibn-Yahyà [i. e. Th, as is stated

in Ham, ubi supra, says that it is of the measure

Jºsé from jū, (M, and Ham ubi supra,) or

from 2,415 originally 32; ; (Ham;) but this is

wrong: (M:) the pl. is 3.13. (M, Msb.) Mo

hammad is related to have said to a man wearing

a garment dyed with bastard-saffron, “If thy

garment were in the> of thy family, or beneath
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their cooking-pot, it were better:” whereupon he

went away, and burned it: but he meant, “Wert

thou to spend its price for flour to make bread,

or for fire-wood with which to cook, it were better

for thee:” as though he disliked a garment so

dyed. (IAth.)- The surface of the ground:

(T, S, M, K:) so in the Kur ubi supra, (T, S,)

accord. to 'Alee (S) and I’Ab. (TA.)– The

highest part of the earth or ground: so in the same

passages of the Kur accord. to Katádeh. (TA.)—

Any place from nihich water pours forth. (M,K.)

— A place n'ere the water of a valley collects.

(M, K.)- The shining of the damn : so accord.

to some in the Kurubi supra ; (T:) and ‘Alee is

related to have said that3: jú, means and

daybreak rose or rises : (TA:) or it relates to the

welling forth of water from the place of the

mosque of El-Koofeh : (T:) or 2sº here sig

nifies a well-known spring of water: (Hr, TA:)

or a certain mountain near El-Maseesah; (I’Ab,

K,TA;) i.e., (TA,)'Eyn-el-Ward, in El-Jezeereh;

(I’Ab, T, TA;) or 'Eyn-Wardeh. (Bd in xi.42.)

6 J.3 3.2

Jº sº; see jº.

***

Jä, [a pl. of which the sing, is not mentioned,

applied to [deserts such as are termed] -ºš, [pl.

ofassº, meaning Of n!hich the eactremities are far

apart; (Ibn-'Abbād, K;) wide, or spacious. (Ibn

'Abbád.)

ă,3 (T, S, M, K, &c.) and "33,3, (§, K.)
32 9% w 2 -

like 33 and as 33, the latter a rel. n. from the

former, (S,) A [desert such as is termed] ătă.

(T, S, K:) or a land such as is termed is [i. e.

vacant, or void, or desert, destitute of vegetable

produce and of nater; or destitute of human

beings, but sometimes containing a little herbage

or pasturage]: (M:) or a nide, or spacious,

land, of n!hich the eactremities are far apart: (El

Muårrij, K.) or a desert (353) in which is no

water nor any person to cheer one by his company,

though it may have, or produce, herbage; (El

Muårrij, T;) so says ISh: (TA:) or a far

extending desert, in nihich is a collection of herb

age, but such as cannot be depastured because of

its remoteness: (Aboo-Kheyreh, T:) pl. -šū.

(T, M.) *

5 o ,

jº.

6 & 2. 5. -n.

a 33-5. See as 3.5: and see an ex. voce

Lº

1. 3, (M, K, [in the CK, erroneously, 2:..])

without teshdeed to the cy, (M, TA,) He (a
3.

camel) ate the A53. (M, K.)

X; A kind of trees (S, M, K) having a small

fruit, (S, M,) like that of the cº- [or castor-oil

plant], (M,) which, bursting, discloses grains, that

are eaten by the people of the desert: (S, M.:)

as the sun declines, it follows it with the [upper]

sides of its leaves: (M.) its fruit, with -º-,

(K,) i. e. stºl J- [q. v.], (TA,) and nater,

drunk, earpels norms; and the application of its

leaves, with vinegar, in the manner of a poultice,

draws forth warts: (K:) n. un, with 3: (S, M,

K:) AHn says, it is a kind of dust-coloured trees,

of those termed •ºi, eaten by ostriches and

gazelles, and of those among nihich gazelles are

snared: its grain, when the coverings thereof

open, becomes black; and it has a root (32),

sometimes made into a 2% [..for producing fire]:

the places where it grows are mostly the sides of

valleys ; IAar says, the assº is a tree of the kind

called **, of large size, in nihich gron, grains

like hemp-seed, used for ointment, and as a season

ing, or condiment: it dries up at the beginning of

ninter, and disappears: all this is from AHn:

(M:) A'Obeyd says, it is one of the plants of the

earth, in which, and in the fruit nhereof, is a

blackness: it is eaten by the ostrich : the pl. [or

coll. gen. n.] is 2, #: (T: the author of which

then adds,) I say, it is a tree n:hich I have seen

in the desert: the colour of its leaves inclines to

blackness, and it has grains like hemp-seed, or a

little larger: I have seen the women of the desert

bruise its grains, and eapress from them a blue

oil, in which is a viscosity; and they anoint their

hair with it when they comb themselves: AA says,

the >> has a grain nhich is oily and dust

coloured: En-Nadr says, the as: is of an ill

savour, and the beasts do not like it, or eat much

of it: (T:) [it is erroneously said in the K, voce

Jºb, to be hemp-seed (sºlº J.-): and]

some say that it is the hemp-plant (*~~~~).

(Ham p. 135.) The sun, when eclipsed, is

said in a trad. to have become black, and like a

assº. (T.) And a poet, who married a woman,

and found her to be pretty, but with hoary hair,

and who had a youthful wife at his abode, likens

the hair of the former to the flower of the cº-si

and black hair to2: ; saying

2-2 - 2 ... • ?? 2 of, , º, .

# 99- clº-5') ºwl, tº *

# .** 2° 3 2 (* * - of- +

J}~. Sº tº 5' 25

[And nihen I san, the chamomile flonering, and

san, not tennoom, I remembered my abode]. (Ham

ubi supra.)

a;

R. Q. 1. i.j, ſinſ. n. of ºil i. º. iś [The

having an impotence, or an impediment, or a

difficulty, or barbarousness, or vitiousness, in

speech]: (K:) or [the having] a distortion in the

tongue, (TA) like what is termed ağ: (S, TA:)

accord. to Az, arºj and arº signify the twisting,

or distorting, of the tongue in speaking. (TA in

art. --A.)–And <; signifies Jººl Lº 33.

(K, TA,) or J.Lº. Jº, (TA,) [app. meaning

He repeated, or used repetitions, in uttering false,

or vain, or unprofitable, sayings: but Golius and

Freytag render it as meaning he applied himself

to vain things.]

23, (JK,) or 33 3, (K,) An expression imita

tice of the " …, [i.e., of him who has the

faulty utterance termed ići, (JK, K, TA, [in

the CK, *:::::: is put for “ººl) consisting in

a distortion of the tongue. (jK)–: 3 is also

A cry by which one chides the camel, (K, TA,)

and nihich makes him to run anay. (TA.)-

And A call to a dog. (K.)

•

-

o

aj: see art. Ú

. . .”

ajūj False, or vain, sayings or actions or

affairs; or unprofitable sayings. (JK, S, K.)

9 o'...w

•z

See dºj.

jº

5,45 [prºbably, in its primary acceptation, a

dial. var. ofjº ; for the signification here follow

ing is said in the TA to be tropical: —] Clouds;

or a collection of clouds: (JK, K, TA:) pl.

Jººls. (JK.)

9 x o'

2×5, said by Az to be of the measure Jº,

from 339 ; originally}243, like as:si: is [said

to be] originally 3:3; but the - is held by

ISd [and J and F and others] to be a radical :

(TA:) Lon', or depressed, sand : (T, TA:) or

sand that falls apart, and does not hold together:

(A,TA:) or elevated sand: (TA:) or sand having

(l, -5- [or part carried and eaten anay by

torrents] : (As, S, K:) pl. 3-3 and >3. (S,

K.)— Lon', or depressed, land, or ground. (K.)

– The part between the top and bottom of the

side of a valley, and of a mountain : (JK, K,”

TA:) of the dial of Nejd, and of that of Hudheyl,

(TA.)— High waves of the sea or of a great

river. (K.)—Applied to a man, [like jū, q. v.,]

+ Vain, or having a fond opinion of himself, (S,

K,) and proud. (K.) [For (als in one copy

of the S, and tººls in another and in the L, in

the phrase 4. 4+ *—is º &l= 3, Or tals,
I read ºff.] • * * , -

Low

1. ..j, (JK, Msb, K.) aor. , (Mºb, K.) inf. n.

23, (Mºb) or icº, (J.K.) It (flesh-meat, JK,

Msb, K, and milk, Msb, and oil, K) became altered

for the norse, and stank : (JK,” Msb, K:*) it

(flesh-meat,TK) had a foul odour; it stank. (K.)

— It (the heat) was, or became, vehement, or

intense, nºith stillness of the wind. (MSb.)—Also,

inf. n. 23, He (a camel) was penetrated by the

heat: (JK:) or was smitten by the hot mind, and

in consequence became lean, or emaciated. (TA.)

—And, (J.K.K.) inf n. xi,(TA) He ſº camel)
ate much of the pasture (Jº &-Jº), and

it was not wholesome : (JK:) or disapproted the

pasture(JºJº), and did not find it n-hole

some, (K, TA,) and his condition became bad.

(TA)- And, said of a man, His impotence, or

inability, became apparent, and he became con

founded, or perplexed, and unable to see his right

course. (K.)

3: see 4.

4. J. He (a man, S) nent, (S,) or came, (K,)

to Tihámeh : (S, K :) Er-Riyáshee says, I have

heard the Arabs of the desert say thus of him

who has descended from the mountain-roads of

Dhát 'Irk: (TA:) or he alighted, or abode,

therein; (K.) as also "...sti, (JK, K, TA, [in

the CK, erroneously, ..ºu.) in the latter sense,
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(JK,) and *.*. (K;) or these mean he came

to Tihámeh. (TA.). - [Accord. to Golius, on

the authority of a gloss, in the KL, it signifies also,

IHe went into a region of hot air : and this, if

correct, may be the primary meaning.]=_oºl

J. He found the country, or town, to be in

salubrious, (K, TA,) and to have a bad, or foul,

odour. (T.A.)= &ºl, inf. n. 23, in measure

like ºl, inf n. 29-1; (Mº) [originally

_s^5); or] formed from i.i. in consequence of

imagining the cº in this word to be radical;

(MF in art 2,3) [like as is said of ~i;] He

did a thing that made him an object of suspicion:

(JK and Msb and TA in the present art. :) or

he was an object of suspicion: (K in art. •A5 :

[in the CK and TK, erroneously, ….]) or there

was in him that which induced suspicion : you
* c > cº

say of a man, when you suspect him, c-evil,

inf. n.2%; like <āşi. inf. n. £3. ($ in art.

.**)=-3. He suspected him; thought evil

of him ; as also * 4.5 [which is the more

common]. (Msb in this art.) You say, 13& •ºl,

(K, and so in some copies of the S, both in art.

*5,) inf. n. 2%; (K in that art.;) or * "...#

(Msb and K, and so in some copies of the $, all

in that art. ;) and &i; (K in that art. ;) He

suspected him of such a thing; imputed it to

him; (Msb and K" and TA, all in that art.;)

[and he accused him of such a thing ;] i. e.,

a thing attributed to him. (TA) And "...i

*; Jº [I suspected him in respect of his sayingj

I doubted of the correctness, or truth, of his

saying. (M5b in art. Loºs.)

5 : see 4.

8: see 4, in three places.

2. [in the CK, erroneously,2. Land descend

w ~ * >

-

ing (i.e., J. [in the CK, here and afterwards,

erroneously, 43.2%) to the sea; as also *ā-j;

(K, TA;) mentioned by IKt, from Ez-Ziyādee,

from As: (TA:) these two words seem to be

[originally] inf ns. from ãº: (K:) [and accord.

to F, w śl is a dial. var. of '43. (K.)

[but J says, " i..., is used in the place of

*istº, as though it were [originally] the inf. n. un.,

accord. to the saying of As that..:”, with fet-h

to the medial radical, is an inf n, from "isº

($3) for the "2.5 (pl. of icº, and thus mean

ing the parts of Tihámeh, or, accord. to the JK,

meaning lands descending to the sea,] do descend

to the sea: (K, TA:) so says As: (TA:) and

[hence] the rājiz says, (namely, Sheyţán Ibn

Mudlij, TA,)

4. : “... & Jº +

[I looked, the eye distinguishing Et-Taham], (S,

and Ham p. 659,) meaning Et-Tihámeh. (Ham

ibid.)—[As inf. m. of …, q.v.,] … also sig

nifies Wehemence of heat, and [or with] stillness

of the mind. (K.) And hence Tihāmeh is said

to be thus called. (TA.)

23, applied to flesh-me..., Altered for the

worse; (JK;) having a foul odour; stinking.

(JK,”K)—i. J A land vehemently, or

intensely, hot. (Er-Riyáshee, T.A.)= Sleeping ;

(JK;) i, q &ºi. (TA in art eaſ.)

ãº see ...— It, (K) or *iº, (JK,)

signifies also ãº [app. as meaning Mekkeh,

like *āzū; as though the city of cities]: (JK,

K:) so in the phrase "aºl Jºi [which may

mean The people ofMekheh; and also, of Tihá

meh, in the more extended sense of the latter

appellation]. (J.K.)

a . 92

ãº :

i. a 3 In it is a foul odour; a stink. (K.)

–See also23.—iº : See23, and ãº);

the latter in two places.

2 * ~ 2

See 4-o'-'.

ãº, ($, M, K, &c., in art. As, and Mºb in

that art. and in the present also,) of which Wi:

is a dial. var. mentioned by El-Fárábee (Msb,

and TA in art. Loºs) and by several other authors,

or, accord. to Ibn-Kemál, the latter is an inf. n.

and the former is a simple subst., but Esh-Shiháb

doubts of this; (TA;) originally i.e., (S, ISd,

Msb, &c.,) like as à-3 is originally i-s:

(ISd, TA;) a subst, from 4.5; ($, Mºb, both

in art. •A3;) Doubt: and [more commonly]

suspicion, or evil opinion; or doubt combined

neith suspicion or evil opinion: syn. 33; and i.J:

(Mºb in the present art. :) or i. q. &B [which is

a preponderating navering between the two eac

tremes of indecisive belief; and often means sus

picion]: (ISd and TA in art. Lºs :) or a thing

for rehich one is suspected: (K in that art. :

[and this is often meant by iº9. one of the syns.

mentioned above:]) the pl. of iº is 23, men

tioned by Sb, who argues that it is a pl. [and not

a coll. gen. n.] from their saying...:- & [They

are suspicions, &c.], and not saying2:- * like

as they say•º sº. (TA in art. Loºs.)

-- 3 -

A. : see Jºº.

2.3 Suspected; thought evil of ; (JK in this

art., and Msb in this and in art. •A5;) [as also
6 * * x

"… and "...: :] or being an object of suspicion;

(K in art. •A5. [In the CK, the
6 J.J.

º, o z

as also "…º.

latter is erroneously written ovº.])

ãº, a name of Mehkeh (JK, K.) and [more

commonly] a certain land, (Msb, K,) nell known,

(K,) commencing from Dhāt Irk, (MSb, TA,)

towards Nejd, (Msb,) and extending to Mekkeh

and beyond it to the distance of two days’ journeys

(Msb, TA) and more, then uniting with the

Ghonºr, and eactending to the sea ; some say that

it adjoins the land of El-Yemen; and that Mekkeh

is of cº ãº: (Msb:) [F says that] J has

erred in terming it a 24: (Ki) [but by Jº, J

may mean both a city and a country or province:]

some say that its name is from 2,3 in the first of

the senses assigned to this verb above, because it

is low in relation to Nejd, so that its odour is

bad; and some, that it is from the same verb in

the sense explained in the second sentence, because

of its vehement heat: (Msb:) [it seems to have

2. for a pl.:] see 23, in four places; and

isºl.

3 2

Usºld Of, or belonging to, Tihámeh; as also

"Ali, (T, S,M,Msb,K, [in the CK, erroneously,

2.j,D with ſet-h, (Mºb, K.) irregularly formed;

(M, Mºb;) fem. #23; like gº and i.e., (T,

Msb:) when it is pronounced with fet-h to the

sº, it is without teshdeed [to the us when you say

Jeº and is-ºl; as in the instances of Jº,

cº and Atº, except that the in 2% is of the

original word, and that in cº and Até is a

substitute for the two Ugs of the [regular rel. n.,

($,) or rather, for one of those two Ugs: (Aboo
• - 5 o –

Zekereeya, TA:) and you say &º A55 [A

people, or company of men, of Tihámeh], like

&sº (S, K:) and accord. to Sb, some say
3 - 2 3 - 2 3 ->

Jºlº and Jºe and Usºs, with fet-h, and with

teshdeed [to the Us]. (S.)

: ; see ...i.

.* [Going, or coming, to Tihámeh; or alight

ing, or abiding, therein: and] alighting, or abid

ing, in Mekkeh. (TA.)–24. 2% A calley of

which the water pours to Tihámeh. (TA.)=See
5 *

also lºº.

2%. Often coming to Tihámeh : (S, K:) pl.

2.A. ($, TA) and Atº, (TA) applied to men

(S, TA) and to camels. (TA.)

9 2 3 × 6 .

Levº Seeloº.

3°

4. U335, said of a man, signifies § ā-, i. e.

He came alone; by himself: opposed to sºft

meaning “he came with another.” (T.)= See

also art. J35.

3. …

35 [app. from the Persian #, meaning “a fold,”

or “a single fold,”] One, and no more; single; sole.
• * * ~ *

(T, S, M., K.) You say, 3 juas 5 &t= He,

or it, was one only, and became a pair. (TA.) And

it is said in a trad, ; }<-Sºil (s.

TA,) i. e., The circuiting [of the Kaabeh] is one

action, and the casting of the pebbles [in the valley of

Mine] is one action. (TA) You say also, jãº,

meaning He came alone; by himself: (T, S, M:)

or he came by a direct course, nothing making

him to deviate, and not stopping anywhere in the

road; for if he stop anywhere in the road, he is

not said to be 3. (AZ, A’Obeyd, M, K.) And

2-3 sº ãºie I tied it with a single knot; by

turning the cord, or the like, once: so says AZ;

and he cites the following ex.:
w o – - o . o. 6,” “

# : :-3)] cº - adjº- º:

w , o z z; 9 * - 9: , ;

* • “a }\, l *J' 'y *

- - - -

~ of • w - º

cº- 3 --> - Sl

i. e., [A girl that is not of the nild, or shy, sort :

she does not tie the zone nith the fist, but neith a
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single knot, or] half a knot : the J in & [and in

&- and& is redundant: & being origi

nally <, which is a contraction [or rather the

half, both as to the letter and the meaning,) of

5. (T,)— A rope that is twisted of a single

strand; pl. i.i. (T, M., K.)—[It is said that]

it signifies also A thousand horses, or horsemen.

(AZ, T, K.) [But this requires consideration:

for] one says, 3. - ſº*&:&ass, (AZ,

T, S,) meaning [Such a one sent a troop of his

horses] with a thousand men ; i.e., with one

thousand : (S, TA:) or, as some say, nith one

complete thousand. (TA.)=Also One who is

unoccupied by the business of the present world

and of the world to come. (AA, T, K.”)=Also

A structure elevated, reared, or erected. (T, K.)

§ A period, or a short period, (i.e., AA,

T.K.) of time. (AA. T.) You say, #3 & 4,

Jº &’, and jº, A period, or a short period,

Gel-) of the night passed, and of the day. (TA.)

And 34 &= Jº-; S. Jº tº There passed

not save a short period (ácL) to the time that

such a thing happened. (IAgr, T.) Hence the

saying of the vulgar, 26 š [commonly pro

nounced sº Just mon, (iétºn) he rose, or stood.

(TA.)

i;

à The name of the letter cº, q.v.; as also Ú:

pl. [of the former &lá; and of the latter] :1;i.

(TA in a J. JS -u.)

3. - 3. - *. -

Jºu and Ussu rel, ns, of U and U the names

of the letter J ; as also &sj. (TA ubi supra:)

whence ājū 33-3 and #sº and #23 (T, K,

TA, ubi supra, [the last written in the CK

ãº. and the second is also mentioned in the S)

A $2.23 of which the Jºj is ~. (TA ibid.)

-35

1. ºff, (T, A,) or *J. -Ü, ($, M, K,) aor.

-ºš, (Mºb) inf n is and ºi, (T.S.M., Mºb,

K,) both of these signifying the same, (T, S, M,

Msb,) the 3 in the former being added to denote

the fem. gender, or, as some say, the former is d

n. un, like ay-3, (Msb,) or, as Akh says, -33 is

pl. [or a quasi-pl. n.) of āş, like as 2. is of

isse, (S,) or like as j; is ofāş, and this is the

opinion of Mbr, (M,) and âû, (M, K,) which is

for #5, (M) and ºt. ($, M.A.K) and iº,

(S,” M,” K,) of the measure iſsij, (S, M,) an

anomalous form, (TA,) syn. with āş, mentioned

in the Book of Sb; (S;) [He repented; or re

pented tonard God; as will be shown by what

follows:] originally, he returned unto God, (T,

TA,) 134- &- and 134-& [from such a thing]:

(TA:) or he returned, [or returned unto God,)

($, M, A,K,) from sin, ($,) or from his sin, (A,)

or from disobedience (M, K) to obedience: (M. :)

or ajã &- Jú signifies he desisted from his sin:

Tk. I.

9 o ~ - - - - -

(Msb:) āş; signifies the repenting of sin; i. e.

the grieving for it, or regretting it, with the con

fession of having no eaccuse for the commission

thereof. (Kull.) It is said in a trad., áº; .33

[Repentance is] a returning from sin. (S.) The

time of El-Islám is termed as: & as being

The time of returning from ſor repenting of] the

belief in a plurality of gods. (A.) A poet says,

. . c 3 - * *

# Jºº !--5-3

~ * o 32 ° 2 w" x 0 ≤ .

Jºe Jºãº Jºy Sº-ex

[I have repented tonard Thee, and accept Thou

my repentance; and I have fasted, O my Lord,

and accept Thou my fast]; meaning Jº and

Jºº. (M.)—aſe ºf Jú God returned to

forgiveness tonards him; became again forgiving

to him : (T:) or disposed, or adapted, him to

repentance, or returning from sin or disobedience:

(S, K:) or reverted from severity to mildness

tonards him: or returned to him nºith his favour,

or grace, and his acceptance, or approbation;

became again propitious to him : (A, K:) all

these meanings are correct: (TA :) or God for

gave him, and saved him from acts of disobedience:

(Msb:) or accepted his repentance: (Jel in ii. 35

&c. :) or returned tonards him with mercy, and

acceptance of repentance. (Bd ibid.)

* @.” J 0.2
-

*!! -º
#

# #

10. 4.- He proposed to him that he should

return [to obedience unto God], (T, A,) and

repent of that nihich he had committed: (T:) he

asked him to return from sin, or disobedience :

(S, K:) or he asked him to desist from his sin.

(Msb.)

**, originally *:::, the sº not being the

characteristic of the fem. gender, (Z, MF, TA,) of
2 * *º

the measure Stºkº, and meaning A chest, or boa,

from sº, because what is taken out from it

continually returns to it: (AAF, IJ, Z, MF, TA:)

or originally #6 (S. K. in the CK #D

the 3 being made quiescent, and the 3 changed

into e : (S. K.) [in Chald, synºn: in Hebr.

Tºn:] it signifies also the ribs, with what they

contain, as the heart and the liver &c.; as being

likened to a chest, or box; (IAth, TA in art.

c-j;) the chest, breast, or bosom : (A in that

art. :) or [primarily] the ribs, with what they

contain, as the heart &c.; and [hence] applied to

a chest, or bow : (Towsheeh, MF, TA:) also

written *:::. (K in art. J-5.) [It is generally

applied in the present day to a bier: a coffin:

and an oblong case that is placed over a grave:

the pl. is 3-ºls.] El-Kàsim Ibn-Magn says that

it is the only word in the Kur-án in respect of

which the dialects of Kureysh and, the Anşār

differ; the former pronouncing it tº ; ($;)

and the latter, sº. (S, K.) But IB denies that

its last letter is originally 3, the fem. termination;

asserting the final cº to be a radical letter, the

measure of the word to be Jºãº, and its proper

place in art. c.3: he says that the final º is

changed in a case of pause, but not generally, into

o, as is that of <!,i, [the Euphrates], in which

the e is not the fem. termination. (L., T.A.) You
© . ~ 2.0 - 2 - 3 oz of ~

say, &is tº Jºu sº-ex5' tº, meaning I have

not deposited in my bosom anything of knowledge,

or science, that I have lost. (A in art. J.J.)

Jä, applied to a man, [One n-ho repents much

or often;] returning from disobedience to obedience

[to God] (M, K, TA) much or often. (TA.)—

And applied to God, One who returns [much or

often) to forgiveness towards his servant niho

returns unto Him : (T:) or who [often] disposes,

or adapts, to repentance, or returning from sin or

disobedience; or reverts from severity to mildness;

or returns with his favour or grace, &c. : (A, K:

[see 1, last sentence:]) or nºko forgives muck, and

saves from acts of disobedience. (Msb.)

J-5 [Repenting of sin : (see 1:) originally,

returning from disobedience (M, K) to obedience

to God. (M.)

~53

<º (Isk, T, S, M, Mgh, Mºh, K) and 3,3;

(Mgh, and L and K in art. 3-35, q.v.;) the latter

sometimes used; (Msb;) or this is not allowable;

(ISk, T, S, Msb;) for the word, which is app.

Persian, is pronounced by the Arabs with J for

the final as well as for the initial letter; (T, Msb;)

[The mulberry; and especially the nihite mul

berry; i.a.sues: (ISk, T.s, M,Mgh, Mºb, K.)

or, accord. to the people of El-Basrah, (Msb,) or

some of the people of El-Basrah, (Mgh,) tº is

the name of the fruit, and 3U.293 is that of the

tree; (Mgh, Msb;) and this is what is commonly

held: (Msb:) or, accord. to IDrd and others,

<293 is an arabicized word, and sue # is the

Arabic name : (TA:) [Jº is a coll. gen. n. :]

the n. un, is with 3. (M.) [Golius says, in his

Lex., on the authority of Zeyn El-'Attár, that

there are three kinds: “31a- Cººj,” i. e. 31-,

“the sweet and white mulberry, peculiarly called

>\-2,3; and Jae-stº,” i. e. Jºel- “ the soul.

and black mulberry; and J.--> <-93,” i. e.

Jº, “and Gº cº," i.e. 3:14, “the wild

mulberry, i.e., nith red fruit.” In Egypt, Stºj

is applied to the sneet mulberry, white and black,

and especially to the former, as also (sº ~55;

and Jº Stºj to the latter. In the present day,

Jº <235 is applied to the raspberry; as also

Uses: º33; and Jº-> st 23, I believe, to the

blackberry. Jº >35 and J-º. ~33 are
applied to the strawberry.] • P

{3,3, [of the masc. gender, as is shown by the

phrase Jºº. Alºj95, and therefore perfectly decl.,]

an arabicized word, (S, Msb) [Tutia, or tutty;

an impure protoacide of zinc, ] a certain stone [or

mineral], ($, K,) well known, (M, K,) employed

as a collyrium. (S, Msb.) [It is also applied in

the present day to several kinds of vitriol; the

sulphates of zinc and of copper and of iron. De

Sacy says, on the authority of Ibn-Beytár, that

there are two species thereof; one which is found

in mines; the other, in the furnaces in which

copper is melted, like cadmia ; and this latter

species is what the Greeks call pompholya: ; of

the fossil tutia there are three varieties; one is

white; another, greenish; the third, yellow, with

a strong tinge of red : the white is the finest

41
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variety; the green, the coarsest. (Chrest. Arabe,

2nd ed., iii. 453; where see more.) Golius, on

this word, in his Lex., says, “Optima est quae vel

naturalis, sc. Indica, caerulea, et pellucida; vel

artificialis, sc. Carmanica, alba cum partis viri

dioris strictura. Zein.” i.e. Zeyn El-'Attár. “Ex

plumbi praestantissimi, quod dicitur Laºs, fuligine

concrescere praestantissimum genus, commune vero

ex fuligine aeris, tradit Jacutus ex Abulfed.”]

º
- *

*...* a -

*\ºj93: see the art. next preceding.

*53

6 x 6 , o 6 x -

*55 i, q, x\-2,3; a dial. var. of ~35, [q. v.,]

mentioned by IF, (L, K,) and by AHn, who

cites a verse in which it occurs, and says that he

had not heard any one pronounce it with ºt, but

only with Jº, though Jºj is Persian and Stºj is

Arabic; (IB, TA;) but it is disallowed by El

Hareeree and others: (TA:) in the Expos. of

the work entitled Adab el-Kátib, it is said that

<-25 is an arabicized word, originally tº35 and

$35: (Mz, MF :) the n. un, is with 3. (L, K.)

&

2. 4-> He cronymed him; invested him nºith

the cronyn. (S, A, Msb,” K.)- He made him

a prince, lord, or chief. (Mºb,” TA.)– t He

turbaned him ; invested him nºith the turban.

(TA.)

5. -3- He nas, or became, cronymed, or in

wested with the crown. (S, A, K.) [For the verb

&% in this or"a similar sense, mentioned in the

Lexicons of Golius and Freytag, in the former as

from the K, I find no authority: on the contrary,

it is said in the TA that no verb answering to

- 35 has been heard.]— He was made, or became,

a prince, lord, or chief (TA.)- + He was, or

became, turbaned, or invested with the turban.

(TA.)

&º A cronºn; (S, A, K, TA;) i. e. a thing

that is made for kings, of gold and jenels; (TA;)

peculiar to the 2-3 [or Persians and other

foreigners]: (Msb:) [a Persian word:] pl. [of
45 .

mult..] Jº-sº (S, A, Mgh, Mºb, K) and [of pauc.]* , of •

&lº. (TA.)- + A turban; as being likened

to a crown. (TA.) It is said in a trad., (TA,)

-,-] &le;2. [Turbans are the crowns of

the Arabs]; ($, TA ;) i. e. turbans are to the

Arabs as crowns to the kings; for the Arabs in

the deserts are [or were] mostly bare-headed or

wearing J-53 ſpl. of isºs, q. v.]; turbans

among them being few. (TA)- Also Silver.

(TA.) [See what next follows.]

ãº An ingot of purified silver: originally

jū, a Persian word, applied to a dirhem recently

coined. (TA.)

£º Having a cº [i.e. cronyn, or t turban];

an epithet applied to an 2%); (K:) it is a pos

sessive epithet, like 35, for we have not heard

any verb answering to it. (TA.)

9 & 2 ×

-3:… Cronned; applied to a king: (A, TA:)

tmade a prince, lord, or chief; +turbaned. (TA.)

** [a pl. of which the sing, is not men

tioned, occurring in the saying of Jendel Er

Rá'ee,

o e J J ,

# & &: 3-4 Jºº +

* es-- *** * +

signifies [properly. The parts of the head] where

one is crowned (ºr: <--) with the turban :

(K,” TA:) [but it is evidently here used in a

tropical manner: the poet is speaking of she

camels:] the 2-cºlo are the mouths; [or the parts

around the mouths;] and the 2,3, a word like

-ké, is the accumulated foam which the camel

casts forth from his mouth. (TA.) [It seems

that the poet means, And they cast forth, from

the parts around the mouth, accumulated foam,

elongated in the eactremities:Alº~. being app.

syn. with 29,-4, as meaning “elongated like

a 2,4,-," or “snout.”]

tº

1. &ti, aOI". **, inf. n.

£9 O.e.

cº : See& in art.

J35

1.3% aor. 33%, (TA in art º inf. n. 95%

(K.) It (water, TA) ran, or floned: (K, TA :)

but this verb is obsolete. (TA in art. 25.)=
… …

34; | jº [app. for 23. Blood-revenge was had

of the man. (M. [See also #5.])

3. 999 He returned to him, or it, time after

time; syn. 235Uc. (A. [See also 4.])

4. 39. He repeated it, or did it again, time

after time. ($ in art. Jºj, M,K.)—He continued

to look at him, or it, time after time. (TA.)
• * * o, y o 2: • ow

And ºláil a'ſ ºl, (T, K,”) and JºJ), inf. n.

• - * * João:

šū, (T,) iſ q. ºtii, (K) i. e. I looked at him

sharply, or intently: (TA:) [or time after time:)

and I cast, or shot, at him time after time. (T.)—

3-; & Jº jé cº is said by AA to mean

Such a one is encompassed, or gone round, (3).J.,)

in order that he may be taken: and he cites, from

a poem of 'Amir Ibn-Ketheer El-Moháribee,
* ~ of ~ * ~ * … • b ,”.

# Jºãº Jºe 'sº º $

- * J ? . tº 2 … •

* jº 53 Jºte ‘9-3 #

[as though meaning They hate been angry with

me, and driven me anay, and I have become as

though I mere a wild ass encompassed in order to

be taken]: or, accord. as some relate it, *ść;

(S:) [and it is said that] this signifies cast at, or

shot at, time after time. (T, L. [See also art.

39.])

9 . º, e.

JG : see 3,9.

9 oz

35; A messenger (S, M, A, Msb, K) between

people, (S, M, K,) or that goes about between

lovers : (A:) accord. to IDrd, (S,) a genuine

Arabic word: (s, M.) pl. Jºi. (Mºb) And

ãº A girl n:ho is sent on messages betneen lovers.

(IAar, T, K.)= A vessel, (S,) a certain nell

known vessel, (T, Msb,) a small vessel, (A, Mgh,

K,) from which one drinks: ($, Mgh, K:) a

vessel of brass, or of stone, like the aſſºl: (TA:)

sometimes also used for the ablution termed ex-33 :

(A, Mgh, TA:) so called from the same word

as signifying the act of “running” or “flowing”

[of water], (TA,) because it is mutually borrowed

and returned; or from the same word as signi

fying “a messenger:” (A, TA:) of the masc.

gender: (T, A, K:) [or fem., for Z says, I

passed, at the Gate of El-'Omrah, [of the Temple

of Mekkeh, by a woman who was saying to her

female neighbour,*ś es”º [Lend thou to

me thy little 395 : for had she considered 233 as

masc., she would have said ºil. (A.)—

J. ~ : 5: A cooking-pot of copper. (Mgh.)=

:\ºl J: i. 4. J.-b, i. e. A green substance that

overspreads stagnant water. (Msb.)

3,5, originally with e, which is suppressed on

account of frequent usage, (IAar, Msb,) and

sometimes pronounced with . ; (Msb;) or its 1 is

[originally] 5 [and therefore it is mentioned in

most of the lexicons in the present art.]; (Lth,

T;) [or Ug, for it is mentioned in the S in art.

2.5;]. A time; one time; [in the sense of the

French ſois;] syn. 3.; ($, M, A, Mºb, K.) and

a time, nhether long or short; syn.&- (M,

K:) sometimes [pronounced *}[i,j without 5.

(S:) pl. <55 (Lth, T, S, M, Msb, K.) and 35

(Lth, T, S, M, K;) the latter a contraction of

jº ; like as they said 3.1.6 and 3, because of

the unsound letter. (S. [See also art. jº.]) You

say, jū* §§ J; Jº He did that time after

time. (S.) And Jjū 3.º This is the norst

of thy times. (A.)=cº sºjº [. [app. mean

ing 0 the blood-revenge of such a one !] (M, K)

is mentioned by Lh, (M,) or AA, (TA,) but not

explained by him : and he cites the saying of

Hassán,

. . .” , tº . ~ * * * *:: *

# *2 Jººs &

* , - 22 *... .” -- * : *...:

* Jºe Stºjº º jºl all +

[which probably means Thou wilt assuredly hear

speedily, in their abodes, “God is most great 1 O

the blood-revenge of 'Othmān l’ for ISd says,|

in my opinion, (M,) tel,U is formed by transposi

tion from Ji, signifying blood [or rather blood

revengel, (M, K,”) though not agreeing with it

in measure: (M:) and Sº here means tº2- :
s:-

so says IB. (TA in art. Jºs.) [See also 25.]

36 Applying himself constantly, or persever

ingly, to work, after remitting, or remissness.

(K.)

35:

jº:

See art. Jes.

see 4.
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1. º. 36, (K) aor. 3, , (TA) infn. 3;

and 39; and #3 and Öği, IIe yearned to

wards, longed for, or desired, him or it, (K,

TA;) his soul yearned tonards, longed for, or

desired, him or it. (TA) And J. J.-: eit

ºl, (JK, S, Mgh, Mºb, but in the latter two

4…) infin. 33 (JK, S, Mºb) and 3,53 (JK,

Msb) and Čš, (S,Mgh, Mºb) My soul yearned

tonards, longed for, or desired, the thing; (JK,

$, Mgh, Msb;) and hastened to it: (Msb:) and

so ‘Jº c.30. (TA.)—º Jº Jú also sig

nifies t He desired, or purposed, to do the thing :

and he was brisk, or prompt, to do it: (JK, K,

TA:) so in the Moheet. (TA.) You say, JU

a tº & ! He hastened, with brishness, Ol' prompt:

ness, to the goal. (TA.) And cº Q J &

f Hasten thou to me, O such a one. (TA.)—Jū

tº The gaming-arron came forth on the occa

sion of the shuffling in the game of2-9 : (JK,”

K, TA:) so says Ibn-'Abbād. (TA)—s jū

-.# f The tears issued from their channels.

(JK, K, TA)—-tº 35, inf. h. 353 (JK,

K) and é, (K, TA,) or é, (CK,) i. 4.3

a.A.. [He gave up his spirit : or he was near to

diel; (JK, K.) said of a man: (J.K.) AA says

that& signifies the being in the very agony of

death; like &l. (TA)—éú is also syn, with

disi, (JK, K) accord. to Ibn-Abbād. (TA)

You say, 4. 3ú, meaning He was cautious, or

in fear, of him or it. (TK.)

5.º & 35- IIe nas, or became, eaccited

by a yearning towards, a longing for, or a desire

for, the thing; or he affected and showed a

wearning towards it, a longing for it, or a desire

for it; syn. 33:5. (TA)

6.- ... -

3593 Persons convalescent; or in a state of

recovery from disease, but not yet completely

restored to health and strength ; (IAqr, K :)

app. pl. of '33. (TA)

3; i. q. 3% [app. Yearning, longing, or

desiring, much, or vehemently; or very desirous:

but some regard it as a simple epithet, syn. with

"356; for it is said that išš J is signifies the

same as Yāšū [A yearning, longing, desiring, or

desirous, soul]. (JK, Mºb.) It is said in a prov.,

(TA,)

+ Já2 tº J. §§ 39 +

[Man is desirous, or very desirous, of that nihich

he has not attained]. (S, T.A.)– One nihose

soul yearns tonards, longs for, or desires, every

lon, or base, action. (T.A.)

- 3 J.

&ū, fem. with 3: see Jºj, in two places; and
6 ... •

See as53.

&#3, originally Čij, A man who leaps,

springs, or bounds, vehemently. (Ibn-'Abbād, K.)

& Yearned tonards, longed for, desired, or

desired eagerly. (IAqr, K.)

‘l (Msb, and TA in the present art. and in art. ag;)

~55

Jºi. See art. • J.

A33

23. See issi, below, in two places.

23. See2% in art. 25.

is: sing. of2; [in the CK, erroneously, 2.É.

and [n. un.] of "2,5; (M, K;) One of the things
-- d x

called 2,5; (S, Msb;) i.e. a lo; [as meaning a

silver bead fashioned like a pearl]: (Lth, T:) or

0. b; [as meaning an earring] in nihich is a

large a. [or bead]: (M, K.) or a thing, (T,)

or al- [i.e. bead], (S, Msb,) made of silver, (T,

S, Msb,) like a pearl, (T, S,) or like a large pearl,

(S,) of a round form, nihich a girl puts in her

ear. (T.)— And hence, as being likened to this,

(T,) +A large pearl: (AA, T:) or a pearl. (M,
2 - 2 & 3

K.) And iº95 Al The pearl-shell: (K, TA:) a

proper name, and therefore imperfectly decl.

(TA.)-And f An ostrich's egg: (M, K, TA:)

pl. as above: (M:) ostriches' eggs are called

WA,5 (A’Obeyd, T, S) as being likened to pearls,

which are thus called: (T:) they are so called by

Dhu-r-Rummeh, where he says,

- a - 2 * ~ 6 o – ~£ º, 2 - -

+ Ls”) cº-º 3° 22′ Jº Jº-> *

* * * ~~ 2 of 2 3 -

+ tº-, *s-, Jº As- “ *

[And until there came a day in which, by reason

of the flaming heat, the ostriches' eggs, in the place

where they were deposited in the sand, almost

dried up.] (A’obeyd, S, M.)—eº is an

appellation applied to two kaseedehs of Jereer, in

praise of 'Abd-El-'Azeez Ibn-Marwān. (T.)

6 & 2 ×

Axe Having a 3355 [or necklace] put upon his

neck; syn. 3i. (K. [In the CK, erroneously,

*..])

•93

1. 3, aor. ::, inf n, ºi (Mºb, K) and 3,5,

(AZ, K,) is syn. with •Ü having for its aor. <:

[and with **, aor. 3k. and ***) signifying

He deviated from, or lost, or missed, the right

nay; he lost his nay; (Msb,TA;) in the desert:

(Msb:) or he was, or became, confounded, or

perpleased, and unable to see his right course :

(TA in the present art. :) or he went anay (K,

TA) in the land, confounded, or perple.ced, and

unable to see his right course: (TA in art. a.j:)

or, as some say, (TA,) his mind, or intellect, was,

or became, disordered, confused, or unsound: (K,

TA:) and he perished: (K, TA:) accord. to ISd,

the L3 in< is shown to be originally 3 by their

* , , of . .

saying, as35 Lo, as syn. with 4: us. (TA.) AZ

says, A man of the Benoo-Kiláb said to me,

º es: Jºi. with damm, meaning [Thou hast

(TA.)– Also,

[like tº aor. 44, q. v.,] He magnified himself;

or behaved proudly, haughtily, or insolently. (K.)

2. ºº, (Mºb, K) inf n. *;5, (TA) i.a.

thronyn me into] destruction.

43, [and 4-5. and 4-9, i. e. He made him

to deviate from, or lose, or miss, the right nay;

made him to lose his nay : (Msb:) [or he made

him to be, or become, confounded, or perple.ced,

and unable to see his right course : &c.; see 1;

and see 4.3, in art. adj:] or he destroyed him. (K.)

2 - 2 of -> -->

4. assii U, i. 4. &: tº [How extraordinary

is he in deviating from, or losing, or missing, the

right way! in losing his way! or in confusion, or

perple.city, and inability to see his right course 1

&c.; see 1]: (K in the present art., and S and K

in art. a.5:) as also <bi L. (TA in art. aaj) and
2 . . o ż

4-º'ſ us. ($ and TA in that art.)

10. Ast- [He, or it, invited him to deviate

from, or lose, or miss, the right nay; to lose his

may]; from •Ü, aor. ſº and] &, signifying

J3. (Ham p. 685.) -

s: #53 (with damm) [A desert, or materless

desert, in nhich one loses his way; or in nihich

one is confounded, or perpleased, and unable to

see his right course : or in nihich one perishes]:

in the K,& is erroneously put for §§; (TA;)

[and in the CK, sº for $35; which last, in the

CK, is made a pl.:] the pl. is sº and 43%.

(K, TA:) the latter is a pl. of the former pl.

(TA.)

4:3 part. n. of 1; Deviating from, or losing, or

missing, the right may ; losing his may : &c.:

see 1; and see also art. ag. (TA.)

J-ºl§ * He is the most extraordinary of

men [in deviating from, or losing, or missing, the

right way; in losing his may : or] in confusion,

or perple.city, and inability to see his right course:

as also vºuſ 3. : but the former is more common.

(TA.)– [It may also mean He is the proudest,

or vainest, of men.]

2 * ~ *

99-0 tº [0 misled! O misguided ! or 0 thou

who art made to deviate from, or lose, or miss,

the right way!] is said in reviling; and one says

also, 134- Jºº 33 Jú us [What is the

case of that misled, or misguided, man, that he

does thus?] (TA.)

- $23

1. 353, (T, S, M, Mgh, K) in the dial. of

Teiyi Jä, (AAF, M.) aor. *, ($, K.) inf. n.

sº, (T, S, M, Mgh, K,) It perished; came to

an end; (S, Mgh, K ;) it passed anay (T, M,

Mgh) unhoped for: (T, M. :) said of property.

(T, S, M, Mgh.) Hence the saying, in a trad.,

2–.& Jº Jé es; º [There shall be no

perishing of the property of a man that is a

Muslim]: applied to the case of a man to whom

is transferred the responsibility for a debt, and

who dies insolvent; meaning that the respon

sibility shall return to him who transferred it.

(Mgh.)

4. Alsº, He (God, M, K, or another, S) de

stroyed it, made an end of it, or caused it to

perish or come to an end; ($, K;) he made it

anay; (T, M.;) namely, property, ($, M,) or his

property. (T.)= See also art. 33.

41 *
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23 (S, M, Mgh, K) and "36 (Mgh) Perishing;

coming to an end; (S, Mgh, K;) passing anay

(M, Mgh) unhoped for : (M :) applied to pro

perty. (S, M, Mgh.)

ăș A perishing of property; its coming to an

end; or becoming lost. (TA.)

3 -

J3; Remaining, staying, dwelling, or abiding:

(IAar, M, K:) but &;, with Jº, is better known

in this sense. (M.)

59 : see 55.

3, 2- 3 3 - - - -

33-0 ! [Niggardliness, or avarice, is a

cause of perishing to property]: a saying of the

Arabs, meaning, if thou withhold property from

its right disposal, God will make it to pass away

in that which is not its right disposal. (M.)

Ls’

* * * * *. cº- 2 . .”

2. 3.-- U <!. [and L-a- I made, or wrote,

a beautiful ej. (Lh, T.)

6 º' -- 0 .3 22 • 3 - 2

Jº and 423: 32-23; see Lº, in art. i,j.

: see art. G.

5 ... o. - - - -

6º a dial. var., or a mispronunciation, of

Jºi. (TA.)

1. tº, a0t. **, inf. n. &#, It (a thing) nas,

or became, easy, and facilitated, or prepared.

(Msb.) And aſ tº, (S, L, K,) aor. as glove,

(K,) and so the inf. n. ; (TA;) and "&"; (S,

K;) It (a thing) was appointed, or ordained,

to him, or for him : ($) or was prepared for

him; as also a tº, aor. cº, (K,) inf. n.& :

(TA:) and it (an event) was appointed, ordained,

or decreed, to betide him. (L.) One says, &
… • , cº- * > * > * > -- * ~ 0 °

•Jºº Jº-, a tº ãº Jº [He fell into a
:

-

place of destruction, and a man was appointed,

or ordained, or prepared, for him, and he saved

him]: (Lth, TA:) or 33: &. à

a.a.); Jºe aſ& [and there nas appointed, &c.,

for him he who saved him]. (A)=<!. es:&

IIe affected an inclining of his body from side

to side in his gait, or manner of malking. (S, K.)

4. 4-U", (S, A, Msb, K.) inf n, i-º, (Mºb)

He (God, S, A, Msb, K) made it (a thing) easy;

facilitated it; (Msb;) or prepared it; (Mºb,

K:) or appointed it, or ordained it; (S, A.;)

whether good or evil; (TA;) 4 to him, or for

him. (S, A.) One says &f tº acº. 3 #.
* > * of º y) sº c *Gº &#9

•355) cle a [He fell into a place of destruction,

and God appointed, or prepared, for him, him

who saved him]. (Lth, T.A.) And it is said in a
* -o or a ~ *

trad., as:2-5) [I will assuredly appoint, or

'-º', andcº an

ordain, or prepare, for them trial, or punishment,

or conflict and faction, or the like]. (TA.) See

also 1, in two places.

&-3, (T, S, A,) or &–3, (so in one copy

of the S,) or both, (L, K,) like& and&

applied to a horse, and &s and &s applied

to a man, the only other instances of the kind,

(L,) or the former is not allowable, (Ham p. 58,)

so says Sb, as is stated in a marginal note in a

copy of the S, (TA,) applied to a horse, meaning

That goes obliquely, (S, A, K,) by reason of brisk

ness, liveliness, or sprightliness, (S, K.) and bends

over on each side; (S, A.;) as also 'º and

Y " :

and all signify, applied to a horse, fleet, snift, or

eaccellent in running. (T, T.A.) A Heyth explains

the first and second as meaning Tall, or long.

(TA.)- It is also applied to a man, meaning

Who addresses himself to every generous action,

and difficult affair : (T, TA:) or forward, offi

cious, meddling, or a busybody, (A, and Ham

pp. 58 and 505,) who says that which does not

concern him : (Ham p. 505:) or mºho obtrudes

himself, or interferes, in affairs : (Abu-l-'Ala

El-Ma'arree in a marginal note in a copy of the

S, and Ham p. 58:) or, as also V **. ($, K,)

: (S, A, K:) or that runs vehemently:

º

and '3. (K,) who obtrudes himself, or in

terferes, in that which does not concern him : (S,

K:) or who falls into trials, or afflictions: (K:)

Or '**, (TA,) which is also applied as an

epithet to a heart, (S, A, TA,) signifies who

obtrudes himself, or interferes, in everything, and

falls into that nihich does not concern him; or

who incessantly falls into trials, or afflictions;

and its fem. is with 3 ; (TA;) or mºho intrudes

among a people whose affair, or business, is not

his ; (IAar, T, TA:) and Y tºº, (K,) applied

to a man, (TA,) signifies much in motion; forward,

officious, meddling, or a busybody. (K,” T.A.. [In

the CK, Já.JºJ) is erroneously put for Jájal.])

tº: : See 3-3, in two places.

º • 2

U. A thing appointed, ordained, or decreed;

as also Y **. (K.)

5 , o 6 . *: .

cº : see Jºe-J, in three places.

* …)

** : See & :=and&

Jº

- 5, e.

jū and ājū (mentioned in this art. in the $):

see the latter in art. 253.

3. A beam between two malls: (K: [in which

this word, with the art. Ji, is explained byjº

cººl- &: in the M, Jºaºl-J) cº j-tº-1,

i.e. a partition between two gardens, or valled

gardens of palm-trees: the former I regard as the

right reading (though SM thinks the contrary);

for it expresses a well-known meaning of 2:5 in

Persian ; and it is said that 3. is] a Persian word,

arabicized. (M.)=+ Vanity, or a fond opinion

of oneself, (K,) and pride. (TA.)

jū Waves: ($, M, A, Msb:) or naves of the

sea, or of a great river, (M, IAth, K,) having a

current; (K,” TA;) and its main body, or deep :

(IAth, TA:) [in the present day, the current, or

main current, of a sea or great river :] or vehe

mence of flow or current: (Msb:) accord. to

some, of the measure Jú, from 2:3; (Msb;)

i.e., from 3. signifying “vanity” and “pride:”

(TA:) accord, to others, of the measure Jºš,

(Msb, TA,) from jū, aOr. 5;4, though this verb

is obsolete, (TA,) originally jº, the 5 being

changed into Ug and then incorporated into the

preceding Us. (Mºb.) – Applied to a man,

f Vain, or having a fond opinion of himself, (A,

K,) and proud; (K;) who snells up like waves,

in his vanity. (A.)– f A horse that rises like

naves in his running. (A.)—tA vein that runs,

or flows, quickly, when cut. (S, A, K.)

Lº

1. J-5, [aor. Jºl He (a kid) became a J-j.

(M, T.A.)- [Also, app., 1 He became like a he

goat in stupidity: for what immediately follows

appears to be the fem. of the imp. of this verb.]

We sº is a word used in declaring a thing to be

vain, and false: (M, K:) or it is an execration;

[for ãº, an evident mistake, which I find in

copies of the K, and in the TA, I read ãº ;] and

a reproach : (K:) the vulgar say Lºjº, changing

the Jº into j. (TA.) One says to a she-hyena,

jº- Jº, (A," K,) meaning the thou like the

he-goat (J-5) in stupidity, O she-hyena : and

these words are a proverb applied to a stupid

man. (A, TA.) The same words were directed,

by Aboo-Eiyoob, as is related in a trad., to be

said to a Jº, (M, TA,) as though one said to her,

Thou liest, or hast lied, 0 girl. (TA.) And one

says to a man, J-3, and Jº, [as though he

were a she-hyena, or a woman, when he speaks

foolishly, or stupidly, or says what is not like

anything. (AZ, T.A.) .

3. & J-9 (A) infn, i-º, and J-3, (A,

.K,) the strove, struggled, contended, or conflicted,

neith his adversary; syn. 4.9%: (A:) [he strove

with his adversary to repel him, like as a he-goat

strives with another:] the inf. n. signifies the same

as i-jºº, and icº, and is 44. (K.)

6. £J. J-U-5 f The naves of the mater con

flicted, or dashed together. (A, TA.)

10. £º <--<! f The she-goat became like

the J-5 [or he-goat]: (M, [but in a copy of that

work, for £ºl I find it: ,] A, K.) like&

J.- : (S:) a prov. applied to a vile man who

becomes mighty, (A,) or who magnifies himself:

(K:) one should not say cº-ºwl. (Th, M., T.A.)

J-5 A he-goat; the male of the* : (S,” M,

A, K.) and the male of the mountain-goat : (A,

K:) and of the gazelle: ($,M, A, K.) the female

of the last [as well as of the first and second] is

called £e: (S, M.) or that has completed a year:

(A, K:) or a yearling he-goat: before the year

it is called $3.4 (AZ, Mºb, TA) pl. (of pauc.,
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M) J.G. (S, M,K) and Jºi, (M, TA) and (of

mult, M) Jºsé ($, M, Mºb, K) and i-3 and

* […. [like […, q.v.); (K) the last

[which is properly a quasi-pl. n.] signifies the

same as Jºsé, (S) or a herd of.-23. (M.) You

say of the Š, [i.e. of him who marries often,
*... no • o

or the like, cº Jº Yºu…, Jº * f [lit. He

is of the he-goats of the sons of such a one]. (A,

TA.)

J-3 The quality, in a she-goat, of having horns

like those of the mountain-goat, (K, TA,) in

length. (TA.)

-

-

Jºe

* , o, ø, o

à.j}: A she-goat having long horns, (M,

A,) like the J-5. (A:) or having horns like

those of the mountain-goat, (K, TA,) in length.

(TA.)

6 º' or
-

à-º; aeś [In him is goatishness]: some say

'i: , śſin the TA i-sé, but the former, which

is found in the Las well as in the S and K, seems,

from what here follows, to be the right,) (Š, L,

K,) and [in like manner, for ãº = they say]
w a o ,

ãº, but [J says] I know not what is the

truth thereof: (S:) the former word is preferable.

(O, TA.)

see 1.

3a 2 oz 22 oz

4e"3-e- ? See 4-eº.

Jº A possessor ofJº [or he-goats]: (M. :)

or one who holds the J-5. ($, K: explained in

the former by J-ºl 4–3. sº: and in like

manner in the latter, by &–3)

*...* wo, 45 o.

*-3-o: see J-3, in two places.

J.5

4.3. see art. Ú.

-

Jº

J. [Hemp, of n!hich ropes and cloths are

manufactured ; thus called by the Arabs in the

present day; perhaps from the Persian Sº, “a

rope;”] a certain thing resembling flair, that comes

forth from the sea; [possibly meaning that it is

imported into Arabia;] and of which cloths are

noven. (TA.)

Lot"

1. A6, [aor. 24, inf. n. 23, BIe loved eacces

sively: (T.) [or he became enslaved, or brought

into subjection, by love; (see 25) and so "...:5,

as explained in Kull p. 165: (see -- :) or his

reason departed, and became disordered, in conse

quence of love and desire; for] 2: signifies the

departing of reason, and its becoming disordered,

(T, TA,) in consequence of love and desire. (TA.)

— He became alone, apart from others. (T,TA.)

=<5, (T, S, M. K.) aor. &#, (T,) inf. n.

23; (T, M. K3) and "4:3, (T, M., K.) [which

is the more common,] inf. n.*: (K;) She (a

woman) enslaved him ($, M, K) by love of her,

(M,) and brought him into subjection : (S, K:)

and she enslaved it, and brought it into subjection;

namely, his heart: (S:) or she deprived him of

his reason; disordered his reason. (T.) And

445, (K) inf. n. as above; (M, K.) and "4:3;

(S, K ;) It (love, S, K, or love and desire, M,

and excessive love, K) enslaved him, (S, M, K,)

and brought him into subjection. ($, K.)

2: see 1, in two places.

5: see 1.

8.25, (T.S.) inf n. 23, (T, S, M.) He (a

man) slaughtered his a .5 ſq. v.]: (T, S, M .)

and in like manner, <<5, said of a woman :

(T:) or Alj signifies the slaughtering camels,

and sheep or goats, for no cause. (IAqr, T.)

6 o'. 5 o.

Loº; i. q. Jºe [as meaning A slave, and a ser

vant or worshipper of God or of a false god]:

whence the names siſ2: [The servant of God]

and sººl_j [The servant of El-Lāt): ($, M,

K:) pl. 2:3: it is originally an inf. n., from 4:5;

Or an epithet like its syn.& J says that it is

from J.- 4.5. (TA)

i. (as also iº, with hemz, K) A ene, or

she-goat, which her owner mills for himself,

(A’Obeyd, T, S, M, K,) in his abode, (S, M, K,)

of those mehich he has reared, (A’Obeyd, T,) not

left to pasture where she pleases; (A’Obeyd, T,

$, M, K;) but sometimes slaughtered, when her

onner is in nant of flesh-meat: (A’Obeyd, T :)

or one that is slaughtered in a time of famine :

(AZ, T, M, K:) or one beyond forty, until the

number attains to the next amount that requires

one to be given for the poor rate : (M, K:) or

one that is slaughtered gratuitously, not for a

compensation, when persons desire flesh-meat.

(A Heyth, T.)=Also A [kind of amulet, such as

is called] assº, that is hung upon a child: (K:)

app. a contraction ofãº. (TA.)

ãº Ji A [desert] land such as is termed

jià, that causes one to lose his nay and to perish:

or a wide tract of land: (M, K:) or a land in

which is no mater: (T:) and ãº alone a [desert

such as is termed] §§; (T, S, K;) because one

loses his way therein: (T:) and a wide 353.

(T.)= it.: The stars ofj3-) [app. meaning

Gemini, also called Jºl. (K.)

2: [More, and most, enslaved by love]. Hence

Jº &: 23i [More enslaved by love than El

Murakkish: a prov.: see Freytag's Arab. Prov.

i. 255]. (TA.)

2< : see what follows.

2:. Enslaved, and brought into subjection, by

love : (S:) having the heart enslaved, and brought

into subjection, and affected with vehement love so

as to be deprived of his reason: (Abu-l-‘Abbās

El-Ahwal, TA:) or deprived of his reason; dis

ordered therein; by nomen; as also V2. and

led astray. (T.) -

Jºe”

& The tree of the J-1 ſor common fig; ficus

+

carica]: or the L.J., itself: (M:) [or both; i.e.]

a certain nell-known kind of tree; and the fruit

thereof: (TA:) [or the latter only;] a certain

thing that is eaten, (S, Msb,) nell known : (Msb,

K:) fresh and ripe, it is the most approved of

fruits, and the most nutritious, and the least

jlatulent; drawing, dissolvent, having the pro

perty of opening obstructions of the liver and

spleen, and lawative; and the eating much thereof

engenders lice : (K: [the last word in this expla

nation in the Kis J.i. which I render agreeably

with the TK, having found no authoritative ex

planation of it: but in my own opinion, the

meaning of this word is fattening, for Jºš sig

nifies “he became fat after being lean;” and my

opinion is confirmed by what here follows:]) it is

a pleasant fruit, having nothing redundant, and a

nice food, quick of digestion, and a very useful

medicine, for it has a lacative property, dissolves

phlegm, purifies the kidneys, removes sand of the

bladder, opens obstructions of the liver and spleen,

and fattens the body : it is also said, in a trad.,

that it stops hemorrhoids, and is good for the

gout: (Bd xcv. 1:) AHn says, there are many

kinds thereof; that of the desert, that of the

cultivated land, that of the plains, and that of

the mountains; and it is abundant in the land of

the Arabs: and he adds, on the authority of an

Arab of the desert, of the Saráh, that it is, in the

Saráh, very abundant, and alloned to be com

monly taken ; and is eaten by the people there in

its fresh state, and also dried and stored: (M:)

the word is Arabic: (Msb:) [a coll. gen. n. :]

n. un, with 3. (S, M, Msb.) This is what is

meant in the Kur [xcv. 1], where it is said,

cºl, cºls, (T, S, M, Mºb) accord. to I’Ab,

(T, S, Bd, Jel,) and the generality of the interpre

ters: (Msb :) or these two words mean two

mountains (S, M, Bd, Jel) of Syria, (S, Jel,) or

of the Holy Land, (Bd,) that produce the two

fruits thus named : (Jel:) or, accord. to a Syrian

interpreter, certain mountains extending from

Hulwān to Hemdān, and the mountains of Syria:

(Fr, T:) or Damascus and Jerusalem: (M, Bd:)

or the mosque of Damascus and that of Jeru

salem: (Bd:) or two mosques in Syria: accord.

to AHn, the former is the name of a mountain in .

the country of Ghatafán ; but there is no moun

tain thus called in Syria. (M.)- Among the

kinds of cºg is that called 3:…] & [The syca

more-fig, ficus sycomorus ; also called the Egyp

tian fig]; described vocejº, q. v. (AHn.)–

ſJº &# andJº&# are appellations

applied in the present day to The Indian fig, or

prickly pear; cactus opuntia: Forskål (Flora

Aegypt. Arab. p. lxvii) applies the former name

to the cochineal Indian fig; cactus cochinillifer.]

—áš. also signifies t The anus : (AHn, M,

K:) [opposed to ãº- as meaning “the puden

dum muliebre.”]

&: See art. U3.

&A seller of cºſor figs]. (TA)

ãº. [originally i...] A fig-garden. (K.L.)
- - - 6 of

And it. Jºy'.4 land abounding with Jºj [or

figs]. (TA.)
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1. 3, (§, Mgh, Mºb, K) aor. 44, (S, Mºb)

if n & G, Mg, Mºk) and 3 (K) and
º ~~~

&\rºj, ($, K,) is syn. with •Ü having for its aor.

º: (Msb, TA;) [and with tº, aOI". **

and ** ;] signifying He deviated from, or

lost, or missed, the right nay; he lost his way;

(Mgh, Msb, K,TA;) in the desert: (Mgh, Msb:)

he was, or became, confounded, or perplexed, and

unable to see his right course: (Mgh:) he went

anay in the land, confounded, or perpleased, and

unable to see his right course : ($, TA:) [or his

mind, or intellect, nas, or became, disordered,

confused, or unsound: (see 35 in art. •25:)] and

he perished. (TA in art. 235.) You say also,

“… 4+ & sº His ship deviated from the right

course with him. (TA) And 9-a- Jº •Ü

Thine eye, or thy sight, passed me over ; syn.

J.-3. (Aboº Turáb,TA)* •Ü [in the CK,

erroneously, oft-aš] signifies also -35, (K, TA,

[in the CK -ău, i.e., accord. to Arrám, He

looked at a thing continually, or continuously

(23, Jº ſapp. as one confounded, or perple.ced,

and unable to see aright). (Aboo-Turáb,TA)—

Also, G, (§,K) aor. Aº, (S) inf. n. 4.5, (S,

K) and 43 is said to be a dial. var. of this, but

is doubtful; (MF;) [like ºt; having for its aor.

*:::;] He magnified himself; or behaved proudly,

haughtily, or insolently : (S, K:) and he affected

to be commended for, or praised for, or he gloried

in, that which he did not possess; [i. e. he was,

or became, conceited, or vain-glorious; or he

behaved conceitedly, or vain-gloriously;] or he

overpassed the due bounds in elegance of mind or

manners or address or speech or person or attire

and the like, and arrogated to himself superiority

therein, through pride : (K:) [or rather, he was,

or became, vain; or he behaved vainly : fºr] Er

Răghib makes a distinction between --~~~ and

2:5; saying that the cº-º-º-e believes himself

with respect to the opinion or judgment that he

forms of himself indecisively, from evidence out

weighed in probability; whereas the aºu believes

himself decisively. (MF and TA in art. Jºe.)

One says, *; Jé&* [He behaves proudly,

or conceitedly, or vainly, tonards his people].

(TA.)

2. & i. 4. as: [and <!. and <ºl, i.e.,

He made him to deviate from, or lose, or miss,

the right nay; made him to lose his may: (Msb:)

[or he made him to be, or become, confounded, or

perpleased, and unable to see his right course :

&c.; see 1:] he destroyed, or lost, or left or

neglected, him or it. (K.) And 4.i. a. He

made himself to be, or become, confounded, or

perplered, and unable to see his right course;

(S, TA;) as also tº: and tº-sº : (S:) or he

destroyed himself. (TA.)

* --of . , * * ~ of ~

4. avºj Le: see Assiſ Lo, in art. 253.

10. Ast-l; see art. 933.

3. See *.

* [originally an inf. n. : see 1, throughout:]

A. 5ft, [i. e. desert, or waterless desert, &c.,]

(S, Msb, K) in rehich one loses his nay, (S,)

nherein is no sign, or mark, n'hereby one may be

guided therein; as also " iſ...} : (Mabº) pl. $3i

and 4.3% ($, K) the later of which is a pl. of

the former pl., (TA,) and issui. (Meyd, in Frey

tag's Lex.) [Hence,) <!, [also called Jº&

Jº-1, The place [or desert] in which the Chil

dren ofIsrael lost their nay, between Egypt and the

Akabeh [at the head of the eastern gulf of the Red

Sea], unable to find the nay ofegress from it. (TA)

-&J and "23 and "āj (K) and "āz,
-

• O -

(S, K,) originally [iºs] of the measure iai,

(S,) and Y i.e. and **... and " … (K) and

" ... (TA) A land wherein one loses his way,

(S, K, TA,) wide, and having in it no signs, or

marks, of the may, nor mountains nor hills.

(TA.) And v2.jí & A country to mhich, and

in nihich, one cannot find his nay. (TA)

*... o. º

*\ve; : see acº, in two places.

-> * > * 6 . -

&\º see aºu, in two places.—Also, and

"&"; and "343, Daring, or bold; who pur

sues a random, or heedless, course, nithout any

certain aim or object, in affairs: applied to a

man: and in like manner to a camel: and, with

3, to a she-camel. (TA.)

6 - d. … • O.

cºlvº and&: see Jºj :

6 J, *...< .

oº: see ałU, in two places.

6 -

and see also a U.

2:5 Deviating from, or losing, or missing, the

right nay; losing his may; (Mgh ; see also art.

233;) and so Y&; and [in an intensive sense,

like *] Yºj. (K:) deviating from the right

way and magnifying himself or behaving proudly

or haughtily or insolently: or deviating from the

right way and being confounded or perple.ced,

unable to see his right course. (TA.)-i Devia

ting from the right way in opinion : (Mgh :)

desiring a thing and unable to find the right

way. (Msb.)—Magnifying himself; or behaving

proudly, haughtily, or insolently: affecting to be

commended for or praised for, or glorying in,

that which he does not possess; or overpassing

the due bounds in elegance of mind or manners

&c. : [see 1, last sentence but one: it is best ren

dered behaving proudly, or conceitedly, or vainly:]

and in like manner "sºft (K3) but this has an

intensive signification; [meaning, like **, very

proud or conceited or vain;] (TA;) and "&;

and "&: and "Gºj (K) or only ºf and

$3, accord. to IDrd. (TA) -

J-ºl 33i *: See § in art. 635, where it is

explained on the authority of the TA. [In the S

it seems to be indicated by the context that the

meaning is He is the proudest of men.]-See

also 4.7, last sentence.

“s. º -

are: see aº.

2. A man having much as [meaning pride,

Or conceit, or vanity]: or who deviates from, or

loses, or misses, the right way, or who loses his

nay, much, or often. (TA.)

22 -" 32-2- º, - ...” 3 - 22 * .

*** and avºie and avºc and irº ; see a.º.
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